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You are looking at a major advance in tube
technology. The filament at the right in this
special demonstration envelope is a new RCA
"Dark Heater". The "Dark Heater" operates
at a temperature about 350 K below that of
the 1500 to 1700 K of a conventional heater
(left). Yet at this much lower temperature,
the "Dark Heater" can produce the same cathode temperature as the conventional heater.
Reason: the superior thermal emissivity of the
dark coating.
0

0

For additional information on the "Dark
Heater" call your RCA Field Representative
or wri' e Commercial Engineering, Sec.J91-DE,
RCA Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N . 1.

EAST: 744 Broad Street, Newark 2, New Jersey,
HUmboldt 5,3900 • MIDWEST: Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 54, Illinois, WHitehall 4-2900 • WEST: 6801 E. Washington Blvd., Los
Angeles 22, Calif., RAymond 3·8361.

The cooler operating "Dark Heater"
offers many receiving tube advantages to
equipment manufacturers, including:
• Longer heater life-because of the inherently greater tensile strength of heater
wire at lower temperatures.
• Reduced chance of heater failurebecause the smaller thermal change during heater cycling and the greatly
reduced operating temperatures minimize tendency toward recrystallization
and burnout.
• Heater-current stability on life-especially desirable in maintaining a
constant cathode temperature.
• Reduced AC heater-cathode leakage and hum-due to elimination of
"spike" or pulse leakage currents.
• Greater safety factor in established heater-cathode voltage ratings
• Improved mechanical stability-cooler operation of the "Dark Heater"
minimizes changes in heater shape during lift:, reducing the possibility of
heater damage and heater shorts.
The revolutionary "Dark Heater" is the key to improved performance and
longer life for receiving tubes. Now available in an increasing number of
RCA receiving tubes, the "Dark Heater" will be incorporated in those RCA
receiving types where potential benefits of increased life and reliability can
be realized.
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With FM Stereo broadcasting (multipl ex) an
establ islied reality, Sherwood proudly offers
every component you need for superb stereo
reception . Sherwood stereo amplifiers and
tuners are pre-eminent in the field , and now
- in the S-8000 Receiver - the ultimate in
compa ct reception quality is achieved. The
exciting new Ravin ia Model SR3 3-speaker
system fea tures extremely low intermodulat ion distortion and unusually flat frequency
response. Cabinet is hand-rubbed walnut. The
perfect se ttin g for hi fi components is
Sherwood 's Correl aire contemporary furn iture
modules- in hand-rubbed Walnut and Pecan.
Sherwood El ectronic Laboratories, Inc., 4300
N. California Ave., Chicago ~8, Illinois.
For complete tec~n.ical
write Dept. lOA.
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The World of Audio
is now a step ahead
because of ...

AUDIOclinic

VS-800D

JOSEPH

WONDER-WORKING STEREO
CARTRIDGE MOVING·COIL TYPE
Where this amazing product is
used. no HEAD AMPLlFIE.R or
IMPUT TRANSFORMER is required .. for it ope rates with 5·
mill ivolt output! -- an incredibly
high figure? Because its output
IS high, and because it is of a
low·impedance type and , hence .
free from inductive " hum" effect,
it can be · adapted to even a
simple turntable.
SPECIFICATIONS
OUTPUT VOLTAGE
.. .... 5 mV. 1.000 cps. 5 em /se c.
FREQUENCY RANGE. ..... IO-20 .000 cps .
CHANNEL BALANCE. .. ... ± 0.5 db . 1.000cps .
CHANNEL ISOLATION
..... . Ove r 30 db . 40-12.000 cps .
COMPLIANCE. ..... 15 x 10 .6 em /dyne .
DC RESISTANCE.. .... 33 ohm s.
IMPEDANCE. ... .. 35 ohm s. 1.000 cps.
LOAD RESISTANCE
...... 100 ohm s to 100 kilohms.
NEEDLE PRESSURL ... . 1.5 ·3 grams.
STYLUS .... .. O.7 mil . diamond

GA-lS

PROFESSIONAL STEREO TONE
ARM PERFECT·BALANCE TYPE
The GA·15 tOn.e arm provides a
means of directly reading the
needle pressure for all cartridges
in the we ight range of 1·20 grams,
Perfect balance . too, can be
maintained with this high·perfor·
mance tone arm having a
4·terminal plug· in arm head, Any
type of cartridges can be mOUf!'
ted o'n this torne arm ,
Constructed with greater empha,
sis on its performance than on
its visual features, this tone arm
is free from arm resonance, that
is, resonant vibration ,

NEAT
4, I·chome, Kanda, Hatago.cho.
Chiyoda·ku, Tokyo, Japan

NEAT ONKYO DENKI CO" LTD,

GIOVANELLI '~

Amplifiers and High.Frequency Loss
Q , My two tweeters each have an imped-

ance ot 8 ohms and, I assume, when connected in pamllel the oVB7'-all impedance is
4 oh?ns, H e?'e is the p1'oblem, There are
losses in the highs when the 4-ohm transtonner tap is used to teed signal to the
tweete1'S, It they a1'e connected to the 16ohm tap, howeve1', there is no apparent talloff, The amplifier is a 5-watt, home· built
~mit used only to opemte the tweetB7's. "A
1'eaae1' t"om San Fmncisco."
A. When you have your 4-ohm speaker
combination connected to the 16-ohm tap
of the output transformer you are shorting
out some of the feedback. (You are conect
in assuming that the effective impedance
of two tweeters connected in parallel is, in
your case, equal to 4 ohms.) If the feedback loop is frequency sensitive, this is the
same as saying that you have made the amplifier flatter by removing some of the feed·
back. When the speaker is connected to its
proper tap, the feedback is restored to its
proper level-and so is its effect as a treblecut circuit.
H ave you tried connecting a 4-ohm resistor to the 4-ohm tap and measuring the frequency response of the system under those
conditions~ You may find that the highfrequency response is attenuated.
The cure for this situation would seem to
be to reduce the size of the capacitor placed
across the feedback resistor. It is possible
that you can completely remove this capacitor if the circuit is stable.
Use of Connectors
Q. I have been t1'oub led with poor phono
pin-plug connections in my high-fidelity
syste1n because ot oxidation and looseness.
In building equipment, I would like to find
a s~tbstit~tte tor these connections to alleviate this condition. R. H. Knoeb el, Brookline, Mass,
A. The problem of oxidation on connectors is present regardless of the type of
connectors used, I r ecommend that no matter what kind of connectors are to be nse(l
in your equipment that you use some contact cleaner on them before using them for
the first time and every couple of months
thereafter, especially when such connections
are to be removed often, You need not be
as concerned with connections which are
not removed once the installation has been

* 3420 Newki1'k Ave., B1'00klyn 3, N.Y.
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made. When dealing with the standard
RETMA connectors, it is a good plan to
make sure that the outer shell makes a tight
fit around the ground terminal. If it does
not, oxidation becomes more of a bother.
You can make a snug fit merely by squeezing them slightly with a pair of long-nose
plier s. The same procedure may be followed
for the center pin. I have found, however:
that the center pin is subject to less of this
difficulty than the outer shell.
You may prefer not to use substitute
connectors because they will not match
standard RETMA connectors. If you buy
a new piece of equipment, it will not be
equipped with this substitute plug. You
will, therefore, have to refit the new equipment ,vith the substitute connector ; perhaps you will have to make up cables with
the standard RETMA connectors at one
end and th e proper alternative connector
at the other.

Increasing Headphone Level
Q. I have a pair ot CTys·tal headphones
which I would like to use with my tape rec01'der, Can you suggest a voltage amplifier
oirouit which will increase the volume when
using the phones with the 1·ecorde1'. Name
withheld, B1'ooklyn, New Y 01·1c.
A. First of all, I wonder if you really
need to build a preamplifier for the output
of your recorder. Why not connect the
phones to the output of the preamplifier of
your music system ~ Naturally, the output
of the recorder would be connected to the
appropriate input of the preamplifier. This
arrangement will in most cases give you all
the gain you require, and then some.
If, however, this is impractical, build up
a voltage amplifier for each headphone, using a 12AU7. This will provide you with
more than enough gain. I presume that you
will power this little unit directly from the
power supply of the recorder. Do not connect the 12AU7 to the d.c, filament supply
-if such a supply is employed in the particular machine you are using. Utilize instead the a,C. heater source used for the
bias tube.
I assume this is a stereo recorder, The
circuit for only one channel will be described. Both channels are identical in all
respects. The other half of the 12AU7 tube
will be used as the amplifier for the other
channel.
Circuit: The grid of one half of the
12AU7 is connected to one end of a 0.5
(Continued on page 6)
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Langevin
MODEL AM-53Ul
LEVELINE AMPLIFIER
+

37 dbm OUTPUT (6 WATTS)

INTRODUCTION

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Thi s new limiter amplifier is a miniature plug-in unit which acts
as an automatic averaging or as a peak level amplifier in TV-Broadcast,
Microwave, Recording and Industria l Sound ' applications. It operates
with a push-pull variable gain input stage driving a 2 stage pu sh-pull
program amplifier. Silicon rectifiers provide bias to regul ate gain of
the input stage.
Maximum program variations up to 30 db can be controlled, thus
relieving studio personnel of many exacti ng level adjustments. In
reco rding, this unit allows higher signal-to-noise ratios by loading the
tape or disc; thus, the engineer is not required to anticipate overload s.
This anticipation results in lower signal to noise and lower maximum
levels than those otherwise possible.

Mounting Tray: Langevin Model TRY-50 l? ; Finish: Light gray bak ed enam el
over 18 gauge bonderized (rust proofed) steel ; Weight: 4 Ibs. net, shipping 5
Ibs. ; Size: Length 10 1/4 in ., width 2% in., heigh t 3 in .

APPLICATIONS
EXPANDER-COMPRESSOR - With an average program material level sufficient to produce 15 db of gain reduction, the output signal will be
compressed for incoming signals exceeding 15 db, and expanded for
incoming signals below 15 db.
AUTOMATIC MASTER GAIN CONTROL - .Simply replace the program
amplifier by plugging in the Leveline Amplifier; the AM-5301 Leveline
Unit replaces directly a program amplifier and can be used as a
monitor amplifier of 6 watts.
AUTOMATIC LEVEL CONTROL FOR A REMOTE LINE - The Leveline units
permit unattended operation of the remote line.
AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF LEVEL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 2 OR MORE
PROGRAM SOURCES - Controls differences between turntables, projectors, network program and microphone preamplifier sources.
USE AS A "DUCKER" - A program can be automatically lowered the
recommended 8 db (one-half loudness) to allow an announcer to override without apparent program interruption.
USE AS A NORMAL PROGRAM AMPLIFIER - Turning off the integral
chassis bias limiting control allows operation as a conventional
program amplifier.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
Model
Model
Model
Model

MTR-S07 Bias Voltmeter
TRY-SOl? Mounting Tray
VR-1l2 lOOK Extension Bias Control
TK-S301 Tube Kit

ORDERING INFORMATION
MODEL AM-5301 LEVELINE AMPLIFIER, Complete with tubes, weight 4 Ibs.
net, shpg. 5 Ibs. Price, Net, $158.BO.
MODEL AM-5301 LEVELINE AMPLIFIER LESS TUBES, sa me as above but less
tubes . Price, Net, $145.00.
MODEL TK-5301 TUBE KIT for above, co nsisting of 1 each (Langevin Model
TUS-6ES8) 2 each 6005 5 star (Langevin Model TUS-6005) and 1 each
12AYl, select, (Langevin Model TU S-12 AY7). Weight, net 1/4 lb. shipping
liz lb. Price, Net, $13.80
MODEL MTR-507 BIAS VOLTMETER, spe cial scale mar·k.ed for optimum
operating point of AM-5301 Leveline Amplifier. Panel size is 1-1 3/16 in_
round ope nin g for rear panel mount, 17/8 in. square overall, depth is 1% in.;
reading is 0-70 vdc, we ight 3 oz. net, shipp ing 10 ozs ... Price, Net, $15.00
MODEL VR-112 lOOK co ntinuou sly var iable moulded composition resistor
for pan el mount bi as limiting control of AM-5301, includes knob but no
dial , weight 4 oz. net, shipping liz lb. Price, Net, $5.00.
MODEL ' TRY-5017 MOUNTING TRAY for above, with plug socket complete.
Price, Net, $8.25.
OPTIMUM

OBM

IIV

IOV

ar

22.5V

VOlTAGE

30V 40V

r::;p
+ 40
CUPPING AREA
+ 38 DBM.

T 'ESHOln . OB

a
.131

Gain: 53 db with 600 ohm input source; Input Source: 125 to 600 ohms
balanced or unbalanced; Output Impedance: 150 - 600 ohms; Output Power:
+ 37 dbm when stra pped for monitor, +26 dbm strapped for Leveline
operation; Output Noise: Unweighted , equ ivalent to an input signal of
- 110 dbm or less over th e band 20 - 20,000 cps; Frequency Response :
± .5 db 20 - 20,000 cps; Distortion: Less than 1% at +36 dbm operating
levels including compression. Less than .5% at +26 dbm; Compression
Ratio: Adjustable from 1.6: 1 to 5: lover a 30 db range at input with 4: 1
being optimum ; Attack Time: 11 milliseconds, adjustable to 100 microseconds; Release Time: For 63% recovery, .5 seconds in " dual" position;
3 seconds in " average " pos ition ; Tube Complement: 1 - 12AY7-select
(Langevin Model TUS-12AY7), 1 - 6ES8 Variable Gain Input Amplifier
(Langevin Model TUS-6ES8) t . 2 - 6005.-5 Star Output Amplifiers (Lang~vin
Model TUS-6005); Bias RectifIer: 2 - Silicon Bias Rectifiers ; Power ReqUIrements: 6.3 Volts ac or dc at 1.5 amperes ; 300 vdc at 90 ma strapped for
monitor; 50 ma strapped for Leveline operation.

+ 2a
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4

+ 10
50

60

·- 1a

(
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- 60
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- 40
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- 10 - 6
~6 =
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The cast aluminum tubular arm
the AT6 is dynamically-balanced, 3i
precision-built to the standards of ('
fin-est separately sold tone arms, but
comes integrated into the player to insu
a perfect installation. This arm is balanc
and ' tracking force adj usted in two ea
steps: First ... it is set at zero trackil
pressure, by moving the counter weig
until the arm is
level , in perfect
equal balance.

2

Then you fix the tracking force d
sired, on the built-in stylus pressu
scale convenientl y mounted in uprig
position at the side of the arm. Settin
made with this scale will be more preci
th an by any separate stylus pressu
f:' gauge , and its convenie
~
location insures accura
.
~ reading.

fJj
f,_

3

Once balanced and set, the AT6 ar
will track correctly at the lightt
pressure recommended for any c!
tridge by its manufacturer. This
those pickups labelled as
It will travel ' each side of the
grooves perfectly, even if the player

www.americanradiohistory.com
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inl<nHo",lIy <ilt,d "' th'
record warped or not perfectIy concentric.

~6
ResponSible
for the uncanny silence
.
and perfect speed of the AT6 (regard-

YOu have full choice of the cartridg~s
you prefer for stereo listening since
the AT6 shell will accommodate any
of them. One example of the detailed care
taken by Garrard to insure perfect reproduction ... is the bayonet fitting for the
shell, which is instantly removable, but
rigidly held while playing to avoid any
semblance of resonance. And, to facilitate
the most professional electrical installation of the cartridge, the shell comes wired
with a four-pin fully isolated system, using a fifth
separate grounding lead.

~

less of load or voltage changes ) is a
special motor-a heavy duty version of the
four pole shaded type as developed by
t~e G arrard Laboratories. Engineered speclfically to match the AT6 turntable and
drive link age, this motor is shielded top
and bottom by speciall y designed pl ates which eliminate
any vestige of magnetic hum.

~

But tone arm and tracking are only
half the story of perfect stereo reproduction. The other half depends
upon the turntable-motor combination and
how it operates. AT6's turntable is oversized, accuratel y balanced, and weighted.
Torque is high , yet there is no noise, .no
wow, no waver, not even the most minute
interference, by the action of this turnt a ble , with the
sound of your
records.

In addition to its professional features, the AT6 rewards you with the
luxurious convenience of autom atic
play when desired. The controls for each
type of operation are grouped near each
other, but they are separate, _
instantaneous, and foolproof. . '
'"
You will not find a record . -

player easier to use, whether as single play
turntable, or as automatic intermix changer. Every attention has been paid to convenience, flexibility, and appearance. A
few examples: the compact size of the
AT6 which makes it fit every installation ;
the rich fawn/white color scheme which
will enhance your entire music system; a
snap-in tone arm safety catch to prevent
accidents; and even a new transit thumb
screw built into the unit plate ready to
lock the AT6 in position for safe pQrtability at any time.
The compact AT6 automatic turntable at
$54.50 now joins the Type "A" at $79.50
as G arrard's du al answers to the stringent
record playing requirements of today's
music systems. Regardless of price, we
predict th at you will find in these Garrard
a utomatic turntables, the realization of
everything you have wanted in a record
player. Let your own eyes and your own
searching examination prove this to you.
Both models, the other Garrard players,
and accessories, are now at your dealers.

For literature write Dept. ::;R-ll G arrard Sales Corp. , Port Washington, New York.
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Since 1935, Peerless has been the pioneer - designing and manufacturing
transformers of the ,highest reliability to most-exacting specifications of the
electrical and electronics industries. A policy of creative engineering, p re cision construction and rigid quality control has given Peerless acknowledged
leadership - particularly in the design of specialized units. Pioneering in
miniaturization, Peerless has also established the industry standa rds fo r
reliability in sealing and ruggedness of packaging . Products range from
units 1/10 cubic inch to more than 20 cubic feet, from fractional voltages
to 30,000; from less than 1 cycle to almost a half megacycle ; in 1, 2 and
3-phase or phase-changing configurations. Constructions cover the range
from open-frame to potted, hermetically-sealed and vacuum -impregnated
units . Whatever your transforme r needs, Peerless can design to you r specification and deliver in quantity. In addition to the units shown here, Peerless
has solved these special problems :
Miniature Inductance Unit, 4.85 henrys (± 7%) at 150 ma, DC
Miniature 400-cycle Filament Power Tr ansfor mer for airborne operation
Miniature Power Transformer, 3-phase, 400 cps 10 1, 2 and 3-phase
Miniature Audio Input Transformer, low-level input
Miniature Her metically-Sealed 'Output Transformer, 400 cps, high level

I

20-20 PLUS ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
(REPEATING COIL) E-204-D

Attenuates longitudinal currents SO db in
balanced circuit in frequency range up to
20,000 cps. Insertion loss 0.4 db. Frequency
response : + 1 db, 5 - SO,OOO cps. Electrostatic shield. Astatic balance and electromagnetic shield provide approximately 50
db magnetic shielding.

Storing Recorded Tape
Q. Although I do not own a tape reo
corder, I have been thinking about the best
way to stol'e tapes, so that they would retain a low backgl'ol£nd-noise level and not
be subjected to erasure from m,agnetic
fields in the vicinity. Fred Butterfield,
Broolelawn, New Jersey.

20-20 PLUS SHIELDED INPUT
TRANSFORMER K-241 -D

Small size for such superb performance. Frequency
response, 1 db : 10 to 25,000 cps . Prima ry balanced to attenuate longitudinal currents in excess
' of 50 db . Secondary may be used single-ended o r
in push-pull . Electrostatic shield between prima ry
and secondary has 90 db electromagnetic shielding . Maximum operating level, + S dbm .
Whatever your transforme r needs, Peerless engineers can design
to any military or commercial specification and manufacture in
any quantity. See REM for complete catalogue of standard units
or write for information to Dept. A-12-PE

QE)PEERLESS
~
ALTE[

mtmmmmDI

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
A DIVISION OF ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION

.

6920 McKinley Avenue, Los Angeles 1, California
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megohm resistor (all resistors are % watt).
The other end of this resistor is grounded.
The "hot" signal lead from the normal output of the recorder is connected to the grid
along with this resistor. The "cold" side of
the output of the recorder is grounded. The
cathode is returned to ground through a
3300-ohm resistor. This resistor is shunted
by a 50 'I.ti electrolytic capacitor, 50v d.c.
The plus terminal of this capacitor is connected to the cathode. The plate for this
particular half of the 12AU7 is connected
to one end of a 50,000-ohm resistor, the
other side of which is connected to one end
of a 33,000-ohm resistor. The far end of the
33,000-ohm resistor is connected to the main
B-plus of the recorder's power supply. The
junction of the 50,000-ohm and the 33,000ohm resistors is connected to the plus side
of a 8 '!-Ii electrolytic capacitor, 450v d.c.
The ground side is connected to the chassis
and ground. The plate also goes to one end
of a 0.22 '!-li capacitor, 60v d.c. The other
end of this capacitor goes to the "hot" output terminal. The other output terminal is
grounded.
Do not use the output terminal provided
by this stage to feed a preamplifier located
some distance from the recorder because
t he high frequecies will be attenuated by
the capacitance of the shielded, interconnecting cable. Arrange your jacks so that
you can still use the normal output of the
recorder to drive the preamplifier or other
device if desired.

A. According to my own eA-perience, the
normally encountered magnetic fields do not
appear to add to print-through so much as
do temperature and humidity. Frankly, I
store all my tapes-even masters-on open
shelves. My oldest master is about ten years
old. I simply cannot detect print-through
on it on a scale greater than I noticed when
the tape was a few weeks old. If I wanted
to be on the safe side, I would store them
in an air-conditioned room with the temperature between 60 and 70 deg. Fahrenheit. I would adjust for fairly low humidity.
I would want the humidity high enough so
that the plasticizer in the tape would not
evaporate. Were this to take place, the tape
would become brittle and subject to breakage. I n addition to this I would wind the
tapes "tails up," and would store them in
film cans sealed with tape so as to make the
cans more or less air tight. (The reason for
storing tape "tails up" is that this position
will be the one which is normal after playback, and hence the tape will be wound very
smoothly. This, in turn, will prevent any
possible damage to the edges of the tape.
Of course, when playing half-track monophonic tapes and/ or quarter-track mono(Continued on page 76),
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UP, DOWN, SIDEWAYS ... the important difference in an
Audio Dynamics' cartridge can be felt with your fingertips
Put your finger to the stylus tip of an Audio Dynamics'
Stereo Cartridge. Move that tip around . . . What you feel is
compliance. In Audio Dynamics' ADC-l, it is 20 X 10.6
cms/ dyne minimum. This compliance, along with a tracking
force of less than one gram and an effective stylus mass that
measmes less than .5 milligrams, represents a design breakthrough by Audio Dynamics' engineers. Result? Now, for the
first time, by using any model ADC cartridge, the following
five essentials of true stereo reproduction are yours:

Essential # I-Highs Free from Peaks & Distortion
Quality stereo cartridges are designed to suppress undesirable peaks and distortions in the high frequency range.
These occur when the stylus mass resonates with the vinyl
disc. To suppress resonance, since mass cannot be readily
reduced, most cartridges are heavily damped.
Damping, however, .stiffens the compliance. This creates
problems: (1) High tracking forces are required to prevent
mistracking and breakup. (2) The suspension becomes nonlinear, resulting in distortion.
In one remarkable stroke, Audio Dynamics' engineers
lowered the effective stylus mass to just one-half milligram,
eliminating forever the previous plaguing need for heavy
damping. This spectacular development makes it possible
for the stylus tip to resonate with the vinyl disc at a frequency so high, your ear never hears it. Response is smooth
... the sound clean and "transparent."

Essential #2-Clean & Well-Rounded Bass Tones
With stylus mass lowered and heavy damping eliminated,
high compliance and linear suspension are achieved. This
results in tone arm resonance so low it is of no consequence.
Only the undistorted recorded bass tones come through.

causes distortion and record wear. But high compliance and
low stylus mass permit Audio Dynamics' cartridges to track
at an extremely low force. Tested by Hirsch-Houck Laboratories the ADC-l registered a tracking force of % of a gram.
You can forget about distortion and record wear!

Essential #4-Proper Channel Separation
With resonance removed from the audible range, nothing
prevents the stylus from following the groove wall's direction of motion. Audio Dynamics' cartridges attain 30 decibels of separation in the critical 50-7000 cps range. Wandering of sound from speaker to speaker is eliminated.

Essential #5-Reduced Surface Noise
Lack of resonances results in greatly reduced surface noise.
The diamond stylus of an ADC cartridge also contributes
to this virtue. It has been selected from perfect crystals,
super polished and the sides oriented so only the hardest
surfaces touch the grooves.
Many, many plays later, when it is necessary to change
the stylus, you'll find the entire assembly comes out with a
flick of your finger. No tools or special skills are required.
These five essentials for true stereo reproduction result from
high compliance, low tracking force, and low stylus mass
- qualities inherent in all Audio Dynamics cartridges.
Experience for yourself the performance advantages provided by Audio Dynamics ADC-l and ADC-2 stereo cartridges! Hear them at your dealer today.

Essential #3-Record Compatibility
When a stylus is stiffened by damping, a heavy tracking
force is required to prevent mistracking and breakup. This

AUDIO
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The ADC-l for high quality tone arms$49.50.
The ADC-2 for high quality record changers
and tone arms-$37.50.

AUDIO DYNAMICS CORPORATION
1677 Cody Avenue, Ridgewood, New York
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LETTERS
Missing Data
SIR:

T he accompanying diagr am is "The
Bauer Circuit for Headphone Stereo" as
shown in AUDIO, ETC for Septembel·. As I
am sure you are aware by now, t he -r esis·
tors and capacitor val ues directly in series
with the phones were not indicated. Could
you please help me out with these val uest
FRED H. S'l'EELE,
611 Flemington Hoad, S.E .
H untsville, Ala.

(We did, by mail. And below is a corrected
diagTam with the required values. ED.)

Record stereo ...
play stereo ...
,,~ith the ne"Y
Concord Inodel401
Why settle for a tape player when you can
own a Concord 401 stereo tape recorder for
n'o more cost. With the 401 you can record
a library of 25 one hour stereo tapes for
less than $50.00 compared with the cost
of over $300.00 for the equivalent in pre·
recorded music.
The Concord 401 stereo tape recorder
offers superb sound quality in an advanced
design precision instrument. The 401 con·
tains both ste reo record and playback preamplifiers. Records stereo anywhere, plays '
through any high fidelity system.

Equalization
Sm:
Your editol'ial on equalization in the
April, 1961, issue naturally interested me.
As a blind man who is wholly dependent
on hea ring, caring almost nothing about
curve shapes of so many db at so and so
cps (although some exact stanclards are
helpful ), I am for mak ing our equipment
with less gadgets.
Like you, most of my listening is done
at what is supposed to be FLAT (12:00
o'clock) on my amplifier dials. W hen, say,
an AM program is lacking in highs I move
my treb le di.al to 4 : 00 p.m. for mOI'e highs.
When I go to a restaurant I add a little
salt where salt is lacking, put pepper to
introdnce hotness into my food i but there
is nothing I can do where a n overabundance of the two elements has been put in
by t he cook except to drink some ice water!
As you have said time and time again,
I, too, am for flexibility in our music systems s.o as to allow t he fussy audiofan to

do as he pleases i but at the same time
have the equ ipment so simple, like a fixedfocus cameTa, t hat the wife and the musicloving youngster can use it.
The RIAA curve is so fal' the accepted
standal'd curve of the disc industry. How
about having a good standard for all tape
machines and tapes' Right now we have at
least th l'ee different curves. Shall we have
a tape compensatol' like the preamp with
961 possible curves which was on the market some time ago ~
FREDERICK T. HAYASHI,
235 Kuahiwi Avenue,
Wahiawa, Hawaii

(Most U.S. and J apanese machines are now
standard'ized to what is known as the NAB
c1t?'ve, and some of the EU1'opean ones are.
Th ere is a philosophy common in Europe
which holds that less distortion is obtained
in a system if the high-frequency end is
not pre-equalized so ?nuch in the reoording as it is with the NAB standard. We could
hm'dly agl'ee with this philosophy more,
BUT it is not the -commonly used U.S .
curve, and if the instruments al'e to be
1tsed fOl' playing our pTesent "standard"
tapes, 01' if tapes made on these machines
are to be played on U.S . machines, the Te·
suits al'e not always opti?n1vm.
While it is true that the high-frequency
dist01·tion ?nay be gl'eatel' with our present
"standard," such distortion is likely to be
outside the audible spectl·um. It is true,
howeve?', that the signal-to-noise ratio is
greater with the high-frequency mnge being eq~talized in the Tecord'ing and played
back fiat, which is the way it is done on
U.S. machines. ED.)
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Features: 4·track stereo and monaural
recording, sound on sound recording, two
VU meters, individual channel controls,
electrimatic remote control. Mounts verti·
cally or horizontally-ideal for custom in·
stallations. Frequency response, 3016,000 cycles ± 2 DB at 71f2 IPS. Flutter
and wow, less than .18%.

--....!
• FOR EARPHONES WITH AN IMPEDANCE GREATER THAN
5 OHMS, CONNECT TWO 5-0HM RESISTORS AS SHOWN

COMPLETE diagram for Bauer headphone stereo.

ISOTONE

Price including custom carrying case
$249.50.

- presents an entirely new concept in TepTOduced sound in which tonality is total as
regaTds symmet ry and perspective. ISOTONE'S
unique and patented construction makes all the
difference, employing, as it does, the aiTcolumn principle of the pipe organ. ISOTONE
guarantees the same massive linearity, the .
same peakless, Tolling response, non-resonant,
sustained, thoroughly satisfying sound. Models
1- 1/2 to 6 cubic feet. This is revolutionary.
Send fo r brochure. Ask your dealer about us.

Write Today: Send for Concord's booklet
" 401- AII the Facts" regarding the quality
and versatil ity of the 401 Stereo Tape
Recorder.

li~t!:C~R!!J~

ISOTONE ASSOCIATES
3402 Third Avenue,

Dept. A· IO, 809 N. Cahuenga Blvd., L. A. 38, Cal.
CIRCLE 8A

New York 56, N.Y.

CIRCLE 88
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In all the world, there is no finer record reproducing instru·
ment than the REK·O·KUT Stereotable and Tonearm.
Now-REK·O·KUT offers fully automatic operation of Stereo·
tables and Tonearms, with an easily attached accessory
called Auto·Poise. Auto·Poise maintains true Stereotable
quality because it disconnects completely from the turn·
table and tonearm during play. You enjoy the faultless
tracking of the REK·O·KUT Stereo Tonearm, adjusted for
minimum pressure and perfect balance, plus a Stereotable
with an impressively lower noise level than that of any other
record playing device. Only in this way c:;an you enjoy flaw·
less record reproduction with the convenience of automatic
operation. Literature on request.

MODEL APK
Auto· Poise only

SAVE $10 00
MODEL AP-320
Auto·Poise with S·320
Stereo Tonearm
Model AP-320 Illustrated

· Pat. Pending

iJREK·O·KUT STEREOTABLES
Rek·Q·Kut Company, Inc .• 38-19 108th St. , Corona 68, N.Y.

Export: Morhan Exporting Corporation. 458 Broadway, New York 13

AUDIO
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Canada: Atlas Radio Corporation. 50 Wingold Avenue. T.or.onto 19
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CHESTER
The symbol 0 ind icates the United
Stereo Tapes 4-track 7 V2 ips tape
number.
f elix Slatkin: Cha rge !
Capitol

0

ZT 1270

It's been some time since I've heard a
Capitol four-track reel deliberately aimed at
the thrill-seeked. Tbe release of this militarymusic "spectacular" was more than enough
encouragement to renew acquaintance. One
feature of this reel is quite apparent at the
very outset. Capitol was determined to avoid
any possibility of tape hiss in the course of
this release. The recording level is just about
as high as it can be pegged without running
ill to problems of overload. In the studio itself,
there was a hefty amount of dynamite
rattling around; sixteen trumpets, all kinds
of military drums, six fifes and a half dozen
bagpipes. The trumpets furnish the major
due to presence of a high signal on the
reel and the fact that these instruments do
not get completely out of hand can probably
be traced to the fact that Capitol has been
doing its own processing of the four-track
reels released under that label.
These com men ts on signal strength do not
alter the fact that tape, even with the reduced width of the four-track format, succeeds where the stereo disc begins to falter
in heavy going of this sort. Take the lineup
of ten assorted drums and a tympani strung
out across the stage behind the other instruments. On tape, there is no question about
the breadth of their location, the solidity of
their ranks and the nature of t h eir mission.
Against this backdrop of varied thunder, the
intent o.f the album is established with the
boom of cannon as six trumpets sound the
charge call on the right and are answered
by sb: trumpets on the left. Percussion alone
has its moments in the piece called Dru.nmer
Boys with glockenspiel and cymbals holding
the center of the line. Bu,gle1J s Dream is a
fantasy of classical and modern bugle calls
that stresses an atmosphere of depth. The
fifers have a very good opportunity to shine
in their medley of historical airs that takes
them past the mikes in marching formation.
What they lack in impact, compared with tlie
bagpipes that follow, they more than make
up in the jauntiuess of their attack. A. special
arrangement of When Johnny Comes Marching Home brings the enterprise to a close
with a healthy and widely-spaced flourish.

Mark Laub: Twin Me lod ies-Solo Organ
Columbia CS 845 1
Bona fide theatre organs, working in their
normal domain, have been the source of considerable happiness to the audiofan with a
good stereo setup. It has not escaped the attention of this column that Columbia has
done more than its share in filling the demand for sound of this type. Radio City
Music Hall in New Yorl, and the Fox Theatre
In Detroit have been the scene of benevolent
Invasions by its recording crews. During this
activity in theatres, nothing out of the

* 12 FO?·est Ave., Hastings-on-Hudson,
N.Y.

SANTON'~
ordinary was being done in stereo with the
electronic organs designed for single-room
occupancy. Now the makers of the Lowery
Organ, egged on perhaps by the organ fans
ill Columbia's recording staO', have come forth
with an instrument tbat gives the soloist
considerably more control over the direction
and placement of sound for two-channel recording. Early in 1960, several stereo recordings of a Lowery organ were issued on
th!' RCA Victor label. In these, Marjorie
Meinert played their "Lincolnwood" model,
making fu ll use of the percussion and orchestral eO'ects built into that unit. The
Victor discs offered a suggestion of deliberate
use of counter melody for stereo placement.
The guitar and drumS used to accompany
Miss Meinert tended to mask the organ
themes placed in one of the chaunels. Now,
in this Columbia recording, miked at even
closer range, tbe organ is presented without
accompaniment and with full exploitation
of the possibilities it offers for stereo treatment. In fact, the mannfacturer of the Instrument, in a moment of unguarded enthusiasm,
bas labeled it the Lowery Stereo Orgau.
Mark Laub, once a pianist and a r ranger
for dance bands, doesn't hesitate to use every
trick of the trade to encourage a dialogue
between the sections of the organ. The twelve
songs were chosen for SimpliCity in the basic
tune and obvious flexibility in the counter
theme. Colorful registrations round out an
excellent demonstr ation of what the organ
designer bad in m ind when he turned his
attention to stereo.

X-15, Rockets, Missiles and Jets
Reprise R 6003
FaSCination with the sound of aircraft and
missiles is not limited to the record inllustry.
Much of the material on this record was
collected for a library of "trade" sounds
that is maintained by the Los Angeles Divisiou of North American Aviation. The
enterprise of the Reprise label in uncovering
this cache of flight's sonic by-products will
be appreciated by anyone interested in the
invasion of space. A brief resume of the
sounds of conventional aviatiou precedes the
presen t era of space fligh t. The roar of
World War II bombers such as the B·25
Mi tchell and the faster F-86 Sabrejet of the
Korean War merely serve as appetizers for
the more bizarre sounds that follow. "Ve are
in troduced in rapid order to the whine of
test chambers tbat duplicate air pressures
three times the speed of sound. Then test
sleds are recorded at both the start and the
mid point of their run, paSSing the mikes
at a speed of 1800 miles per hour. These
tests lead to oue of the major attractions on
the disc-a sequence of sounds recorded inside the nose cone of an Atlas Intercontinen tal Missile. The blast of the launch is
picked up within the missile. The ambient
buzz that begins once the flight is underway
is low enough in intensity to enable us to
hear the separation of the first stage at burnout. Then follow the intermittent bursts of
the guidance rockets, the separation of the
second stage and, finally, that of the nose
cone. Hearing this sequence on a regular
commercial recording underliues how commonplace some elements of space travel have
already become. Another group of sounds,
these recorded on the ground, spell out with
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more meaning thau a photograph can, the
difference in power of a wide variety of
missiles, The series starts with the relatively
small "Corpora I" and moves up the scale
through the "Nlke", "Nlke-Ajax", "Minuteman" and reaches a grand fiuale with the
full-throated boom of the "Titan" missile.
After such a display of sound, the mauned
X-15 sounds quite tame by comparison. Its
only big moment comes as a B-52 drops it
away into fiight at 40,000 feet and the craft,
which amounts to a winged rocket, moves 00'
on its own.

Mantovani : Italia Mia
London

LPM 70045

Marty Gold: Stereo Action Goes Hollyw ood
RCA Victor LSA 2381
Stereo Action, somewhat to my surprise,
continues to be an undiminished activity in
RCA's recording plans. It's quite a temptation
to conclude that a fresh batch of neophytes
continues to show up on a monthly basis at
stereo record counters across the nation. In
this particular release, Marty Gold selects
some of the better-knowu movie scores for
experiments iu moving the sound across the
boundaries o'f the sectors covered by the
stereo mikes. In order to facilitate matters
for the cousole eugiueer, the orcbestra was
divided iuto three diO'erent groups. No matter
how many times the musicians changed position frOID selection to selection, the miklng
was kept at apprOXimately the same close
range. The results obtained so far in the
Stereo Action series would seem to indicate
that m1i,es with a high degree of separate
control have to be used in order to get good
stereo depth . At this session, the already extensive cluster of mikes laced through the
orchestra was enlarged to include two condenser types placed some fifteen feet apart
at the back of the hall. Under this setup, several selections come through better than the
others. The Children'8 Marching Song from
the "Inn of the Sixth Happiness" and the
Colonel. Bogey Mm·olt from "Bridge on the
River Kwai" offer the most obvious opportunities for music in motion .

Olatunji: Afro Pe rc ussion
Columbia CS 8434
The increasing in terest in Africa has
served to accelerate the eutertainment career
of Babatunde Olatunji, a member of the

(Continued on page 87)
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The scene Is a spacious confereuce room at
the Home Offices of London Records. This is
the special room reserved for meetings with
the top artists who provide the bulk of the
revenue that keeps the label thriving. Already
present is the Man of MUSiC and his several
teams of managers, arrangers and advisers.
On the other side of the table are seated
London's representatives, headed by the man
currently in charge of the Be Pleasant to
Mantovani department. The only major figure
abseu t during this particular conference is
the seuior arranger charged with the delicate
task of unleashing the tumbling "cascades"
of the string section. As these things will, a
security leak has already occurred. For days,
rumors have been flying that, this time, the
Old Man is embarking upon something DIO'erent-an album of Italian airs that will Include melodies from real operatic arias. The
team of arrangers aSSigned to the woodwind
section is already nervously eyeing the Leader's impassive face for confirmation that
thei r Divisiou is to play a key role in the
proceedings.
Lacking the serene patience of those who
stayed throughout the meeting, we can only
report that the fruits of the conference have
reached full maturity on the London tape
called "Italia 1I1ia". Consult It now and you'll
relive tbe hushed moment when the deciSion
was reached to include one of the great
Puccini arias-Vissi D'Arte from Tosca.
Other goodies are a theme from Tchaikowsky's
"Cappriccio Italien" and a quotation from
the "Caruival of Venice" that begins with
a flute and guitar duo. Lest they be denied
access to the next meeting, the engineering
staff turned in an excellent job.
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introducing a totally new approach to stereo kit design
When the KX -200 Control Amplifier, first of the new line of
Fisher Strata Kits, became available on September 2Bth, the
entire concept of high-fidelity components in kit form entered
a new, exciting phase. For the first time, a kit is backed by a
name with the tradition and stature of Fisher.
Before Fisher could stake its re putation on a produ ct com pleted by the purchaser, two requirements had to be uncon ditionally satisfied. First, the performance of a Fish er kit had
to meet the same guaranteed Fisher laboratory standards
no matter who assembled it-Fisher laboratory techni cians
or a totally unskilled and inexperienced builder. Second .
constructing the kit had to be a pleasure. not a probl em.
Fisher engineers have responded to both of these unusual
challenges brilliantly, as will be .evident to any builder of
the KX-200 Strata Kit. He will own the finest BO-watt Stereophonic Master Control Amplifier Fisher knows how to make.
The StrataKit method of kit construction permits assembly
by easy. error-proof stages (strata) . each stage corresponding
to a particular page in the Instruction Manual and to a
separate transparent packet of parts. separately identified.
Major components come alreaqy mounted on the chassis.
and wires are pre-cut for every stage-meaning every page!
Errors of omission. if any. can thus be checked stage-bysta ge and page-by-page-before proceeding to the next stage.
There are no surprises with a Fisher Strata Kit, only the
pleasure of accomplishment and of effortless lea rning.
EXPORT : Telesco International Corp " 171 Madison Ave •• N.Y. 16, N.Y. In Canada : Tri·Tel Ass ociates. lid.

Outstanding features of the Fisher KX-200 StrataKit:
80 watts IHFM music power- more than with any other controlamplifier kit. Harmonic distortion 0.24%. Hum and noise 93 db
below full output.
Built-in O'Arsonval laboratory-type calibration meter-a Fisher exclu·
sive. Permits precise adjustment for peak performance; assures
opti mum results from the start and in the years ahead.
Level control facilities for a center·channel speaker without the need
for an additional amplifier-unlike any other kit now available.
.
Architectu ral brass·finish control panel to match all other standard
Fi sher-b uilt components and to fit standard Fisher component
cabinets.
Price $169 50 •
Comin g Soon : The Fisher High-Sensitivity. Wide-Band. Stereo-FM Tuner Strata Kit

~-------------------~-----,

USE THIS COUPON FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Fisher Radio Corporation
21-29 44th Drive. Long Island City 1, N_ Y_
Pl ease send me the followin g Fi s h er literature without charge:

o Complete spec ificatio n s on the ' Fisher KX-200 StrataKit.
o guide
The 1962 Fi s h er Handbook, a 40·page illustrated r efere nce
for cu s tom stereo insta llations .
Name ___________________________________________
Address _________________________________________
City

Zone _ _ Sta te

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-----------------------~~~

Walnut or m ahogan y cabi net. $24 .95 e xtra ; metal cabine t. $15.95 edra ; prices s lightly higher in the Far West.
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edward latnaliCanby
PRETTY CAGEY
A few months back, last August, I was
tipped off by friends that there was an
upcoming festival of modern music about
to begin at Montreal, and I really ought
to hear it; and since these friends were
about to embark for Europe from Montreal, why didn't I come along and make
it a going-away party'
When I found out what the festival was
about, I said yes. Even though phone calls
to Montreal couldn't uncover any clear idea
of the actual programs, I did know that
the music was of a certain school, very
modern indeed, and the prime moyer was
to be one John Cage. That was all I
needed. This was going to be fUll! So I
went.
H was fun. You've probably heard of
John Cage. He's relatively an old-timer,
now, maybe in his lateish forties. Back
before the war he was already forecasting
electronic music with prophetic accuracy.
Soon thereafter he became famous by virtue of a sure-fire musical gimmick, the socalled prepared piano, a normal piano
beefed up with a vast collection of hardware-bolts, nuts and what-not, inserted
at precisely exact points in and around and
under the strings, to produce calculated
if slightly unusual effects via assorted
plucking, scrapings, hammerings, even via
the use of the piano keys. Play a low ,bass
note on a properly prepared piano, for instance, and maybe you'd heal· a falsetto
thump, or a thin twang. A whole orchestra
of new sounds, all right.
Cage has gone far since then, and I
don't mean that to be ironic. His ideas
on the nature of musical expression-ideas,
of course, tbat he always puts into practice
- ar e as genuinely important, I think,
as they are, at present at least eccentric.
He is now practically the fatber'of a whole
school of international music; you might
say b~'s a yOUl~g musical Freud among
FreudIans, a man of really immense influence though, as with the Freudians in
Freud's day, many of those who are influenced disagI·ee with him, 01' disown any
connection at all.
Though Cage would seem to be the
unofficial leader as I see it, perhaps indeed
a good deal of the "movement" with which
be is associated in music is, so to speak,
concurrent, arising from similar situations
and out of kindred minds. Yet the fact
remains that a lot of the yonnger men in
tbis peculiarly avante garde area compose
"after" Cage. They sound like him. They
use techniques like his. This is hardly all
coi nciden(le. He got there first.
It was this somewhat vaguely defined
group of modernists who were meeting at
Montreal. P eople from numerous countries
-Canada, the U. S., Brazil, Argentina,
France, Poland, Germany, Japan, in person
or through their works, or both. There
were "outsiders" in places of honor, Milton
Babbitt for instance, who composes for

tape on the RCA Mark II Synthesizer at
Columbia in New York. There were the
patron saints of modernism representedold Var8se again, now 75, with his 1958
"Poeme Electronique," which I now must
have heard dozens of times; Varese is
taken for granted, of course, among these
musicians. He started it all, long before
Cage himself.
But it was clear that John Cage was to
be the stellar attraction. He had two
major premieres scheduled, a large work
for indefinite numbers of instruments,
most of tbem furnished with contact mikes,
and a large· scale ballet danced to more of
the same by the Meree Cunningbam group.
Also, Cage had a lecture scheduled. Four
lectures, it turned out to be.
So I saw my friends off on t.he boat,
met a couple of attending musicians who
knew Cage, then headed straight for the
opening concert of "La Semaiue Internationale de Musique Actuelle," a segment
of the greater Montreal summer festival.
In Canada's alternate language, this Week
was termed "International Week of Today's Music."
The larger festiv al included theatre,
mOlies, the rest of the usu al summer offering now fairly common in big cities. I
rather guessed that the Montreal city
fathers hadn't quite realized what they
were getting into when they signed up
this p a rticular musical Week, though as
good sports they certainly gave no sign
of it. This was avante gal·de music with
a vengeance. That's exactly why I rushed
to hear it. Anything might happen.
Tapes

It did! I wasu't a bit surpri sed. Like
most really radical events, this one was
promoted in a peculiarly casual wa.y, as
though it were all perfectly sta ndard. I
didn't manage to latch onto a program
until the second concert (they sell them to
you fOI· It dollar ), but the tell-tale signs of
what I had come for were there, written
out in plain type and looking as innoceut
as any Sunday Philharmonic program.
You could pick out, for instance, an
item listed as "Structures Metalliques No.
2," sched uled for the fourth concert and
scored for metal structures and tape recorder. (What? Well, yes, just that. Why
noU If you are wise at such occasions as
this f estival you'll act as though you
I'{eren't a bit unn erved by the idea; at
COU1'Se-me<al structures! what's unusual
about t7lat? You just look as deadpan as
yo u can, and wait to see what happens.)
Th en there was something called "A
Grapefruit in th e World of Park," which
I m~sse (l, grapefruit and all; there was
au item for tape calle:l "Steam," which
was steam, of course, and a taped "Etude
on a Single Cymbal Crash," these last two
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being of a relatively old-hat breed. Lots of
tape music has already been composed by
elaborate re-recording of a single sound.
Tape music everywhere. There was ballet
danced to tape, movies with tape, live
music and tape-this last is now an active
area of experiment, since it takes a lot
of cueing ingenuity to synchronize a prerecorded tape with a simultaneous live
performance. You must keep stopping the
t ape, then re-starting it exactly on cue,
via a performer who presides at the Ampex
and is in effect a co-conductor of the music.
He's a musician, of course.
The tapes rolled on at every concert in
this festival almost as a routine element.
I'd heard 'em all, stylistically at least. I
found this aspect of the festival somewhat
too conservative for my mood-I'd come
for more exotic things. Tape music doesn't
sound modern any more to me; I've heard
eo much. Half the time, I forget that it
is tape. "Etude No.2," "Psalmus 1961,"
"Transicion I," "Artikulation," "Ommagio
a Emilio Vedova" (whomever he is)
"Etude aux Objets," the tapes boomed out'
titled in many languages but all ver~
much en rapport, for the biggest thing
about these new forms of music is tbeir
utterly international quality, without a
trace of conscious nationalism. Japanese
Polish, Canadian, French, tbey all sounded
of one "school" and they are just t.hat.
I noted with considerable interest, by
the way, that the sound reproduction provided by the Montreal management was
excellent throughout the series of concerts
as presented in the tbeatre of the Montreal
Comedie Canadi~nne .. For this music, good
sound reproductIOn IS of th e essence. Up
fI'ont in. the. theatre, just below the stage,
was the mevltable battery of dimly lighted
Ampexes, amplifiers, rows aud rows of
~ial~, looking extremely complicated. And
meVltably, too, there were the distributed
speakers, up in the back corners of the
hall, in th e balconies, ou each side of the
stage. I understand that they were by
Wharfedale of England; if so, then congrats to Wharfeda.le and to Mr. Bdggs.
I h~ve ?ever heard. b~tter sound in a large
a ud~tonum. Astomshingly fre e from distortIOn, . evel~ at top volumes, and particularly mce m the one, ingle accidental
piece of "real" music tbat wa; reproduced
from tape, an orchestral recordin<Y sent
over from Yugoslavia. The so und w:s just
lovely and clean- except, of course, when
Mr. Johu Cage got at it.
A esthetic Disto rtion

As I. say,. Mr. Ca:ge is an original and
eccentnc tlllnker, WIth strong ideas which
are e~en stronger, however, when put into
practIce. Cage has now discovered the
aesthetic values of electronic distortion,
on a grand scale. He induces it, delibeI·ately, out of otherwise highly respectable
hi-fi equipment. Nothing by hah'es with
this man!
First, in this festival and in his new
works, Cage used tbe most violent so rt of
overloading. Terrific amplifier and/ or
speaker break-up-I reHlly wasn't sure how
much of it was each. Second, he has discovered fe edback.
Feedback uulimited, all-out, and through
dozens of speakers!
Overloading at
thousands of per cent distortion. 't'he combination of tbes 3 two produced such an
incredible noise, out of all that eq uipment,
that I didn't really have the e!lergy to
wonder how. I wasn't supposed to; this
was an aesthetic impact, remember.
For his basic building material, Cage
u ~ed live instruments mostly, but augmented. H e put contact mikes 011 them,
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FM Multiplex Stereo
broadcasting has arrived I
A top quality stereo tape
recorder will permit you
ta build a stereo tape
library of your favorite
music at low cost. As your
musical interests change,
you may record the new
music that interests you
at no·additional cost. See
your fICO dealer now
for a demonstration of
the fICO RP-IOO.

TRANSISTORIZED
4-TRACK STEREO TAPE DECK
MODEL RP-IC)OW
Completely ••••mbled, wired • .nd tested.
$399.95
MODEL RP-l00K
Seml·klt Includes a completely assembled
and tested transport. electronics In kit
form.
$299.95
Perfected 4·track stereo/mono recording. 4
& 2 track playback. True high fi.d ellty transistor electronics. Individual for record &
playback. plus separate record & playback
heads permitting off·the·tape monitor. 2
recording level meters. mixing. mlc & level
controls. switched sound·on·sound record.
Ing. Electrodynamically braked supply &
take· up reel motors: hysteresis synchro.
nous capstan motor. Individual solenoids
for pinch' roller & tape lifters. All ~electric.
Interlocked push·button transport control &
Interlocked ·safety "record" pushbutton.
Precision tape guidance & sweep loading
- no pressure pads. No slurring or tapa
bounce problems. Digital turns counter;
Vertical or horizontal mounting. Modular
plug·ln construction. An original. exclu.
sive EICO product designed & manufactured In U. S. A. (patents pending).

dedicated to
perfection

NEW SUPERB SERIES. • • • • •
FM and AM .tereo tuners on one com·
pact chassis. Easy·to·assembla: prewlred,
preallgned RF and IF. stages for AM and
FM . Exclusive precision prewlred EYE.
TRONI~ tuning on both AM and FM.
·FM TUNER
Switched AFC (Automatic Frequency Control). Sensitivity: 1.5uv for 20db quieting.
Frequency Response: 20·15.000 cps±ldb.
AM TUNER
Switched "wide" and "narrow" bandpass.
High Q filter eliminates 10 kc whistle.
Sensitivity: 3uv for 1.0V output at 20db
SIN ratio. Frequency Response: 20·9.000
cps ("wide"); 20-4.500 cps ("narrow").

FM-AM STEREO TUNER ST96
Kit $89.95

Includes Metal Cover and FET

Wired $129.95

OF EICO STEREO. • • • • • • • • •
BOTH AMPLIFIERS: Complete stereo cen·
ters plus two excellent power amplifiers.
Accept, control. and amplify signals from
.ny stereo or mono source.
ST7O: Cathode-coupled phase Inverter clr.
cultry preceded by a dlrect-coupled volta••
amplifier. Harmonic Distortion: less than
1 % from 25·20.000 cps within ldb of 70
watts. Frequency Response: ±%db 10·
50.000 cps.
ST40: Highly stable Wllllamson·type pow.,
amplifiers. Harmonic Distortion: ress than
1 % from 40·20.000 cps within 1 db of 40
watts. Frequency Response: ±%db 12·
25,000 cps.
Over 2 MIU-ION EICO Instruments In use.
Most EICO Dealers offer budget terms.
Add 5% In West.

70-WATT INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER ST70
Kit $94.95

Includes Metal Cover

Wired $149.95

4O-WATT INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER ST40
Kit $79.95

Includes Metal Cover

Wired $129.95
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FM MULTIPLEX
ADAPTOR MX-99Kit $39.95

Wired $64.95

An original EICO
contribution to the art
of FM Multiplex reception

AUDIO

•

The new EICO MX·99 Multiplex Adaptor incorporates the best features of
both the matrixing and sampling techniques. It is free of phase·distorting
filters and provides the required , or belter·than·required, suppression of all
spurious signals including SCA (67kc) background music carrier, re·inserted
38kc sub·carrier, 19kc pilot carrier and all harmonics thereof. This is very
important for high quality tape recording, where spurious signals can beat
against the tape recorder bias oscillator and result In audible spurious tones
in a recording. This adaptor will synchronize with any usable output from
the FM tuner and will demodulate, without significant di stortion , tuner
outputs as high as 7 volts peak·to·peak (2.5 volts RMS). The MX·99 is
self·powered and provides entirely automatic stereo/ mono operation. A sepa·
ration of 35 db between channels is typical across the entire audio
spectrum . Low impedance cathode follower outputs permit long lines. The
MX·99 is designed for all EICO FM equipment (HFT·90, HFT·92, ST·96), 3nd
component quality, ratio detector FM equipment provided with a multiplex
output.

EICO, 3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N. Y.
A· TO
Send free 32·page catalog & dealer's name
Send. new 36·pa ge Guidebook to HI-FI for
which I enclose 25¢ for postage & handling.
Name ....... ....................................................... .
Address .............. :................
........................... .
City ................................... Zone .... State ............... .

o

o

-----------------------------------------

Listen to the EICO Hour, WABC·FM, N. Y. 95 .5 MC,
Mon.·Fri., 7:1!j·8 P.M.
Export Oept., Roburn Agencies Inc.,
431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N. Y.
© 1961 by EICO, 3300 N. Blvd., L. I. C. 1, N. Y.
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MODEL 65
.3 SPEED 4 TRACK

STEREO PLAYBACK
TAPE DECK $199.50

A proud new achievement! For
pure playback of 2 and 4 track
stereo and monaural tapes. Superh
frequency response. Installs in hi·fi
systems. Has facilities for adding
erase and record heads;.2 outputs
for plug-in preamplifiers. Adaptable for language lab and indus.
trial use.

MODEL 6
.3 SPEED 4 TRACK

STEREO RECORD/PLAYBACK
TAPE DECK
$49S.

Ask any owner about this mag·
nificent instrument! Incorporates
into hi·fi systems. Records 4 track;
plays back 2 and 4 track stereo
and monaural tapes. Has 3 separate
heads and offers Track Adding,
S?und-On-Sound, Direct Monitor,
SIlent Pause, Push Button Control.
Remote control "F" model available.
SEE YOUR DEALER OR WRITE DIRECT

~ Tandberg of America. Inc. 8 Third Ave .• Pelham. N. Y.

blowing up a guitar, for instance, to match
the volume of a trumpet. Into a grand
piano, his piece de 1'Ilsistance, he put a contact mike to end all contact mikes as a
distortion and feedback generator. Out in
the hall were more mikes, cut into the same
circuit to produce the feedback. (This is
how I llgured i t out, when I had a chance
to collect my wits.) The whole of this fecI
into the huge ampliller-speaker system
spread through the theatre.
Mr. Cage's indefatigable pianist, the
well known David Tudor, a man who can
climb insi.de a l)iano without losing a bit
of his dignity and often does, sat at the
miked-up piano with a control box just to
his right, next to the keyboard. When the
moment was ripe (that is an accurate
description of the Cage technique, as we
shall see), the volume control was whomped
up to the top, the auditorium feedback
mikes were opened, and Tudor would
quietly lean across a dozen or so piano
keys with all his weight. Such a hellish
roar of distorted sound broke forth each
time as you can scarcely conceive of, immediately re-distorted still further by the
build -up of feedback! It rolled on and
on through the theatre like some huge
thunder in the mountains-distorted
thunder and louder than any I ever hope
to hear.
I suppose we went through at least two
hundred of these great distorted sound·
barrages during the pair of big Cage
works. He seems to like the idea and, as
I say, Cage doesn't do things by halves.
I can imagine the feelings of the sound
men who provided the audio for this and
other such effects we heard; I know, on
t~e other hand, that I got myself into a
pIckle when I absent-mindedly observed to
one of the musical faithful that I found
it rather intriguing to hear so much delibe;ate distortion, of the very kind that
engllleers try so hard to avoid. She was
~ghly insulted. DistOl·tion! How dare you
SIr, or words to that effect. This was art'
remember, not distortion.
.
'
Oddly enough, you know, I guess she
was basically right. It wasn't distortion in
her way of thinking. I have to be car~ful
to change my tune when I talk to people
about ~hings like this music. For her, the
soru;d IS art. For you, maybe, it is pure
eqU1pmen~ mayhem. Both of you are right.
The thlllg about Cage is his uncauny
sense of what can be called gadfly pUblicity, built upon a remarkably sound, orderly
body of . theory. It takes imagination to
~arry thmgs to the logical extremes that
~nstantly occur to hinl, given any new
Idea that happens along.
T ake the alternative distortion he used
in these pieces-plain squealing feedback
~naided by piano. J"ust open up the mike~
m the hall and let 'er rip, whenever the
music calls for it. Such an unearthly howl
of anguish you never heard and my im·
pulse was just as yours would be-to rush
over and turn the mike gain down. Oh
no! Not this time. The Drst howl caught
me unawares; I thought it was just the
usual, a mistake and unintended. But the
light began to dawn upon me after the
llfth or sixth all-out screech-on purpose!
I d~dn' t bat an eye. I never batted an eye
durmg any of these concerts. Serious as a
judge. A good plan, for a good deal of
what goes on is serious and is not to be
put aside as just silly.
T ake the John Cage lecture, scheduled
for the second afternoon, at 2: 30 in a
respectable lecture hall on the McGill University campus. There were two lectures
each day of ~his sor.t and, to read the pro·
gram, you mIght think the whole series to
be as stuffy and conservative as the dull-
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est extra-curricular university lecture. Mr.
Cage's talk in Redpath Hall was billed as
"Where are we going ~ And What are we
doing ~ " A reasonably inllocent title if one
did not know Mr. Cage.

Four lectures
I had had lunch with Cage and my
other friends, and he had mentioned casually to me that, actually, this was to be
four lectures in one. By that anybody else
would have meant that four subjects were
to be covered in the one talk. Not Cage.
H e meant precisely what he said as I
inImediately guessed. So I hastened 'myself
right over to Redpath Hall to see what
would happen.
A very small audience. After all, there
hadn't been anything but the title, in very
small type, in yesterday's p aper. Things
were just what I had guessed. I wasn't a
bit surprised and, indeed, I found the lecture(s) really verr worthwhile, though I
am not able to gIve you a run-down on
what Mr. Cage said. (If you want the
whole th~g, it-~hey-will be published,
all fou.r, I~ four dIfferent type faces interlaced, 111 hIS new book, appropriately called
SILENCE.)
There sat Mr. Cage, ensconced professorially up f ront at the lecturer's desk.
Ther e were two portable t ape recorders
on the platform, one on each side. Two
speakers were set up on each side of the
hall, halfway back, and a third was visible
at the extreme rear.
Mr. Ca~e looked at his inevitable stopwatch (VIrtually everything pertaining to
this school of thinking, music or otherwise, seems to involve a stopwatch) started
up one recorder, looked at the stopwatch
again. Silence. Then, at a precise moment,
he rushed over and turned on the other
recorder. Silence, except for the faint hiss
of blank tape. The reels t urned, Mr. Cage
sat down.
After awhile, the speaker on my left
began to talk. It was, of course, Mr. Cage
himself, on tape. He ambled on very pleasantly, out of the left speaker-he is a
superb shapeI' of words and an excellent
speaker himself, easy and informal ; he
can write anything he pleases, frontwards
or backwards, and I'll enjoy it. Wonderful feeling for English word-rhythms and
phrases, in a musical sort of way.
Presently, a second loudspeaker joined
in, casually. Different words, different line
of thought; but somehow, I didn·t seem
to mind .hearing both at once. It was like
listening to neveral good conversations at
a party, picking up the gist of all of
them at the same time. Tantalizing and
therefore, fun.
'
Mr. Cage himself, the man in the flesh,
took up a third line of thought pretty soon,
up at the front desk. I could hear him
occasionally, during the pauses in the other
speakers. The fourth speaker, in the back
soon joined in too; but it was seldom that
all four of the speakers, three recorded and
one live, were going simultaneously. The
lect~res . were all very relaxed, thoughtful,
rumma~mg;
there were frequent long
pauses m each, as though for further inner
thought. Sometinles only one would be
heard fo r quite awhile, then two. The
"entrances" of the silent speakers were
effective, after their silences, just like the
entrances of musical instruments in an
orchestral work-indeed, that was surely
the sense of the experiment, an orchestration of spoken ideas, a counterpoint and
a harmony, four speech-sources not opposed, but going easily along together.
(Conti1t1ted on page 56)
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now, for the first tillle,
•

yours·
for
only
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
... and $22.50

lnart

•

•

your own home . .. the reputation for quality
which we have built since 1948 is in your hands
· .. for 13 years Cabinart has been a leader in the
high fidelity f ield. This introduction of quality
speaker systems at low cost is completely in line
wit h our progressive development program . . .
prove to your self that CABINART MAKES THE
AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE!
• you must e satisfied that this unit is the best
performing you have ever heard - at any
comparable price or in many systems costing
dollars more,
• you must be satisfied that this unit is the greatest advance in Cabinart's 13-year experience,
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED WITH CABINART
SPEAKER SYSTEMS FOR 10 FULL DAYS OR
YOUR MONEY BACK
AU Cabinart Systems Guaranteed In Writing For
One FuU Y ear!
are rna e 0 an
reme y ense wood product
~ inch. thick throughout, solidly glued. Sanded,
r eady to f inish. E xtra heavy construction
acllieves maximum possible speaker r esponse.
Cabinart's unique principle creates acoustical
nsistive loading of the loudspeaker cone effectively improving low end efficiency to make it
cotnparable t o mid and high range response.

..

..

-

11" liigli X 912" deep x 23" long
Shipping Weight: 271bs.

$15.00 FOB Factory
Extended range domestic speaker with new hiefficiency magnetic circuit. Ideal for medium and
low level monaural or stereo reproduction. 11r
voice coil with 8 ohms impedance. Speaker response 45 to 13,000 cps. 3.16 oz. new type magnet:

...

..

Vl" liigli x 1112 " eep x 3
Shipping Weight: 37 lbs.

\1,"

ong

$ 22.50 FOB Factory
12" coaxial 6.3 oz. Alnico V magnet with 1" voice
coil, heavy one-piece cone and specially designed
3" Alnico V PM tweeter. Power rating, 12 watts;
impedance, 8 ohms. Speaker response 40 to 15,OO()O
cps. Built-in high pass filter.
These units also available in Lafayette Radi"
S tores or through Lafayette's mail order division.
Cabina rt Acoustical Eng. Corp.
35 Geyer St., Haledon , N. J .
Pl ease shi p t he fo llowi ng to be used in m y ho me for 10
full da ys. I und erstand un it (s) m ay be returned and
my mo ney re f unded w ithin tha t tim e unl ess full y
satisfie d.

I
f
I,
I
I,
I,
I,
I,

11
I

_ _ Mark 1 $15.00 each _ _ Ma r k II $22.50 each

I,
I

(P lease make ch ec k or m oney order payab le to
Cab i nart Aco ustical.)
Nam e ________________________________

I
I
I'

Ad dress ____________________________

I'
I,
I

City ___________________ State _ __

I'

I,

I'
I'
I
I

IRI~~~~~~~___JL_____ _-----------------------------------_J
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EDITOR'S REVI EW
THE NEW YORK SHOW
UDlOFANS throughout the country are most intere..;ted in the New York High Fidelity Show,
which occupied the entire industry from September 14 to 17-and for several days before and after,
setting up and pulling' down the exhibits. It appeared
to most observers that the introduction of FM Stereo
this season had triggered a resurgence of interest in
high fi delity, for the attendance from the first day
was better than in 1960.
" ,¥bat 's new at the Show ?" was the first question
asked by everyone who hadn 't attended, and is likely
to be uppermost in the minds of those who were unable to get to New York Aside from the usual number of new speakers and enclosures, new furniture,
new turntables and arms, and new models of tape recorders-along with several new amplifiers-the BIG
news centered around FM Stereo. As a well known
Philadelphia newspaper proclaims modestly, "Nearly
eVe1'y body reads the BuLletin," so it might be said
that nearly everybody had a stereo adapter and several tuners with adapters built in and one or more
complete receivers with adapters built in. And while
we suspect that some of the adapters shown in Chicago
last May at the Parts Show were simply little chasses
with a tube or two and a few transformer cans
mounted on them, those shown at the New York Show
a II worked-they had to, for three stations in the
area are now on the air with stereo programs, and
the people were clamoring for demonstrations.
So, while the show was an important event to all
audiofans, the real question turns out to be, "How
well does FM Stereo work ?" And we must add
that . . .
.

A

FM STEREO DOES WORK
Three stations in the New York area went on the
air with FM Stereo during the month-WQXR in
New York City, long the major" good music" station
of the area; WDHA, in Dover, New J ersey; and
WLIR, in Garden City, just about a mile south of
AUDIO.
'fhe first of these to go on the air was WDHA,
which began tests about the middle of August. It was
followed by testing from WQXR in the last week of
August and r egular programming on a limited basis
on September 7. WLIR completed its installation of
a Standard Electronic's stereo generator on September 9th, finished studio modifications on the eady
morning of the 13th, r eceived its FCC authorization
later that day, and went on the air with stereo at
6 :00 p.m. that evening. Neither WDHA nor WLIR
are received too well in midtown Manhattan, si:qce
they are located some distance out of the city, so the
stereo programs originating from their booths in the
Show were fed to two H.H. Scott stereo generators in
the building, and the generator outputs were fed to
two FM signal generators and thence through coaxial
cable around the halls so they could be tapped by any
exhibitor who wanted an r .f. signal with which to

demonstrate. 'I.'hus there were two stereo programs
available continuously for demonstration purposes.
WQXR increased its programming during the show
hours, which provided another source.
Take it from us-FM Stereo does work, both under
the demonstration conditions, and off the air. We have
been listening to some of the tests, and while we have
heard some programs which were less than perfect,
as time went on they inlproved immensely. Separation was not always as good as it might be in th e beginning, but even that has been licked. Let us say
now that the FM Ster eo we have heard so far is
greatly superior to FM/ AM stereo, and we can say
without equivocation that some of the broadcasts are
r eadily comparable with the stereo r ecords themselves
as played on home equipment.
One added feature of the Show was the provision
of a pooled studio facility which was shared by several New York stations. The studio equipment was
installed by Altec and consisted of one of their 250SU
stereo consoles, two Fairchild broadcast turntables
with arms and cartridges, and an Ampex 354 stereo
tape recorder. The two stereo stations which were exhibiting at the Show-WDHA and WLIR-originated
some of their programs from this studio, which was
one of the attractions of the Show. WRFM and
WNCN, both exhibitors but both still monophonic,
used it for some of their originations, and WCBS
used it to tape a Martha Wright show. The main
reason for the facility was to provide a place for
round table discussions and interviews of industry
figures.
On the whole, we think the show was great--far
above last year's. We think FM Stereo is great. And
in the phrase commonly heard in front of the Show
building at closing time, our feet hurt. We often
wondered if people with wooden legs felt any different
than we did, but it was worth it.

SOUND IN THE THEATRE
While that happens to be the title of one of the
books AUDIO publishes-and a good book it is, tooour immediate concern is with Sound as it is employed in most New York legitimate theatres. Most
of it appears to have originated from a pair of badly
overloaded 6L6 's feeding a 6-ounce output transformer and coming out of some Atwater Kent loudspeakers, circa 1930.
It is certainly within the province of drama critics
to mention the quality of the sound reinforcement
used, as it is in so many Broadway productions these
days. There is no excuse for some of the poor quality,
out-of-perspective, and distorted sound we have heard,
and if the drama critics were to include the sound
system in their domain as part of the whole, possibly
producers would make an effort to improve it. Most
audiofans have much better systems in their homes
these days.
And, just to get in a plug, the logical place to learn
how sound should be used in the theatre is in the
aforementioned book.
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COMPARES ...

to his ...

stereo f-luxvalve /!.ickup_

PICKERING & COMPANY INC. offers the stereo fluxvalve pickup in the following models: the
Calibration Standard 381, the Collector's Series 380, the Pro-Standard Mark II and the Stereo 90.
Priced from $16.50 to $60.00, available at audio specialists everywhere,
'''FOR

THOSE

WHO

CAN

HEAR

THE

DIFFERENCE"

Pickering and Company-Plainview, Long Island, New York
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Belden has it ...
Every wire and cable you need for Hi- Fi,
Sound, and Intercom service and installation

Belden Hi-Fi, Sound, and Intercom Cables are specially engineered to provide highest audio efficiency
and quiet performance. And, to meet your service
and installation requirements, they are available in a
complete range of types, sizes, and insulations.
Shown below is a part of this complete line. Ask
your Belden Electronics Distributor for specifications.
Miniature Broadcast Audio Cable

~~=--

8411

ble
8761

8413

8753

Belden Multiple Pair Individually Sh ielded Cables use
Beldfoil*, a Belden development and a major breakthrough in tlie search for
quiet cables.

Multiple Pair
Unshielded
Cable
•• 1 to 51 pairs

8767
Special Application Cable

iMft"TI

8734

~8763
Three Conductor Shielded Cable

iii~
;w.~l ii

8731

0!frWC5J J

8735

power supply cords • cord sets and portable cordage •
electrical household cords • magnet wire •
lead wire • automotive wire and cable • aircraft
wires • welding cable
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The "Fidelimatic" Tape
Recording System
JOH N W HI TACRE ~'

Tape magazines pro mise th e biggest revo lution in radio programming since t he in trod uction of tape recordi ng to broadcasting. Here's
how you can build yo ur own f ully-automatic tape magazine recorde r.

ther e was one imp ortant area of broadcasting where
the tape recorder couldn't r eplace
acetate disc r ecor dings. Commer cial announcements, or "spots" as they are
often r ef erred to, which needed more
than one voice, backgr ound music, sound
effects, or a combination of all three,
were still being recorded on discs.
Wh y~ Certainly n ot ' because acetate
disc r ecordings offer ed better fidelity or
greater permanance than a tap e r ecor ding ! But . .. discs had one important
feature that made them more attractive
to the combination announcer-operator.
They could be easily cued in a minimum
amount of time. In a r adio station p r ogramming fif teen or more announcements an hour, this means a lot.
While attending a National Association of Broadcaster s Convention I saw
a new method of tap e r ecording r adio
commercials. It had ever ything acetate
disc r ecordings offer ed . .. p lus fidelity
and p ermanen ce.
After a number of inquiries I dis-

U

N TIL RECENTLY,

Fig. 2 . W e modifie d t his Vik ing Mo d e l 3 5
Continuous Tape Loop Handl e r to make
it pu shbu tton opera ted. (Photo cou rtesy
of Viking of Minn e apol is .)

covered that Viking of Minneapolis
makes a t ap e-magazine handler. After
the magazine is inserted in this machine, it is started by pulling a lever.
We wanted one that could be stopped
and s tarted by pushbutton switches. OUl'
thought was that we could possibly
modify this one. Conley Electronics
Corp. manufactures three sizes of tap e
magazines which work in the Viking
machine.
Since the WILS engineering department has built much of its own equipment, I approached the General Manager with the suggestion we be allowed
to build a " pilot model" tap e-magazine
handler . H e agr eed to let us, if it
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There was no room for an erase head
on our handler, so we bulk erased all
tape magazines before they were recorded.
Figu1'e 1 shows the results of our
labors.
Playback Deck

BACK LEG

MOUN TI NG HO LES
I" APAR T ON
CENTERS

Fig . 4 . Dimensions of the legs, braces, and solenoid platform . Elongate t he soleno id
mounting holes and the linkage moun t ing hol e in the back leg .

wouldn't cost over $500 and if we could
show him a working model in three
months.
While waiting for the handler to be
delivered, plans were made as to what
we wanted in our system. First, it would
have to be pushbutt on operated so that
it could be started and stopped from a
remote location. It would also have to
be self-cuing so that the operator
wouldn't have to remember to shut the
machine off after commercials. The
K.A.B . standard for magnetic tape re-

Fig . 5 . Here is how the leg and solenoid
platform are placed. It shows the correct
,positions of the solenoid plunger and th e
,linkage when t hey are properly engaged.

cording at 71/2 ips was our goal for
fidelity.
To achieve our goal we decided to
use laminated record-playback heads
and, to reduce flutter and wow, a threesheave motor pulley (instead of the
single one normally use on the Viking
handler) .

We started with the basic Viking
Model 35 handler shown in Fig . 2.
Refening to F 'ig. 3, remove item 9,
the top plate assembly. Put it aside for
now. Remove all parts in the speed
change assembly. (Our machine operates at 71/2-ips only.) These parts are
numbered 3, 4, 5, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27.
Remove all parts in the manual engaging system. They are numbered 6, 7,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19.
Take the remaining panel assembly
to a tin mith. Have him make the sheet
metal legs and braces shown in Fig. 4
using 18 gauge sheet metal. Remove the
small bracket on the panel assembly
used as a front guide for the engaging
lever.
Spotweld the legs and braces to the
panel assembly as shown in Fig. 5 and 6.
Have the tinsmith cut the aluminum
top plate to size and bend it as illustrated in Fig. 7.
A machine shop can make the solenoid
linkage, swing-arm assembly and the
solenoid depth adjusting collar. Use the
measurements given in Fig. 8 for these
items.
It is no longer necessary to have the
shop make a three-sleeve p ulley because
the Viking Model 35 can now be ordered with one on it.
Aluminum angle stock (1" xl " ) is

T2

Fig. 6 . A v iew showing t he placemen t of legs, braces, and solenoid platform .
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used under the leading edge of the new
top p late and secures it to the front
panel.
Use number 20 piano wire to make
the linkage return spring and Y2-in.wide steel packing crate bands to make
the magazine holddown as well as the
linkage £ront and rear bumpers.
Rubber weatherstrip is glued to the
linkage humpers with cement as shown
in Fig . 9.
Remove all parts mounted on the
original top plate and clamp it over the
new one as illustrated in Fig . 7. Drill
and tap the holes indicated. Before removing make the capstan and pressure
roller openings.
Holes for the linkage bumpers are
made after you have the linkage operating properly.
Fasten the head assembly, magazine
stop pin, modified magazine guide, and
the microswitch in place on the new
top plate.

Mount the new top plate on the modified panel assembly. Two number 6 machine screws secure the back skirt of
the top plate to the new legs on the
panel assembly.
Layout and make the indicated holes
and cutouts in the front panel as shown
in Fig. 1. The panel is a standard
10%" x 19" rack panel cut down to 15
inches to conserve space.
An engraved p lastic strip is employed
to identify control functions on the
panel. The magazine entrance escutcheon is made of %-in.-thick plastic. Its
open ing measures 7%-in. long and I -in .
high . The outside measurements are just
I-in. greater than the inside measurements all the way around.
Before mounting the entrance escutcheon on the panel, make the magazine
hold-down spring and fasten it to th e
back side of the panel with a number 6
machine screw.
Mount all the components on the

panel. Fasten it to the top plate and
the front legs as shown in Fig. 6 and 10.
Prepare the modified panel chassis for
mounting on the back skirt of the top
plate. Again, referring to Fig. 6 and 10,
cut the chassis to size; punch holes indicated; make the bracket for the zener
diode; and mount the chassis to the top
plate back skirt with number 6 machine
screws.
Mount all parts as shown in the various illustrations. Proceed to wire it as
shown in schematic diagram, Fig. 11.
Please take special note of the fact
that there is only one chassis "ground"
in the entire system. Figu1'e 6 shows a
lug secured to the chassis by a screw.
This same screw holds one end of the
double phono jack (J 2 , J 3 ) to the
cha ssis. This is the only chassis ground
point.
Program and Cue-sensing Preamplifiers

Figtwes 12 and 13 respectively show

71/2
r-~~--~'------- 43/4 ------------~~~1
91/4
~~-----4--------------- 63/4 -----------+--+---~~~

4

211/16
57/16

.47/8

:",--9/ 64
5/8
2

(16

~1:::==========================-__IO_~_1_6~-I-I==============================:~~_I~~
Fig. 7 . The new top pla te is e a sy t o lay out and work using th e old pla te as a template.
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THREE SHEAVE MO TOR PULLEY
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~
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3/4 DIA.
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5/ 32
TAP

11/64J1
1/4
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11/16
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1/32
GROOVE
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I

3/ 16

3/16

1/16
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~i~

1/8

DRILL 1/4

1/4

·'S
1
1=~----+t
.L ~ 1

1/8-

1/8

1,

1/4---i

:1

31/4

1 '"

'

1/8

LI NKAGE ASSEMBLY

Fig . 8. All t he measure ments fo r t he linkag e assembl y, swing arm, sol e no id plunger
dept h adjusting collar, and three-she a ve moto r pulley.

the pre-amplifier and its schematic diagram. The pre-amplifiers are electronically and physically identical. The completed amplifiers are within 2 db of each
other in frequency response and output
voltage.
P lug the completed program and cuesensing amplifiers into their respective
sockets on the playback deck and we are
now ready to install and adjust the
pressure-roller engaging mechanism.
Elongate the mounting holes in the
solenoid platform so they are about
%-in, long. Do the same with the mounting hole in the back mounting leg. This
is shown in Fig. 4.
Put the solenoid on its platform and
"finger tighten" the two number 8 machine screws that hold it to the platform. Put the solenoid plunger inside
the solenoid. Place a Y2-in. rubber grommet (split in half) over the plunger.
Temporarily adjust the depth adjusting collar on the plunger as shown in
Fig . 9.
Screw the new swing arm into place
on the roller shaft (item number 21 in
Fig. 9). Place a flat washer on the
swing arm first, followed by the upper
end of the linkage, a ·felt washer, spring
washer, and finally a han'pin retainer.
The lower end of the linkage has a

1f4-in. hole drilled in it. Make a sleeve
bearing out of some brass bushing. Fit
it inside the 1f4-in. linkage hole, The

bushing should let the linkage move
freely. The hole in the sleeve bearing
must be large enough to pass a number
8 machine screw through it. Cut the bearing off so that it's just a little longer
than the thickness of the linkage.
To mount the lower end of the linkage, place a lockwasher over the %-in.
long number 8 machine screw. Insert
the screw from the inside of the leg.
Place the 1f4-in. bushing on the screw,
followed by the linkage (which slips
over the sleeve bearing), a flat washer,
lock washer, and a hex nut. Tighten the
combination lightly until final adjustments are made.
Secure the linkage to the solenoid
plunger with a cotter key. The plunger
depth adjusting collar is set so that the
plunger just touches bottom when it is
forcefully pushed down against the split
i'ubber grommet.
Final adjustments are made by placing a loaded tape magazine through the
entrance escutcheon, using the right side
of the entrance as a guide.
Plug the playback deck into a 110
volt ac outlet. Push a tape magazine
forward until it closes the microswitch
contacts. This action causes power to be
applied to the entire machine.
Pressing the PLAY switch will cause
the solenoid to be engaged by its
plunger.
Here is the adjustment we're looking
for: The horizontal portion of the linkage must assume a nearly-straight line
when viewed from one extreme pivot
point to the other. At the same time, it
must be at right angles to the solenoid
plunger. When this occurs, the solenoid

SW2

LINKAGE
RETURN
SPRING

Fig. 9, Anoth er v ie w of t he playback d e ck showi ng t he lin kag e in an ope n condition .
The shape and placemen t of the fr on t and re ar lin kage bumpers can be see n here.
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plate. At the same time, it should not
let the linkage return too far or it will
"hang up."
That completes the playback deck.

plunger should be nearly bottomed in its
coil. The pressure roller will be "dented"
against the rotating capstan about
1/32 in.
These critical adjustments are made
by alternately adjusting the "back leg"
pivot and 'the position of the solenoid
on its platform. When these are correct,
adjust the depth collar on the plunger
so that it seats "softly," but firmly, all
the way into its coil.
The linkage return spring may be
made up and installed now. Also, the
front and back linkage bumpers can be
mounted.
Use only as much tension on the
spring as you find necessary to adequately return the linkage in its deenergized position.
Adjust the front linkage bumper so
that it helps "deaden" the sound made
by the solenoid engaging the linkage.

Record ing Amplifie r

Fig . 10 . The co m pl e te d top pa ne l showing
how t he va rious pa rts are relocated on it.

The back linkage bumper is adjusted
to allow the pressure roller to fall completely below the surface of the top

There is a great similarity between
our amplifier and the one designed by
Viking of Minneapolis.1 We've changed
some resistor values, but for the most
part this was done to compensate for
the heads we used.
Since the amplifier is designed to
bridge a 500-ohm program line, operating at a maximum level of zero db, we
operate it with the volume control half
open.
The transistorized VU meter amplifier 2 may appear out of place but we
think it gives us better calibration stability.
This amplifier also feeds audio volt-
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Fig. 12. The plug-in program and cuesensing amplifiers are identical in appearance and performance.

mines the length of the tone burst placed
on the tape.
After a tone has been placed on the
tape and Ry 100 is de-energized, diode
D , OO prevents voltage from the coil of
RY 200 from holding Ry 100 engaged.
RY200 is the program relay. It switches
the program head from a recording
f unction to a playback function. It also
applies B + to the tubes in the recording
amplifier. A set of "holding contacts"
are used to keep voltage on the coil of
RY200 after the SET switch (SW lOO ) has
been r eleased.
PL ,ol is the RECORD indicator lamp.
It is illuminated when the amplifier is
ready to record.
Figure 14 shows a bias-adjusting potentiometer with a 2-watt resistor going
from one end of the control to the
ground buss. Disregard these items.
sW 1

age to a pair of earphones which may be
used for monitoring purposes, if desired.
A relative indication of the bias voltage being applied to the record head is
shown on the VU meter by pressing
SW 200 ' Voltage divider resistors, R26
and R fT ) were selected for a meter reading of plus 2 VU when the head was
properly biased.
Ry 100 is the cue-tone relay. It places
a 60-cycle tone burst on the bottom track
of the tape at the beginning of each recording. Immediately after this, it
switches the cue head to the input of the
cue-sensing amplifier. When the tape
magazine completes its cycle, the tone
burst will be picked up by the cue head,
amplified by the cue-sensing amplifier,
sensed by the triggering circuit, and stop
the tape motion.
e17 (across the coil of Ry 100) deter-

we fo und the following one worked best:
Set the calibration control (R,y) to a
three-quarter open position. Make a test
recording of progTam material while
peaking yom VU meter at 100 pel' cent.
P lay it back. If no distortion is heard,
turn R ,y counterclockwise a small
amount. Make another test recording
while peaking the program material at
100 pel' cent on the meter. Do this a
number of times until you can start to
hear distortion in the recording . Then
advance R'9 clockwise three VU.
Naturally you will want to use a short
length tape magazine for these tests so
you won't have to wait long for it to
re-cue. I would suggest 70 seconds.
To complete the system you will need
a bulk tape eraser.
WILS uses the Conley tape magazine
R4

RY 2

Fig . 14. An under-chassis view of .the recording amplifier. Note the ground buss running from one end of the cha ssis to the other.

They are not shown in the schematic
diagram and should not be in cluded.
CHASSIS
GROUND

C

2

Fig. 13. The playback and cue-se nsing
amplifiers are easy to construct using the
schematic diagram for wiring and Fig. 12
for parts layout.

Connecting All the Units

You have now constructed all the units
for what we call a "Fidelim atic Tape
Recording System." Now lets interconnect our units.
Make up an eight conductor (unshielded) cable a.bout IS-in. long. Terminate it at one end with a female Jones
plug. The other end will be terminated
into a male Jones plug . This is your
power and control cable between the
recOl'd amplifier and the playback deck.
Foul' separate I S-in. phono cables
complete audio connections between the
heads, preamplifiers, and the recording
amplifier chassis.
We're now ready to calibrate the
audio drive appearing aCl'OSS the r ecord
head. After trying a number of methods,

24

(forlllerly "Fidelipac"). As seen in Fig.
17, these tape magazines come in three
sizes. The largest one, or series 1200,
holds up to 1200 feet of 3M's number
151-17 magnetic recording tape. The
series 600 and 300 hold 600 and 300 feet
respectively. \Ve buy the tape magazines
and the recording tape separately and
load them ourselves. As inferred, you
may buy the magazines already loaded
with the amount of tape you specify or
you may load them yourself.
A tape magazine loaded with 40 seconds of tape is called a half-minute, or
30 second, commercial announcement
size. The 70-second one is used for oneminute commercials. Any number of announcements may be placed on the same
tape magazine.
You will find it necessary to use a tape
magazine loaded with the correct amount
of tape for a given time segment. Using
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Harman-Kardon Enters The
Sound Field Because ...
... the sound industry is on the
threshold of an exciting new era
of growth. However, the ever-expanding use of sound places new
demands upon the operational
capabilities of equipment. It calls
for new and higher standards of
performance. The continued progress of our indu str y should not be
impeded by equipment that is the
result of old habits and customs;
by equipment that simply does not
measure up to the needs of the
day and does not consider in toto
the soundman's point of view.
The popular priced Commander
Series is the first of a line of commercial and industrial sound
products to be introduced by
Harman-Kardon. In subsequent
months additional lines will be
presented. This equipment is the
result of a new and refreshing approach to practical application requirements. Harman-Kardon
brings to the sound field the full
resources of a dynamic, successful
organization, plus a superb engineering staff steeped in many
years of experience in commercial
and industrial sound. It is no accident that the Commander Series
is in fact "deluxe" equipment at
a popular price. This reflects the
modern and highly efficient production techniques that have long
been used to manufacture equally
outstanding values found in
Harman-Kardon high fidelity
products. They also reflect the
remarkable level of performance
demonstrated by H-K's universally acclaimed Citation line. As
you can see, the ingredients of
quality, dependability, and a
maintenance of high level of pel~
formance-so important in sound
work-are not new to us at
Harman-Kardon.

We urge you to carefully consider the new Harman-Kardon
" co mmercial and industrial
sound equipment. Talk it over
with your distributor or write
to us for the full story. You'll
quickly discover why the new
Commander Series will db
more, do it better, and for
longer.
AUDIO

•

LC-l- 2

DA-IOO

PT-I - Mounted

A SOUND APPROACH

to Commercial and
Industrial Application ...

THE NEW COMMANDER SERIES BY HARMAN-KARDON
Flex ible. Ver sati le. Dependable. That's the new
Harman-Kardon Commander Series of amplifiers
and systems for commercial and industri a l sound
use. They're ruggedly constructed for continuous
duty. They include deluxe features at popular
prices. They're designed and manufactured by
Harman-Kardon-noted for the quality, reliability and superb performance standards of its high
fidelity products, including the highly acclaimed
Citation Kits. In Sh01·t: the new Commander Series is built BY soundmen-FoR soundmen. Here
are some of the exclusive features that make these
the best instruments you can buy for the price.
MASTER VOLUME CONTROL: Enables total
amplifier output to be varied without disturbing
other control settings. MIXER CONTROL: Convenient ONE KNOB control permits fading and
blending of signal from two channels, in any desired amount. (DA-.75. DA-100) MULTIPLE INPUTS: All at the rear-allow for an unusually
hi g h degree of installation and operational flexibility. ANTI-FEEDBACK FILTER: Equalizes
frequencies most sensitive to generation of feedback "howl" without reducing articulation - thus
achieving maximum power output under difficult
acoustical conditions. (DA- 12 ) 25 AND 70 VOLT
OUTPUTS: Provides two constant voltage systems-70 and the newer 25 volt bala nced systemfor optimum flex ibility and economy in speaker installation. LOCKING COVERS: Unique feature
on units in this price class-designed to prevent
tampering or accidental. change of precise control
settings. PLUS: Magnetic Cartridge Input; Tape
Recorder Output; Independent Power Switches;
and many other deluxe features .

,....sT..

~®'"
: 1\ :
•

I

.
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The Commander Series s hown above
includes the followin g: Mod el DA-12.
12 Watt PA Amplifier-$75.00 List;,
Model DA- 35. 35 Watt PA Amplifier
- $ 119 .95 Li s t; Model DA-l00. 100
Watt PA Amplifier-$187.50 List;
Model DPR-7. Combin<ltion Mixer/;
Preamplifier - $75.00 List; Model
PT-l. Phonograph Top-$37.50 List;
Model LC-l and LC-2. Locking Panel
Covers : Model LC-I - $8.50 List,
Model LC-2- $9 .00 Li st.
For 1:nforrn{ttiv e catalog on r;o-mplete
Com:nUl"nciCT

S eries

write

Desk lOB.

CommeTcial Sound Division

I.SU,,6'·;

kardon

I

HaTman-Ka1·don. Inc.
Plainview. N. Y.
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Fig . 15 . A back view of t he record ing
amplifier showing the major compon e nts
and thei r posi t ions in the chassis.

a magazine with an excessive amount of
unused tape causes unnecessary delay
while you wait for it to re-cue.
We have found 40 seconds of tape is
the least amount it is wise to put in a
magazine. Less than this amount does
not allow sufficient friction between the
layers of tape. This interlayer friction
acts as a holdback tension, without which
err atic motion can result.

the cue-sensing amplifier and fed to the
triggering cn:cuit. 3 Here the tone is
rectified. It appears as a negative voltage on the base of Ql ' This is like a positive bias on the grid of a vacuum tube.
The transistor conducts through RY2J
opening its contacts.
Diode D6 protects the transistor
against damage which could occur when
the field collapses around the coil of RY2'
An undesirable transient voltage appeal's in the triggering circuit when the
cue head is switched from a record to a
playback function . Thermal relay Ry 3

PROGRAM
AMPLIFIER HEAD

CUE
AMPLIF I ER HEAD
JI
SW

[(

delays the application of voltage to RY2
until after the tone burst has been
placed on the tape and the head has
been switched.
A 60-cycle tone is supplied through
capacitor 0 1 to the voltage divider network composed of R s and R 4 • The 1'esulting voltage becomes our source of
audio for the tone burst on the cue track.
0 4 is a 60-JLf capacitor across the solenoid. It not only smooths out the pulsating dc voltage for the solenoid, but
also is used as a time-delay component.
This holds the solenoid "in" a few

J2

J3

)

J4

IOO

SET~--1>-+_-+""

PHON ES

Operation

Now that you have all the units assembled and interconnections made, lets
insert a tape magazine into the p layback
deck. Make sure you have erased it with
the bulk eraser. P ush it all the way forward until the READY light comes on.
Give the motor five seconds to come up
to speed and then push the SET switch.
If you have a source of program connected to the recording amplifier input,
advancing the volume control will allow
you to see it on the VU meter. If you
wish, plug earphones into the PHON ES
jack and listen.
Press the BIAS switch to verify you
have the correct bias voltage going to
the record head.
Pushing either the PLAY switch, or a
. remote start switch, will cause the solenoid to operate. This pulls the pressure
roller against the rotating capstan. The
tape in the magazine is pinched between
the pressure roller and the capstan and
moves forward.
The READY lamp is now extinguished
and the RUN lamp is illuminated. The
solenoid receives voltage when contacts
1 and 3 on Ry 1 are closed. Contacts 9
and 11 hold it closed after the PLAY
switch is released. At the moment contacts 8 and 11 open up, voltage ceases
to be fed to RY100 in the recorder amplifier. Capacitor 017 holds Ry 100 closed
j ust long enough to permit a 60-cycle
tone-burst on the tape. The cue head is
then switched from a record function to
a playback function .
The SET switch also energizes RY200J
the program relay. It remains closed
until the machine is stopped.
Tape motion may be stopped in any
one of three ways: Pushing on the machine STOP switch, remote STOP switch,
01' by letting the tape run until a tone
burst passes over the cue head. When the
latter happens, the tone is amplified by
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Fig. 16. The reco rding am plifi er sc he ma t ic diagra m should be followed closely whil e
wiring it up. Grou nd all un used contacts on Ry-100 and Ry-200 to preven t t hem from
reradiating b ias vol tag e .
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These are the "guts" of the new MIRACORD Studio Series.
Foremost is the hysteresis motor (1). It guarantees constant
speed regardless of turntable load or line voltage variation.
Another assurance of all'important uniform speed is the one·

from two to six grams. No springs used (5). The 4·speed

piece, dynamically balanced, cast and machined turntable (2).

MIRACORD (6) plays all size records as a conventional turn·

This seven pound, 12" platform features the same construction

table or automatic turntable using the f eathe1·-touch push-

as the finest professional turntables. The scientifically de·

buttons (7). By replacing the short spindle (8) with the

signed, non·resonant tone arm (3) with plug·in head (4) tracks

patented Magic Wand changer spindle (9), MIRACORD pro-

faultlessly at all recommended tracking weights .. . calibrated

vides hours of musical enjoyment.

STUDIO H - with hysteresis synchronous motor - $99.50* • STUDIO - with heavy-duty. shaded, 4·pole
motor-for uncompromising stereo performance ' where line voltage variation is no problem-$79.95*

BENJAMIN
AUDIO

•

ELECTRONIC SOUND CORP., 97 -03 43rd Ave., CORONA 68, N.Y.
* Complete with arm, less cartridge and base.
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milliseconds after R y 1 has removed voltage to it. This delay is sufficient to allow
all the tone burst on the tap e to get completely past the cue-sensing head.
If the tone signal were left in contact
with the head when the tape stopped,
each time the operator attempted to
start it, the cue-sensing circuit would
tl'ip out r ep eatedly until all the tone
was pulled p ast the head.
Ter minals 7, 8, 9, and 10 on ter minal
board TS l are explained as follows :
Although the equipment will work well
without a ground connection, terminal
number 8 has been provided for tha t
pm·p ose.
Ter minal number 7 can be connected
to terminal number 6 on a second playback deck. When Ryz on the first machine trips out, it will momentarily provide a 24-volt pulse t o the second
machine's ST ART circuit. If two machines
announcements
ar e
cross-connected,
could appeal' on one machine and a
music tap e on the other. After you start
t he fii'sf machine, they will continue t o
alterna te until one is tm'ned off.
Terminals 9 and 10 can be used to
close a remo te indicator lamp circuit and
show which unit is being used. Or they
may be used to close a n auxiliary r elay
whose wiper contacts are connected to a
progr am buss. Its fix ed contacts would
be connected to the output of the player
program amplifier . By inter locking r elay
contacts, only the machine being op era ted would have its audio f ed to the
buss.
A gr eat deal of tim e and thought was
sp ent in laying out the chassis and
p a nels to make the equipment easy to
maintain. H eads and pressure roller s
a re easy to r each for cleaning . The
p lugin, modular , progTam, and cue-sensing amplifier s are simple to service. Diodes wer e placed in holder s instead of
soldering them into the circuit. The
record bias voltage is easy to check.
R.elay contacts ar e easy to r each for
cleaning . Due to the hinged front doors
on the cabinets, tubes, transistors, and
nearly all other components may be
r eached without r emoving the equipment f rom its cabinet.
Maintenance consists of cleaninO' and
lubricating the heads one a week~ The
cap stans and pressure r ollers ar e cleaned
with the head clea ner once a week also .
. Ever y month the heads are demagnetIzed and the azimuth head alignment is
checked. W e use an Ampex TY2-ips f ullt rack alignment ta p e loaded into a tap e
magazine. A "sprinkle" of p owdered
graphite should be p laced inside the
magazine.
Our system has been in veq·y active
use for well over a year . To date, the
only unscheduled service wor k p erf or med on our fo ul' machin es has been
to replace a silicon diode in the solenoid

Fig . 17. The Conley Tape Magazines com e
in t hree con venie nt size s. (Photo courte sy
Conl ey Electronics, Inc.)

Fig. 18. The equipme nt is housed in a formica-covered plywood cab inet. Its f ron t
door drops down part way for conve nient w ee kly maintenance. It ope ns all th e
way for ma jor se rvicing problems.

p ower circuit. It develop ed a short after
only two months operation. Also, one
2N44 switching transistor develop ed excessive leakage current and was replaced.
The top felt washer around the capstan shaft of two of the puller mechanisms wore out. This allows the flywheel
to dr op down and rub on the bottom
bearing pla te.
Believing this would ultimately cause
trouble in the r est of our machines, we
designed a thrust bearing and put it on
all units.
It is made by drilling and tapping a
piece of %:' x 1" brass rod to accommoda te a 7/ 16-in. cap scr ew. The end of
the brass rod is dr illed out just enough
to let it seat comf ortably over the existing Oilite bearing on the bottom plate.
Our brass "fOl'eign a ttachment" is brazed
into place on the bottom side of t he
plate.
A IA-in.-thick nylon disc is dropped
into the well f ormed by the brass sleeve
over the bearing. A 7/ 16-in. cap scr ew,
equipped with a locking nut, is scr ewed
into the sleeve until it forces the nylon
disc against the bottom of the flywheel
shaft. Another half -turn is usually adequate to put the cap stan shaft in its
or iginal position . The locking nut is
then tightened.
Actually this thrust bearing makes
our p layback deck a quieter machine
than it was bef ore the modification.
The Conley Tape Magazine is a n amazing device, but like any object employing moving p arts, it does develop trouble
occasionally. H er e a re a few suggestions
tha t may help you ser vice them.
If you load your own magazines, don't
wind the tape on its r eel too tightly.
Wind it by using the fast-f orward sp eed
of a regular tape r ecorder. F or loading
small amounts of tap e on a r eel, I've
found a transcription turnta ble r unning
a t 33% rpm works quite well.

Fi g . 19 . Three p la y back de cks can be pu t in one ca binet. The front door folds down
on th is cabinet too.
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IF YOU BELIEVE THAT ALL RECORDING TAPES ARE THE SAME ..•
READ THESE FACTS ABOUT SOUNDCRAFT TAPESI

IT'S SOUNDCRIFT IN THE
GREIT MOTION PICTURES ~~~~o~~!~~~~:

The course of the
motion picture industry was revolutionized by the application ..of magnetic stripes on
films! This was a Soundcraft achievement-the famous
Magna-Stripe process which has made possible the
brilliant stereo sound tracks of ' great MGM (Camera

SOUNDCRAFT WAS

FIRST
TO OFFER YOU:

REEVES

For this contribution, Soundcraft received The Academy Award - the coveted "Oscar" - first and only
tape manufacturer ever so honored. Soundcraft
achievement in magnetic recording never stops.

• Mylar" based tapes for longer tape life, longer play.
• Plasticizer·free oxide to prevent chipping or flaking.
• Micropolished mirror·smooth tape surface to preserve the
"highs" and minimize recorder head wear.
• FAA frequency adjusted formulation to capture the full dynamic
range of sounds.
Superior performance is yours to enjoy on every reel of SoundcraftTape
you buy, and at no extra cost. Buy The Best- Buy Soundcraft Tapes!

SOUNDCRAFTcORP.

Main Office : Great Pasture Road, Danbury, Connecticut
New York: 10 E. 52 nd Street. Chicago: 28 E. Jackson Blvd.
Los Angeles: 342 North LaBrea • Toronto: 700 Weston Road
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Remember, this is one instance where
you wind the tape on its reel with the
oxide coating facing out.
Adjust the pressure pads so they are
approximately Vs-in. from the face of
the magazine.
The white plastic pulley located in the
front corner of the magazine sometimes
comes loose and works its way out of its
socket. When this happens, open the
cover of the magazine and press it back
into place.
When you replace the reel in the
magazine after having wound some tape
on it, be sure the small nylon washer is
in place under the reel. See too that it
has adequate lubrication. If not, use a
small amount of white phonograph
grease of the type sold by most radio
supply houses. General Cement manufactures it.
Our "Fidelimatic" system has not
been restricted to just recording and
playing commercial aunouncements. Program themes, musical bridges, safety
messages, and even short programs are
now carried on the tape magazines.
As stated earlier, we used the N.A.B.
tape recording standard as our goal.
We have been able to consistently mainmain an over-all frequency response
from 30 cps to 10,000 cps within 3 db
of that set forth in the N.A.B. standard.
To check over-all frequency response,
we recorded the test tones 15 db below
normal program level.
Hum and noise combined, from the
over-all system is well below the "white
noise" level of the transistor preamplifiers .
By keeping your recording level a
few decibels lower it is possible to hold
distortion down to 2 per cent. We preferred putting a little more audio on the
tape and distortion may sometimes reach
4 per cent on our recordings without
being too noticeable.
For those who would like to know if
we made Mr. Byrd's deadline of "three
months and under $500" for the pilot
model, I'll confess : It took four months
to deliver the first working model, but
we stayed considerably under $500! 1£
NOTES
1. John L. MacAllister, "A Tape System
You Can Build," Radio and Television
News, in four parts, Feb.-May 1956.
2. Paul Penfield, Jr., "A Transistor
V. U . Meter," AUDIO, April 1957 .
3. Harold Reed, "20·cps Tape Recorder
Switch," Radio <t Television News, April
.1959.
PARTS LIST FOR PLAYBACK DECK
'C, 0.5 !-tf, 200 v
·C, 500 Ilkf, 50 v, electrolytic
'C, 0.5 J,tf, 200 v
,C, 60 '!tf, 250 v, electrolytic
·C, 0.5 lkf, 200 v
{J. 25 ,J,tf, 25 v, electrolytic
{J, 500 J,tf, 25 v, electrolytic
'Cs 500 ,J,tf, 25 v, electrolytic
D, Silicon rectifier, Sarkes-Tarzian M-500
D , Same as D,

D, Zener diode, Motorola 10M22Z5*
D , Diode, IN91
D. Diocle, IN34A
D , Same as D.
F, 3AG, 3 amp (in holder)
S, Socket, Cinch-Jones (S-30SAB)
J " J, Double phono jack assembly
PL, Pilot lamp socket with green jewel and
#313 pilot lamp
PL, Pilot lamp socket with clear jewel and
NE-51H lamp
Q, Transistor, 2N44
R, 7.5 ohms, w.w., 10 watts
R, 100 ohms, 1 watt
R,470 ohms, lh watt
R , 100 ohms, % watt
R. 56,000 ohms, % watt
R. 25 ohms, w.w., 10 watts
R, 470 ohms, lh watt
R. 1200 ohms, lh watt
R , 1200 ohms, lh watt
Ry, Potter-Brumfield KRP-14D, 24 volt dc
relay (3PDT)
Ry, Sigma 4FSKS-SIL sensitive r elay
(SPST)
Ry, Amperite 115N05-T thermal time-delay relay
S" S , Octal sockets
Sw, SPST toggle switch
Sw , Microswitch 11SMI (with spring removed)
Sw , A .H . & H . S0541 pushbutton switch
(Momentary make, normally open circuit)
Sw, Same as Sw, except normally closed
circuit
T, Stancor P-6469 transformer
T, United Trausformer Co. Model 0-20
TS, Cinch-Jones 10-140 barrier strip
Solenoid, Model D-70 (Anderson Controls,
Inc., Franklin Park, Illinois)
11 contact relay socket
IN34A diode holders
Silicon diode holders
Transistor sockets
!l-pin miniature socket for thermal relay
Bud CB-1371 panel chassis
Bud PA-1106G aluminum rack panel
Viking Model #35 Continuous Tape Loop
Handler equipped with a Viking H-35B
head assembly
Solenoid-linkage assembly
Engraved front panel label strip
Cartridge entrance escutcheon
Cartridge hold-down spring material
Front and rear linkage bumpers
Linkage return spring
Bakelite mounting board for Sigma relay
IS-in. phono cables (4)
7lh" x 7lh" x 11" aluminum panel to be
made into a top plate
Mica washers (to be used b etween the zener
diode and chassis) (2)
Assorted small hardware such as machine
screws, nuts, washers, etc.

PARTS LIST FOR PLAYBACK AND
CUE-SENSING AMPLIFIERS.
(ONE AMPLIFIER)
0,25 J,tf, 25 v
0 , Same as 0,
C, .005 J,tf, 200 v
0, 100 'j.ti, 12 v
C, 10 J,tf, 12 V
P, S-pin octal plug (Amphenol S6RCPS)
R, 47 ohms, l/2 watt
R , 15,000 ohms, lh watt
R , 1500 ohms, lh watt
R , 12,000 ohms, lh watt
R . 330,000 ohms, % watt
R, 3300 ohms, 112 watt
R, 10,000 ohms, lh watt
R. 5000 ohms, audio taper potentiometer
R, 4700 ohms, lh watt
Q, 2N50S transistor
Q, Same as Q,
Q, 2N322 transistor
Bud CU-3003 Minibox

USECO current terminals (2000-B)
Pre-punched bakelite board (Keystone
#1736)
Cinch-Jones #2H3 transistor sockets (3)
Small hook-up wire
PARTS LIST FOR THE RECORDING
AMPLIFIER
C, A, B, and C 20/20/20 mfd. @ 450 volts

can type electrolytic capacitor
0.1 'J,tf, 450 v
25 J,tf, 25 v, electrolytic
0.047 J,tf, 400 v
25 J,tf, 400 v, silvered mica
C, .01 !-tf, 400 v
C, 100 J,tf, 400 v, silvered mica
O. 0.5 ,J,tf, 400 v
C, 500 J,tf, 400 v, silvered mica
C'O.001 ,J,tf, 400 v
C" 500 J,tf, 400 v, silvered mica
CIt 100 J,tf, 400 v, silvered mica
C" .01 J,tf, 400 v
C" .01 J,tf, 400 v
CIS 2 /.tf, 10 v, electrolytic
C" 2 '/.tf, 25 v, electrolytic
C" 500 J,tf, 25 v, electrolytic
C,. 500 !/.tf, 25 v, electrolytic
R, 6S00 ohms, 112 watt
R , 1200 ohms, lh watt
R, 6S00 ohms, lh watt
R, 500,000 ohms, deposited carbon potentiometer
R. 2200 ohms, 1 watt
R . 100,000 ohms, l/Z watt
R, 10,000 ohms, lh watt
R. 1 megohm, 112 watt
R, 100,000 ohms, lh watt
RIO 220,000 ohms, 112 watt
Rl1 2200 ohms, 1 watt
R,. 100,000 ohms, lh watt
R" 47,000 ohms, lh watt
R" 22,000 ohms, lh watt
R" 1S00 ohms, 2 watts
R" 100,000 ohms, deposited carbon potentiometer
R17 22,000 ohms, lh watt
R ,• 2200 ohms, lh watt
R" 250,000 ohms, deposited carbon potentiometer
R IO 30,000 ohms, w.w., 10 watts
R" 100 ohms, lh watt
R " 4700 ohms, lh watt
R" 1 megohm, lhwatt
R" 3600 ohms, lh watt
R" 3900 ohms, lh watt
R .. 1000 ohms, lh watt
R., 100,000 ohms, lh watt
R .. 270,000 ohms, 1/2 watt
D ,DO Silicon r ectifier, Sarkes-Tarzian M-500
Q,DO 2N105 transistor
J, and J , Double phono jack assembly
J , and J , Double phono jack assembly
J, Single phone jack (headphones)
PL 10J NE-51H lamp and holder with a red
plastic jewel
RylOOPotter-Brumfield MG-17D (24 v dc)
Ry ..o Potter-Brumfield MG-17D (24 v dc)
M, Simpson Model 142 V.U. meter
SW IOO Momentary SPST push-button switch
(red button)
Sw ..o Switchcraft Type 1006 DPDT switch
T, UTC Type A -11 audio transformer
T , Viking Type D-501 oscillator transformer
T, U TC Type HA-122 power transformer
TS,OI Cinch-Jones 3-140 barrier strip
TSlO! Cinch-Jones 2- 140 barrier strip
P lO , Cinch-Jones P-30SAB plug
V,12AU7
V, 12AU7

C,
C,
C,
C,

V,6X4

MISCELLANEOUS: Tube sockets, silicon rectifier holder, terminal tie-points, engraved
label strip, aluminum chassis (4" x 13" x
5" ) with covers, 5~" rack panel cut down
to 15" long, and a quantity of hardware
and hook-up wire.
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number five

FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY!
SAVE $1 50
ON THESE TWO VALUABLE
REFERENCE BOOKS

BUY BOTH FOR ONLY

$4!1.•

The 5th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY reg. $3.50
The 4th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY reg. $2.95
Both $6.45 reg.
Here's what the 5 th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY contains - • THE BIGGEST AND BEST VOLUME EVER!
• MORE THAN 50 ARTICLES COVERING STEREO RECORDING AND REPRODUCTION;
STEREO MULTIPLEX; MEASUREMENTS; STEREO HIGH FIDELITY TECHNOLOGY;
CONSTRUCTION AND THEORY; etc .
• 144 PAGES WITH COMPLETE ARTICLES BY WORLD FAMOUS AUTHORITIES
IN THE AUDIO AND STEREO HIGH FIDELITY FIELD •
• ATTRACTIVELY PRINTED AND BOUND FOR EVERLASTING USE. AN IMPORTANT
STEREO HIGH FIDELITY REFERENCE BOOK.
If you've missed the 4th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY ... here is a wonderful opportunity to buy it at more than

50% off the regular price when you buy the 6th.
This offer good only while the supply of the 4th lasts,
and may be withdrawn without notice.

- -

- --

Use handy order form below. We pay postage anywhere in the U.S.
odd SO¢ for Foreign orders.

- - - - - --- - ---- - - - - - - - - -

RADIO MAGAZINES INC., Dept. 452
P.O. Box 629
Mineola, New York

o Enclosed is my remittance for $4.95. Send me both, the 4th and 5th AUDIO

ANTHOLOGY Postpaid.

o Enclosed is my remittance for $3.50. Send me only the 5th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY Postpaid.
NAME . . .. .. . . . .. .... ..... .. .... . ......... . .......... . ..... . . . .. . . ... . . . . .. .. . . ... . .
ADDRESS ... . . . ... .... . ... .. . .. .................... .. .... . .. ... . . ..... ..... .. ... .... .
CITY ... .. . ... .... . . ....... . .... . ..... ..

ZONE , .. , ... .
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STATE . . . " . .. , .. . . .... . . . . ,

--

HERMAN BURSTEI N 1.:
Beginning with this issue, The Tape Guide is being reactiva ted as a question and answer
department. Send your questions direc t to Mr. Burstein at the address given be low.
In this issue and i n issues to follow, we
shall try to answer basic questions on tape
recorders and recording. Readers are in·
vited to send their queries directly to the
writer at his home address. While all
questions will be answered by mail, those
of a fundamental nature and most apt to
be of widespread interest will also be answered in these pages.
Please do not ask us to evaluate the
merits of specific tape machines. For this
kind of information, we ask you to refer
to the Equipment Profiles appearing in
another department of this magazine.
If you experience troubles with a specific machine, we stro]lg1y suggest that you
write to the manufacturer rather than us.
Every tape recorder is quite individualistic in its approach to transporting the tape
from one reel to another, and the manufacturer is by far the one eminently suited
to answer qnestions concerning the mechanism he makes.
Please enclose a stamped, add1·essed envelope. Letters which include such an envelope, through some occult force, rise to
the top of the pile and get answered first.
Q. I am building a tape amplifier, and
in this connection want to know how high
is the impedance of a high·impedance
tape head?
A. The typical record-playback head
employed in home tape machines has an
inductance of a.bout 500 millihenries. At
a bias frequency of 50,000 cps, the impedance would be about 160,000 ohms. The impedance would be proportionately greater
or smaller at higher or lower bias frequencies. Thus the impedance would be about
320,000 ohms at a frequency of 100,000
cycles. In the audio range of 20 cps to 20,000 . cps, the impedance would vary from
about 65 to 65,000 ohms. If the tape head
is designed specifically for playback, its
inductance is likely to be about 1000 millihenries and therefore the impedance figures given above would double. These
impedances have to be taken into consideration in designing an amplifier which can

* 280 Twin Lane E., Wantagh, N. Y.

provide sufficient amounts of bias current
alld audio signal current for recording
purposes.
When using a record-playback head for
recording, it is necessary to obtain constant cunent through the record head at
all audio frequencies (before taking equalization into account ), thereby achieving
fiat response in terms of the magnetic field
applied to the tape (as contrasted with the
signal impressed on the tape, which undergoes severe treble losses). To obtain constant current, a resistor is placed in series
with the driving t ube and the record head.
To serve its purpose of preventing treble
loss, the constant-current resistor must, in
combination with the other circnit resistances (principally the driving tube),
swamp (exceed) the impedance of the tape
head at all audio frequencies. Allowing
for the plate resistance of the driving tube,
it works out that a constant-current resistor of about 33,000 to 56,000 ohms is
usually adequate. If the tape head is
specifically designed for recording, it is
apt to have much less than 500 millilienries inductance, probably under 100 millihenries. Then a constant-current resistor
is usally not necessar y, because the plate
resistance of the driving tube is sufficient
to swamp the impedance of the record head.

Q. I would like to constr1wt a tape bias
oscillator. Can ymt please s1tpply a schematic of one that will provide hig h-quality
perfo1"'Tnance.
A. I think your best course would be to
model the oscillator after one of the high
quality tape machines on the market. Schematics can be obtained from manufacturers and service agencies. In building a noncommercial design, one of our problems
would be to obtain a suitable oscillator
transformer, which is not a stock item. But
if you model the oscillator after a commercial tape machine, you can probably obtain
the required transformer from an authorized dealer or ser vice agency. I suggest that
you pick a design which employs a pushpull arrangement for least distortion. The
lower the distortion in the bias waveform,
the less noise will be produced in recording by the bias frequency. Another prob-
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lem that you will encounter is whether
yo ur bias oscillator is suited to the tape
heads you plan to use. If you have reason
to believe that the record and erase heads
you are using have impedances similar to
those in the commercial machine whose
oscillator you are copying, chances are that
you will have no p roblem. But if the head
impedances differ substantially, it may be
best to apply to the manufacturer of your
heads for an oscillator design capable of
supplying the proper amounts of oscillator
current to each heac1.

Q. I am b1tild'il1g a tape a1rtplifier and
wmtlcl !-ike to know if 'it is advisable to
SlJlU the equalization between record and
playback; that is, use the sa1ne amounts
of compensation in each mode. l'hi.s woulcl
enable me to simplify the design conside1'ab ly, compm·ed with ha'lling to 'incorpomte
dijfeTent equalization i.n each mode.
A. For best results in terms of good freqency response, low noise, and low distortion, it is not a good idea to split the
equalization between record and playback.
Treble boost should be applied mainly or
altogeth er in recording, because treble
boost in playback emphasizes noise and
hiss of the playback amplifier. Bass boost
belongs mainly or altogether in playback,
because bass boost in recording tends to
overload the tape.
Q. I am considel·ing the purchase of a
pOTtable, single-speed tape recordeT of the
pocket 01· brief-case type for confidential
wor1c. Some of these machines operate at
3%, ips and others at 1% ips. Which do
you advise?
A. For economy of space, weight, and
cost relative to recording time, a unit that
operates at 1 % ips of course has t he edge;
it provides t,vice as much recording time
per foot of tape compared with a unit
whose speed is 3%, ips. The slower machine
will be satisfactory if its duties are limited
to r eproc1ucing speech in intelligible fashion. But if the requirements are more exacting, such as faithful reproduction of
music, then it appears that your choice,
considering the present state of the art, is
3%, ips.
.2E
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... so carefully engineered and crafted, it provides you with
flawless sound far beyond the normal hearing range .
. . . so performance proved, it carries an
unconditional2-year
guarantee!

C>R'l~gC:l
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ELECTRONICS

CORPORATION

THE OMEGA STEREO AMPLIFIER
... an all-transistor unit with outstanding high fidelity performance!
The Omega amplifier represents a major " breakthrough " in electronic design . Its all·transistor circuitry provides a lasting new
level in listening enjoyment.
Exclusive circuitry developed by Omega, results in audio performance never before available with transistor circuitry. The
Omega amplifier offers you the performance of the finest tube· type equipment plus all the big listening and maintenance
advantages of transistors.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
first - transistors have an indefinite life and do not deteriorate as do tubes.

1. IMPROVED SOUND QUALITY A. The Omega amplifier has an extremely flat frequency
characteristic and delivers full output power over a fre·
quency range extending considerably beyond audible
limits. Direct coupling and degenerative damping provide an ideal output signal to drive any speaker. The
best speakers are free to perform with unhampered brilliance. Economy speakers exhibit surprising new quality
due to elimination of ringing and electrical resonance .

second - transistors generate a greatly reduced amount
of heat ... and heat is the major source of amplifier
performance deterioration and failure. Cooler operation
reduces component aging (capacitors, resistors , etc.).
4. UNIQUE SOUND CONTROL- The Omega provides master
Bass and Treble controls which - for the first time - allow a
simple simultaneous balanced adjustment in both channels.
It also provides independent Balance controls for both Bass
and Treble. These two Balance controls, plus Mode, Volume
Balance, Blend and Loudness provide complete flexibility and
allow "ultra-fine" adjustments for the most sensitive listener.

B. NON MICROPHONIC - unlike tubes, critical electronic sections of transistors do not tend to vibrate and
produce bothersome microphonic noise.
C. TUBE HEATER HUM -

eliminated_

5. CARTRIDGE OUTPUT COMPENSATOR - Another advanced
feature of the Omega amplifier is the exclusive Cartridge Output Compensator - which enables you to adjust the amplifier
to the specific output voltage of your ceramic or magnetic pickup cartridge. This allows all front panel controls to operate
over their optimum range regardless of cartridge output level.

2. CONSTANT PERFORMANCE LEVEl - Your Omega amplifier will maintain its original high-performance level
throughout its long life. Transistors exhibit almost no change
with age. Gradual performance deterioration in the Omega
amplifier is eliminated.

6. MODERN LOW SILHOUETTE - The all-transistorized
Omega amplifier looks as modern as it is. Its low, smart lines
are at home with any decor. Only 3 inches high, 15 1/ 2 inches
wide, 9 inches deep.

3. LONGER MAINTENANCE· FREE LIFE - Your all -transistor
Omega amplifier will have a far longer, service-free life than
tube-type units for two big reasons:
MODE - 3 positions: Stereo,
Monaural and Stereo Reverse.
IN PUT SELECTOR -

VOLUME BALANCE - a full· ran ge
control of the relative volume of the
two channels including com plete
cutoff of eit her speaker.

TREBLE
BALANCE -

5 positions:

~pe~~i.'u~lah~OOg"Ph

FMAM~

~

"''''.},,~~~~.

TAPE MONITOR - permits the
user to monitor sound from

BASS BALANCE cont rols the
relat ive bass of the

...

two ,peak",.

=

"-. ""

LOUDNESS COMPENSATION provides compensa t ion for
control s the
hearing :\ttenuation ( Fletcher.
relative treble
Munson Effect) of Ihe low and
out put 01
high frequencies al low
volume levels.
the two
channels.
controls the
\
degree of
channel
separation.

.~-

-.-

COMPEN;';'TO.' ::"':o"k ~fU:~~~ier)

the tape playback amplifier
during recording.

RUMBLE FILTER eliminates undesi rable
low· frequency sou.nd.

I range
adjustments to
match the ampl if ier to the specific
output voltage of the ceramic or
magnetic pick.up cartridge.

THE SOUND ADVANTAGES OF OMEGA'S ALL·
TRANSISTOR "QUADRA·POWER" CIRCUIT

BLENO _;

-/

The "Quadra-Power Circuit" * is an exclusive Omega development. This advanced
concept employs four power' transistors per
channel in a basic bridge configuration permitting symmetrical operation and uniform
distribution of power dissipation. A unique
difference amplifier allows feedback from
the symmetrical load to the input of the
single ended driver. The result is an amplifier of the most advanced .design _ .. extremely linear, powerful, with very low
distortion and a frequency range extending
well beyond normal hearing_

:-

1'- •

PHASE SWITCH - (back of amplif ier)
facilitates proper speaker or source
phasing without changing speaker
connections.

• Copyright 1961 Patent Pending

S PECI F ICATIONS
Power Supply -

117 VAC 60 Cycles

Power Output- 30 watts (lHFM Music Rating) per channel stereo - 60
watts monaural
Frequency Range -

Less than 1 %

Intermodulation Distortion -

Weight -

Less than 1 %

12 Ibs.

1

TRANSISTOR AND DIODE COMPLEMENT

75 db below full output at 10 MV sensitivity All controls
in flat position - Rumble & scratch filters nonoperative

Dlmensions- 3" high. 15%" wide, 9" deep

Mag Phono . 4 MV
Ceramic Phono - 0 _25 Volts
Tape _ 3.5 MV
T .V., Aux., Tuner · 0.30 Volts

18-20,000 CPS ±0.3 db at full output

Harmonic Distortion Hum & Noise -

'
S ens ItI v It les:

8 PNP - diffused base high
frequency power transistors

4 - bias stabilizing germanium
diodes

7 PNP -

medium power transistors

2-

silicon rectifiers 3 AMP

4 NPN -

small signal transistors

1-

zener diode voltage regulator

12 PNP -

small signal transistors

For complete Information, contact your loca1
Omega dealer or write directly to Omega.
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A Feel for Transistors
L. GOELLER'"
Reduced prices, off-the-shelf availability, and special properties
make transistors desirable in many audio circuits. All that remains is for the designer to develop the "feeL" Here's how .
to approach
transistor circuits with fear and
trembling. This attitude is doubtless induced by the relationship between
transistors and solid-state physics, a subject of consider able complexity. It is
apparently not generally realized that
solid-state physics-and indeed all physics beyond Ohm's Law- can be avoided
entirely while designing quite satisfactory audio-fr equency transistor circuits.
Only three basic rules are needed:

A

L MOST EVERYONE SEEMS

1. If the transistor is going to work at
all, its base is at almost the same
voltage as its emitter. This applies
to both d.c. (bias) voltages and a.c.
(signal) voltages.
2. The currents in the base, emitter,
and collector leads are related by
the three symbols u, ~, and y as
summarized in Fig. 1. It is convenient to remember that u is
nearly unity and ~ is nearly equal
to y and numerically equal to 20
or more.
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=
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3

R4 (R 1 + R3)
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V--R1

EMITTER

+

R3

NPN

RI

Ib + Ie = I.

C(

.B

=-

Ie
Ib

R3

=P/r""

~ = -

Ib

3. The r esistance between the base
and emitter leads is very low and
corresponds to a forward-biased
diode. The r esistance between the
base and collector is very high and
corresponds to a back-biased diode.

= = {3 + 1 ~ 20
I-at

r

ARE VERY NEARLY THE
SAME FOR BOTH DC (BIAS) CURRENTS
AND SMALL AC (SIGNAL) CURRENTS.
I , Ie AND I. SYMBOLIZE BIAS CURRENTS
b
i b, ie AND i. SYMBOLIZE SIGNAL CURRENTS

Fig. 1. Relationships between u,
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R4

Fig . 2. Bias circuits: (A) simple, (B) better, (C) much better.

I

"<,,s. AND

c:>(-

I

Ie
= - = ~ = (-I~20
Ib
1-0(

I.

R2
= 2

THIS REARRANGES TO: -

/3, and

Biasing
y.

With these three rules and a firm

grasp of Ohm's Law, a surprising~y complete knowledge of transistor audio· amplifiers can be deduced. As an example,
consider the typical bias circuit shown
in (A) of Fig. 2. If the voltage at the
base is equal to the voltage at the emitter, and the emitter is grounded, it follows that the current in Rl is obtained
by dividing Rl into V . The collector cur-
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peak-to-peak swing of nearly 5.7 volts.
If the supply voltage happened to be 6

NPN

volts, a popular value in transistor work,
nonlinear operation could be avoided
only if the collector d.c. voltage in the
absence of signal were adjusted to one
half the supply voltage in the circuit
shown in (A.) of Fig. 2. Then the positive and negative swings would both remain just short of trouble. The general
conclusion we can draw is this: the collector should be biased to a value halfway between the emitter and supply voltages in r esistance-coupled amplifiers.
It should now be a simple matter to
follow a similar analysis through for
(B) of F ·ig. 2. This circuit is interesting
because, if we adj ust R 1 and R e for the
maximum undistorted output as discussed above, the collector voltage will
be only half as sensitive to variations in
13 as the circuit of (A.). Proof of this is
left as an exercise for mathematics professors.
The ratio R1/ R z has been related to
13 in these two examples. Successful biasing, however, requires particular values
for these resistors and the proper polar-

PNP

(I ) 11 O R ill S A SMALL CURRENT.

(2) 12 OR ;2 IS A LARGE CURRENT.
(3) BOTH II AND 12 fLO W THROUGH THE TRAN SISTOR IN THE DIREC TI ON Of THE EM ITT ER
ARRO W ON THE SYMBO L.
(4) i l AN D i2 (A.C. SIGN AL CURRENTS) CAN BE TAKEN WITH THEIR POSITIVE DIRECTION S
THE SAME AS THE BIAS CURRENTS OR O PPOSITE , AS IS CONVENIENT. USUALLY
. THE NPN DIRECTION S ARE HAND IEST fOR GROUNDED-EMITTER OR EMITTER-fOLLOWER
AMP LIFIERS AND THE PNP DIRECTION S FOR GROUNDED-BASE AMPLIFIERS.
(5 ) II OR i I MUST BE LI MITED BY EXTERNA L RESIS TORS IN THE BASE AND/ OR EM ITTER CIRCUITS .

F. ig. 3. Cu rre nt d ire ction rul es.

rent is B times as large as the base current and flows in R g. The voltage at the
collector is the supply voltage, V, minus
the IR drop in R g. Thus, if we are given
(or can measure) B for the given transistor, we can choose values of R 1 and
R! to provide the proper bias.
This brings up two points of digression. First, if Bin ten supposedly similar
transistors is measured, the largest Bwill
probably by about five times the smallest.
Under such circumstances, R, and R e
would have to be changed for every
ttansistor replacement. Fortunately, as
vie shall see, there are better biasing
circuits which do not depend upon variations in 13.
The second item is the little problem
of what bias is a good bias. In discuss~ons of vacuum-tube circuits, statements about "choosing the most linear
part of the operating characteristic"
are often observed. A. similar staternent
for transistors might be made, but, since
transistors are r elatively linear over a
,*ide operating range, a more specific
meaning must be attached. We simply
do not want the transistor to be saturated or cut off during any part of the
signal cycle. That is, we don't want the
collector current to be so large that the
drop it produces in the load r.esistor is
larger than the supply voltage, and we
don't want it so sma:ll that it fails to flow
at all.
This is a situation seldom encountered
in vacuuIn tube work. With a 200 volt
supply and ·a signal ' of 2 volts rms at
the plate, there -is little 'fear that the
signal voltage will overpower the bias.
The same 2-volt signal at the collector
of a transistor would, however, mean a

( B)

(A)

-

i

e

eJ

eJ

(C)

(D)

CURRENT GEN ERATOR =

0(

i

CUR REN T G EN ERA TOR =

e

'c
'e

i

e

'c

'e

eJ

'b

= ir

e e

R
in

0<

i
+ _ e_

r

,

b

=~
= r e + l 'X
ie

Fi g . 4 . Inpu t imp e da nces: (A) a nd (B) flist ap p rox imations, (C) and (D) b e tte r approxim a tio ns.
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This is ,Sony.
THE MOST COMPLETE LiNE OF QUALITY TAPE RECORDING EQUIPMENT IN TtiE WOR.LD
• SONY Sterecorder. 300-A complete professional-quality hiJi ':
$99.50 . • SONY Sterecorder 464 D-Dual performance 4 track
stereo tape system with 4 & 2 tra ck recording a nd playback in
stereo tap e deck with built-in recording & playback.pre-amps
one portable unit. $399.50 . • .SONY Sterecorder 777-S-All
for custom installations and portable use. $ 199,50 . • SONY
transistorized professional 4 & 2 track .----...,.~----~.------- Exe<;utive Portable SOI-Handsomelystereo recorder featuring the revolution.
styled battery operated precision recorder
ary Sony Electro Bi Lateral Heads. The
r:::-::l 777"<; "
for executive desk or portable use. $295.
world's finest tape recordet. $725 . .11!! SONY
_' ~ .' . ~. SONY ' Newscaster Portable EMI-A
Sound on Sound Recorder 262 ·SL-The
BV~
professional on-the-spot battery powered
perfect recorder {or language, music and
464 D
portable recorder with precision spring
drama stud en ts. 4 track with stereo play~
262 SL
wind constant speed motor. $495 . • SONY
back. $ 199.50 .• SONY Stereo Tape Deck
CR 4
c:::J "rBoll
Condenser Micl'Ophone C37 A- For pu262 D-4 & 2 track stereo recording and
e~ ;. ~
~M
1
rity of sound reproduction, the unqualiplayback tape transport to add tape to
~ ~ ~fied choice of professional studios throughyour existing hi fi system. $89.50. (Also
~
.
out the world. $295 . • SONY Condenser
available, not pictured, the m:w SRA-2
Microphone Cl7 B-Miniature size (3 % /1
stereo recording. amplifier for the 262 D ..$89.50.) • SONY
x Va /l· di ameter) and exceptional background isolation uniTapecorder 111-A popularly priced , high quality bantam redirectional cardiod pattern. $350 . • SONY Wireless Microcorder for everyday fami ly fun. $79.50. • SONY Portable 101
. phone CR-4 - Pocket size mike and transmitter providing
-2 speed, dual·track, hi-fidelity recorder with 7/1 reel capacity.
complete freedom from entangling microphone cables. $250.

ij

E

G;l ;

For additionailiterature and
name Of nearest fran ch ised dealer
write Su.perscope l Inc., Dept . 7
S.m Valley, California
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ity for the bias supply. Considering the
latter first, F 'ig. 3 summarizes the current direction rules. Base and collector
current combine to form emitter current
and emitter current flows in the direction of the arrow on the emitter lead in
the transistor symbol. In a PNP transistor the arrow points in; it points out
for a NPN transistor. The base current
is small; the collector current is large.
Base current controls collector current.
To rephrase this for emphasis, the collector CUl'rent is very nearly as large as
the emitter current; the difference between them is the base or control current
which is usually less than 5 per cent of
the emitter CUlTent.
The actual sizes of Rl and R2 in Fig.
2 are determined by the signal currents
involved and also by leakage currents
which are often an unpleasant transistor
by-product. For the time being a ruleof-thumb can be offered: for supply
voltages between about 6 and 20 volts,
R2 should be somewhere between 1000
and 20,000 ohms and Rl should be on
the order of ~ times as large.
The circuit of (C) in Fig. 2 can now
be attacked. If we make the assumption,
which will be justified later, that V I
(Rl +R3) is much greater than I b, or
about the same size as I e, the analysis is
easy. V 6 is just about equal to Vb and
V b is fixed by the voltage divider. Therefore, the current in the emitter is V eIR4'
This same current flows through R 2 , or,
to be more exact, ale gets there. It follows that Ve is fixed by a and the four
resistors. Since a varies from about 0.95
to 0.999, its variation is of negligible
importance. The factor ~ is derived from
a as indicated in Fig. 1. The two values
of a given above correspond to Ws of
approximately 20 and 1000. This illustrates the importance of depending' 'On
a rather than ~ for bias stabilization. .
Input Impedance

N ow that the transistor is biased properly, new data must be obtained if an
amplifier is to be designed successfully.
In particular, input and output impedances are required. Here we come to the
main differenc& in transistor and vacuumtube theory. A vacuum tube has very
nearly infinite input impedance. At
audio frequencies, it presents no loading
to the previous stages, and is not loaded
by the stages which follow. In contrast,
transistor input impedances are quite
low. The output impedance of the driving stage and the input impedance of
the following stage affect the behavior
of the stage under consideration. It is
this basic situation which causes 99 per
cent of the troubles encountered by individuals oriented to vacuum tubes.
Since the low input impedance is the
factor which causes the trouble, let's
look at it in terms of Ohm's Law. Con-
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l

(A)

(C)

(8)

Fig. 5. Outp ut impe dances by the open-circu it short-ci rcui t me thod : (A) emitter fo llower, (B) g rounded base , (C) grounded e mi ttlir.

sider the circuit of (A) in Fig. 4. Suppose ib flows into the transistor. ei,,1 ib is
the input impedance. But ein is given by
the voltage drop across Re. This, we
know, is ieRe, or yibRe' To a first approximation, therefore, the input impedance looking into the base of a transistor is y times the impedance in the
emitter circuit.
If we look into the transistor between
the emitter and ground in the grounded
base configuration of (B) in Fig. 4, we
can apply the same technique. ein = iblRb
and ib = i.h. Thus, the impedance looking in at the emitter is the base resistance divided by y while the impedance
looking in at the base is the emitter resistance multiplied by y.
Unfortunately, things are not quite
this simple. Suppose, for instance, the
circuit of (A) in Fig. 2 is encountered,
and no resistance is present in the emittel' lead. The resistances internal to the
transistor must now be examined. They
are smail, but sometimes they are dominant. The circuit of (C) in Fig. 4 shows
the transistor internal resistance and
how it is divided between the base and
the emitter. If we proceed as in (A) of
Fig. 4, ?'i" = einlib = ?'b +Y?·.. Similarly,
the procedure in (B) gives ?'in = ei"/ i. =
?'e + ?·b/ y . Usually, ?'b is of the order of
100 ohms or so. ?'e is about 25 ohms,
and can be approximated fairly accurately for small a.c. signals by 261I e
where I e is the d.c. bias current in ma
when the transistor is operated at room
temperature.
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If both internal and external resistors
are present, as is usually the case, there
is no reason why they can't be lumped
together in calculations (following the
usual rules for series or parallel circuits
as the case may be).
Note that for the first approximation
the collector circuit has not even been
considered. This is usually an excellent
approximation, and can be justified by
the fact that the collector resistance is
on the order of 1 megohm or so. Thus,
the collector circuit is effectively decoupled from the input cU·cuits.
O utput Imped a nce

So far, Ohm's Law has given the
input impedance of the transistor in a
simple and straightforward manner. But
how about the output impedance~ It
must be obtained in a slightly different
manner. The technique is called "the
open-cu'cuit short-circuit method," and
is often better applied on paper than on
actual circuit elements.
Consider a black box with two wires
coming out of it. We know that inside
the box a generator exists within a network of resistors. FU'st, measure the
open-cu'cuit voltage. This gives an
equivalent voltage generator. Then, measure the current which flows when the
output leads are shorted. This current is
obviously limited by the internal resisttance and the generator voltage. Define
a new resistance which is given by dividing the open-cu'cuit voltage by the shortcircuit current. If this resistance is
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THIS IS THE RECORDED FREQUENCY RESPONSE
CURVE OF A REJECTED AR-3 MID-RANGE TWEETER

Although this curve does not depart from the ideal by more than 2 decibels at any point, the sharp peak at 11,500
cycles is evidence of transient distortion.
The frequency response of all AR·3 tweeters and AR·2a super·tweeters is recorded and examined critically before
installation. One out of fifteen never makes it to the cabinet.
AR speakers are priced from $89 to $225. They may be heard at AR Music Room.s, on the west balcony of Grand ·
Central Terminal in New York City, and at 52 Brattle Street in Cambridge, Massachusetts. No sales are' made or
initiated at these showrooms.
Literature, including a list of AR dealers in your ar.ea, is available for the asking.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge 41, Massachusetts
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Fig. 6. Current divider.

placed in series with the open-circuit
volta~e generator, we have a simple
functional representation of the whole
circuit. Alternatively, we could use a
curr ent-generator approximation (based
o~ the short-circuit current) in parallel
wIth the same r esistance.
If we try this idea on the emitter-fol~
lower circuit, we can get a check on its
validity. We already know the impedance looking into the emitter; the output impedance should be the same. Consider the circuit of (A) in Fig. 5. If we
?pen the emitter, the voltage at the base
IS eg.1I" If we short the emmitter, the current is i. = yi b • Further, ib = eg ." divided
by (Rb + j'b +Y1'.). ROll t must be, there.

.

Rb

+ I'b

R

01lt=

eo,'

-

a.i f/I' c
= -.-= - = 1'0(1- 0.)

" .8

R R
A S
V= I - RA +R S

I

there is an important difference If the external collector circuit is open, the emitter current and the base current are the
same. Therefore, we must remember that
the open-circuit voltage is ai b ,·. The
~ho.rt-circuit current is ai. =~ib'o since
~b IS not the same as i . when collector
current flows. The output unpedance IS
11' ("

B'b

'Y

This is much lower than the output resistanc~ of the g rounded-base stage, but
much higher than that of the emitter follower. This approxima tion is not as good
as the one for the grounded-base configuration sin ce the voltage drops in the
base and emitter resistors ar e effectively
larger. However , the approxim ation is
good enough for most purposes.
The Amplifier Stage

The input and output impedances
th~ tran~istor alone are not enough to
perm~t satIsfactory circuit design. The
transIStor must always be embedded in a
bi~sing circuit, and the biasing circuit
will always have some effect on gain. To
see what happens, consider the currentdivider circuit of F ig . 6. A current I
flows in the parallel combination RA, and
Rn. As the calculations show, the ratio
of current in one r esistor to the total
current is as the other r esistor to the
sum of the r esistance. By dividing the
numera tor and denominator of t he lefthand side of the equation by the nUll1erof

a tor , a slightly mOl'e useful form is obtained:
III

1= l

1
'r ,H'B/ Rd)

Thi points out clearly that most of the
current will flow in Rn only when R [;
IS much smaller than RA.' If Rn is the
load and R ,l is a bias resistor, the moral
of the story should be clear.
As a specific example, the cU'cuit of
(A) in Fig. 2 is r eproduced in Fig, 7,
along with the equivalent circuit for
a.c. signals a, derived before. If we consider the output circuit first and assume
the impedance of the coupling capacitor
is small compared with the sum of the
load and source impedance, the cU'cuit
r educes to three r esistors in p arallel
driven by a cmrent generator. Weare
interested in the p art of the current
available, ~ib' which we can get into the
load.
At th~s poillt, there is usually a stro~
temptatIOn to call R 2 the load r esistor
by analogy with vacuum tube circuits:
Nothing but trouble will r esult unless
the temptation is strongly r esisted. R z
IS a bias resistor. The load is the next
stage or a loudspeaker or some such.
Thus, the output impedance of the
grounded-emitter stage, as opposed to
that of the grounded-emitter transistor
is
ill p\Lrallel with "0 (1 - 0.). This i~
the Impedance the load sees looking back
(Contirw ed on page 95 )

R:il

.

fore, - - - + j' 6 ' ThIS checks with our
'Y

previous result. The conclusion we must
draw i~ this : The output impedance of
the em~tter follower is r oughly the gener~tor Impedance divided by the current
gam, y.
Now we can attack the collector impedance. This is the most difficult of the
lot, but the open -circuit short-circuit
met~od provide' an excellent approximatIOn. There a re two configurations:
grounded base, with the signal inserted
at, the em itter, and grounded emitter
WIth the signal inserted at the base. The
first is the easier of the two. From the
cu:cuit of (B) in Fig . 5, the open cirCUlt voltage is aiej'o' There is also a very
small voltage due to the base current in
j ' b, but it can be neglected. The shol'tcU'cuit c~lrrent is simply a·i•. 'rhus, the
ou~p~t lInpedance is nothing but j'o'
ThIS IS usually a very high value, on the
order of 1 to 10 megohms. It can be seen
that the grounded-base transistor acts
very much like the ideal CUlTent source
described in the textbooks.
For the grounded-emitter stao'e the
circuit of (C) in F ig. 5 is requir;d: The
open circuit voltage is ai.r 0 as before. But

iOUT

-----

RIN = RI IN PARALLEL WITH ' IN

C1
C
2

<RGEN

+ RIN

i

I

OUT

AT LOWEST FREQUENCY
ROUT + RLO AD \
OF INTEREST

<

Fig. 7. Calculations for simple amplifier.
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Just Married
To share a chassis: the

PILOT 602

America's most popular Stereo receiver-the
PILOT 602-now available with built-in Multiplex.
The new PILOT 602S (S for Stereo) is the perfect
instrument for any system. The 14 control Stereo
preamplifier insures complete flexibility in reproducing radio, records or tape. The 30 watts delivered
by the Stereo amplifier is more than enough to drive
any speaker system. An FM/ AM tuner and the most

Stereo receiver and Multiplex!
advanc ed Multiplexer yet designed give you FM or
AM Monaural reception, FM/AM Stereo reception
and FM Stereo reception. And, all of this in one
single instrument that is still the most compact,
cool~st operating unit available. UL listed, too.
Simply add a pair of speakers and a record changer
or turntable and you're ready to enjoy music at its
finest. PILOT 602S complete with cover ... $299.50
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FM Sweep .Alignment UnitAusterity Model
ALLEN R. GREENLEAF ':'
To receive FM-stereo in low signal areas it is 'important that the tuner be properly
aligned. Here is a sweep alignment unit which can be built from your junk box.

SUCCESSFULLY assembling a
commercial 3-in . oscilloscope kit,
the writer had a hankering for a
sweep generator with which to align
the intermediate frequency transformers
and discriminators of my FM tuner. The
"Jlmk-box Alignment Unit" (AUDIO, December 1960) provides data that can
be plotted to provide a frequency response curve, but with a sweep generator, the frequency response CUl"ve appears directly on the oscilloscope screen.
It was decided to make the width of
sweep 10.2 to 1l.2/mc, which is 500 kc
on each side of the 10.7 -mc center frequency; this should be more than ample

to check the response curve of any FM
tuner. By restricting the required sweep
to this range it is possible to omit much
of the switching that is required in commercial sweep generators that are de-

* P . O. Box 160, Times
New York 10, N.Y.

Fig . 2. Schematic diagram of demodula tor p robe.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of sweep generator and 10.7 Mc fixed marker oscillator.
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signed to cover a number of bands. It
is unnecessary also to obtain the sweep
frequencies by using both a fixed-frequency oscillator and a tunable oscillator to produce a beat frequency; a
single oscillator tunable over a frequency range somewhat greater than
10.2 to 11.2 mc is sufficient.
A considerable amount of literature,
both books and magazines, was read, to
learn as much as possible about the constrnction of sweep generators. One type
utilizes a small loudspeaker "skeleton"
cOllllected to the 6.3-volt line which
changes the inductance of the sweep circuit by moving an iron slug in or out
of a coil at a rate of 60 cps. Another
variation of this moves a plate or plates
of a capacitor to change the capacitance
of the circuit at the 60-cps rate. Use of
either of these methods presented too
many mechanical difficulties for a tyro
constructor. A sweep generator based
on a reactance tube is mechanically
simpler, but looks rather complicated
electronically. Then information appeared about the new voltage-variable
capacitors; this looked like a simple
and practical method of sweep-tuning
an oscillator. After I obtained such a
unit experimentation started on an empiJ.-ical basis. The original intention was
to use the "Junk-box Unit" as a marker
generator for the sweep generator; but
later I decided to build a duplicate
marker generator on the same chassis
with the sweep generator.
My jllnkbox supplied the metal case,
chassis, power unit, 12AU7 and 12AV7
tubes, and a number of odd parts from
a discarded commercial r.f. generator.
Because the junkbox contained only a
single-gang capacitor of suitable capacitance range, the marker generator is
connected as a Hartley oscillator j otherwise it is essentially the same as the
"Junk-box Unit." The only required
parts that were not available in the
junkbox were the Varicap (PSI, V-20)
a new 8- by 10-in. aluminum panel to
fit the r .f. generator case, and, as a
later addition, a lO.7-mc crystal and its
socket.
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Jensen/s New 3-P Speaker Systems
Make Sound Better 7 Ways!
The new Jensen 3-P Speaker Systems make possible
improved, smoothly blended, transparent sound
PLUS new flexibility in speaker placement never
thought possible. You may choose from decorator
styling in shelf size ... or space-saving contemporary
slim shelf and super-slim panel-a mere 3%" from
front to back. Seven engineering advances make 3-P
Speaker Systems incomparably better:

III
D

•
••

II

Flat plane woofer radiator-100% effective for
sound radiation.
Molded POLYTEC* woofer piston-suppresses
vibrational modes.
POLYTEC*radiators ... better, in ALL channels.
Piston diameter more precisely matched to enclosure acoustics.
Improved transient r e sponse-better sound
quality.
New slim components give FULL SIZE sound.

,

3-P/1 Slim Shelf. Oiled Walnut, 13Ya" H; 25" W; 5X" D

$119.50

5 ALL-NEW SPEAKERS
... all with POLYTEC* radiators, complement each other for a new smoothly
blended coverage of the complete frequency range. Includes the new 3-P
10>i" woofer; a special 8" midrange; two newly developed tweeJers; the sensational SONO-DOME* Ultra-Tweeter, and crossover network. (Available
in kit form at $97.50)

SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Range: from as low as 20 cycles to beyond
audibility. Crossovers: 600; 4,000; 10,000 cps. Power
Rating: Speaker 25 watts. Higher rated amplifiers may
be used when adjusted to reasonable room levels. Adequate
living room level with 12-15 watt amplifier. Impedance :
·8 ohms. Control: H-F balance.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG 165-G

6601 S. Laramie Avenue, Chicago 38, Illinois

3-P 12 Super-Slim Panel .
Oiled W alnut, 28X" H;
21;:;" W; 3X" 0-$139.50

In Canada : Renfrew Electric Co. , Ltd. , Toronto
In Mexico : Universal De Mexico, S.A., Mexico, D.F.

AUDIO

•

3-P/3 Decorator Shelf ,
Danish in Walnut, Cherry
Provincial, Mahogany Traditional,
16;:;" H; 25X" W; 11%" 0-$159.50.
Utility unfinished-$129.50

·T.M.
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Fig . 3 . Schematic
diagram of variable marker generato r.

"sweep selector" to LINE; then correct
phasing is effected by use of the oscilloscope SYNC/ PHASE control. If the oscilloscope that is to be used with the
sweep generator lacks the internal sinusoidal sweep, a separate phasing device
must be used, or one must be incorporated in the sweep generator structure.
In the initial setup of the sweep gener ator it was found that a double marker
appeared. Finally a literature reference
was found that showed a network similar to the one which comprises R " R aJ
and C 6 • Addition of this network produced a single marker pip, and at
the same time produced r eturn-trace
blanking .
In the preliminary testing, the sweep
generator was connected to the oscilloscope through a demodulator probe, because the frequency response of tbe oscilloscope extends only to 5.5 mc. F 'igu1'e
2 is the diagram of the modulator probe
that was used. If no probe is available,
a similar network can be made for the
purpose ,

Sweep Generator

Fixed 10.7 -Me Marker

Figu re 1 is a schematic diagram of
the sweep generator plus the 10.7-mc
crystal oscillator; the dashed lines enclose the portion of the diagram that
pertains to the crystal oscillator. One
triode section of the 12AU7 tube is used
as tbe sweep oscillator ; the other section is con,n ected as a ca thode follower
for tbe sweep output. Output voltage
is controlled by potentiometer, R6J and
output is through a 50-ohm concentric
cable, terminated by the 51-ohm r esistor,
RlJ at the panel connection, and by anotber 51-ohm resistor at the output end
of the cable.
The oscillating circuit comprises inductor L, the Varicap, and the fixed capacitor C 5 • The values of Land Cs
determine the maximum range through
which the Varicap can vary the resonance frequency of the circuit. The inductor L was wound with No. 26 enameled wire on a slug-tuned coil form
of %-in. diameter, with enough turns
(37) to provide a sweep range greater
tban tbe desired 10.2 to 11.2 mc. The
tap is at 20 turns from tbe ground end,
but that is by no means Cl'itical. With
the oscillating circuit completed, it was
found tbat the flatness of the output
was determined primarily by the value
R ,o: Various values of R10 were tried,
untll a nearly flat output was indicated
on the oscilloscope screen; 8200 ohms
was found suitable, although that value
is not critical. Using that value of resistance, the slug of the coil was adjusted slightly until the pattern on the
oscilloscope screen showed the fixed 10.7mc marker in the center of the pattern.
The desired width of sweep is obtained by adjusting the potentiometer,
R 9 • The value of R s is not critical but

The fixed-frequency 10.7 -mc crystal
marker oscillator is coupled to the sweep
oscillator through R 4 and C2 • If the
coupling is too tight, the 10.7-mc pip is
so large that it distorts the oscilloscope
pattern, and the smallest cap acitor available, 2.2 pf, still produced excessive
coupling. Insertion of resistor R4 in
series with a C 2 of 10 pf reduced the
size of the pip to usable proportions.
The value of R 4 was determined by cutand-try ; perhaps a variable r esistor for
R 4 might offer some advantages.
Fig . 4. Front v iew of sweep generator .

Fig . 5. Rear view of generator.

should be high enough so that it does
not impose undue current drain on the
6.3-volt filament transformer; the 900ohm load shown draws only 7 mao
Plate voltage on all tubes is about 90
volts.
The sweep of the sweep generator
and the sweep of the oscilloscope must
be in phase. The writer's oscilloscope
provides an internal sinusoidal sweep
that is brought int o play by setting the
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Variable Marker Generator

This is a Hartley continuous-wave
oscillator (Fig. 3) that is used to put a
marker on the response curve at any
desu:ed point over the range of 10.2
to 11.2 mc. It is coupled to the sweep
oscillator at the point marked X on
both diagrams. In Fig. 3, the inductor
L 1 covers the 10.2 to 11.2 mc range; inductance L 2 covers a range of 29 to 36
mc, so that the third harmonic covers
the FM range of 88-108 megacycles.
The center position of the 2-circuit, 3position rotary switch is left blank, so
that it is possible to view the response
curve on the oscilloscope screen with
only the fixed 10.7 -mc center marker in
place. With the switch in this position,
the sweep width and output, and the
controls of the oscilloscope (connected
to the sweep generator through the
modulator probe) are adjusted to give
a symmetrical curve of desired height
and width. Then the switch is turned to
the 10.2 to 11.2 mc position, and the
output of the marker generator is adjusted to produce the smallest marker
( Continued on pag e 89)
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Can You Afford 15 Hours to Build
The World's Best FM/Multiplex Tuner?
Fifteen hours. That's all it takes to build the world's best
FM/Multiplex tuner.
Citation has the "specs" to back the claim but numbers alone
can't tell the story. On its real measure, the way it sounds,
Citation III is unsurpassed. And with good reason.
After years of intensive listening tests, Stew Hegeman, director
of engineering of the Citation Kit Division, discovered that the
performance of any instrument in the audible range is strongly
influenced by its response in the non-audible range. Consistent
with this basic design philosophy - the Citation III has a
frequency response three octaves above and below the normal
range of hearing. The result: unmeasurable distortion and the
incomparable "Citation Sound."
The qualities that make Citation III the world's best FM tuner
also make it the world's best FM/Multiplex tuner. The multiplex
section has been engineered to provide wideband response, exceptional sensitivity and absolute oscillator stability. It mounts
right on the chassis and the front panel accommodates the
adapter controls.
What makes Citation III even more remarkable is that it can
be built in 15 hours without reliance upon external equipment.
To meet the' special requirements of Citation III, a new FM
cartridge was developed which embodies every critical tuner
element in one compact unit. It is completely assembled at the
factory, totally shielded and perfectly aligned. With the cartridge as a standard and the two D' Arsonval tuning meters, the

Build the Very Best

problem of IF alignment and oscillator adjustment are eliminated.
Citation III is the only kit to employ military-type construction. Rigid terminal boards are provided for mounting components. Once mounted, components are suspended tightly between
turret lugs. Lead length is sharply defined. Overall stability of
the instrument is thus assured. Other special aids include packaging of small hardware in separate plastic envelopes and
mounting of resistors and condensers on special component cards.
For complete information on all Citation kits, including reprints of independent laboratory test reports, write Dept. A-IO,
Citation Kit Division, Harman-Kardon, Inc., Plainview, N. Y.
The Citation III FM tuner-kit, $149.95; wired, $229.95. The
Citation III MA multiplex adapter-factory wired only, $89.95.
The Citation III X integrated multiplex tuner-factory wired,
$319.90. All prices slightly higher in the West.

The
Citation
III

CITATION KITS
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Gngineel'ing- Sociel'J
THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
Following is a complete list of papers to be
presented at the fourteen technical sessions.

Monday, Octob'e r 9

7 :30 p.m. MUSIC
Edmond G. Dyett, Jr., H. H. Scott, Inc.

9:30 a.m. STUDIO EQUIPMENT
R. A. Isberg, University of California,
Chairman

A New U nh'ersal AU -Purpose
Equalizer
Stephen F. Temmer, Gotham
Corporation

Audio
Audio

A Universal Recording Con sole
A. B. Clapper and J. C. Cunn ingham,
Universal Recording Corporation
Transistorized B-Channel }Iixin g Con sole,
for Simultaneo u s FM }Iultiplex and AM
Broadcasting'.
Philip C. Erhorn, Audiofax Associates,
Inc . .
An Ad,'enture in Grapllic Equalizer Design
Arthur C. Davis, Langevin, Division of
Sonotec, Inc.
A New Au tomatic Control for }Iaxbnum
Audio Level
A . Kaiser and B. B. Bauel', CBS L aboratories
I :30 p.m. PSYCHOACOUSTICS
J . Donald Harris, U.S. Naval Medical
L aboratory, Chairman

The Practicing A ndiologi st-Audio's Poor
Relation
R. William Stanmyre, Syracuse University
EqnIpment Used in Testing Hearing of
the Mabann Tribe in the Sudan, Africa
Moe Bergman, Hunter College
The Influence of Organic Pathology on
H earing -Aid- Gain Requirements
Donald M. Markle, Seton Hall Univers ity
Principles and Techniques of MeasurIng
H earing by Bone Conduction
Cecil K. Myers, U.S. Naval Medical Research Laboratory
'J'he Measurement and Effect on Intelli·
gibility of Transient Distortion
Jack Curtis, The C. W. Shill ing Auditory Research Center, Inc.
Intensity-Duration Trading' Relationships
in Human Au{litory Fat.ig·ue
Paul Herman, The C. W. Shilling Auditory Research Center, Inc.

F urther Prog'ress with Colorless Ar t ificial
Reverberation
M. R. Schroeder, Bell Telephone L abo ratories, Inc.
Aid to Mu sic Composition Employing' a
Random Probabliity System
Harry F. Olso n and Herbert Belar, RCA
L aboratories
Con trol Console for Multi -Spealwr Pres e ntation s of E lectronic Mu sic
Peter Mauzey, The E lectron ic Music
Center of Columbia and Princeton Uni versities
}[u sical Aspects of Syn t h e tic Reverberation
John Kell ner, the Aeolian-Skinnel'
Organ Co.
I nstrumentation Needs for Re search in
i)J:u sical Acoustics
Andrew G. PUder, U.S. Nava l Medical
Research L aboratory
Doppler Type Organ Tone Cabin et
W. V. Machanian, The Wurlitzer Co.

Tuesday, October 10
9 :30 a.m. LOUDSPEAKERS
John Preston, RCA L aboratories,
Chairman

A Two Speaker, Aco ustically Couple{l,
Single E n closure Stereo System
J. H . Riggs, The Wurlitzer Co.
Loudspealwr ~ nclo s llre 'W alls
Peter v'iT. Tappa n, Warwicl{ Manufact urin g Corp.
'l'h e Open Baclr Spealrer
Saul J. 'iVhite, AUdax/ Rek-O-Kut Corp.
On the Transient Response of Ideal
Crossover Networlrs
J. Robert Ashley, Sperry Rand Corp.
Con sideration s of Sp eake r Size YS. Cabin et in Low -Frequency Reproduction
Victor Brociner, University Loud speakers Inc.
Distortion ~Ieas nre lllents of Hig'h- Freq uen cy LOlldspealrers
Philip Kantrowitz, Sonotone Corp.

Relations Among Aftereffects of Acou stic
Stimulatiou
Patricia A. Kelsey, Th e C. VV. Shilling
Audio Research Center, In c.

I :30 p.m. OCEANOGRAPHY AND
UNDERWATER SOUND
Lawren ce A. Gregory, Hudson Laboratories, Columbia University, Chairman

Speech Reception and the Electroacoustic
Responses of Hearing' Aids
Dean Clack, The C. W. Shilling Audi tory Research Center, In c.

Sound-Th e 'rest Probe to Sell se th e
Ocean
L awrence A. Gregory , Hudson Laboratories, Columbia University

The Symbiosis of Psychoacoustics and
E ngineerIn g
J. Donald H a rris, U .S. Naval Medical
Research Laboratory, Groton, Conn.

Some Low -Frequency Water - Borne
Sound Ge nerators
Peter Weber, H udson L aboratories.
Columbia University

46

Hyd rollllOlI es- T Jle Acoustle Seu sIng' D e "ices for t h e Deep and S hallow Oceans
Edward O'Neill, Hudson Laboratories,
Col u mbia Univers ity
'rhe Absolu te Calibration of Hydropllon es
for Deep Sea Use
Leslie Mike, Hudson Laboratories,
Col umbia University
A uditory Problems in Sonar W orl,
George Retholtz, U .S. Naval Medica l
Research Laboratory
I n strum entation in Oceanog'rallhlc R e search- Hy drophone Instrumentation
T . C. Pappas and H. Sonnemann, Hud son Laboratories, Columbia Univers ity
Instrumentation in Oceanog'raphic Research-Sig'ual Processing'
Ju lius vVoolf, Hudson Labora tories,
Colu mbia Un iversity
Rever berat,ion in Rooms and in tile Sea
R. J. Urick, U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
'l'h e Remote Meas urement of Physical
Pamm eters of the Ocean by }J:eans of
Aco ll stic Telemetry
Wm. Branscomb a nd I. Weisma n, Hudson Laboratories, Columbia University
A d vance d Processing' Techniques for the
Resolution of Aco ustic Signals from t h e
Ocean
Ross vVillia m s, H udson L aboratories,
Columbia University
7 :30 p.m. MICROPHONES AND
EARPHONES
Robert W. Carr, Shure Bros, Inc.
Chairman

A New Ster eophonic Ribbon Microphon e
E. R . Madsen, Bang and Olufsen
Desig'n and Periorml1nce of a new Sound
i)lea sureme nt }Ucrophone
Austin Brouns, Shure Brothers, Inc.
Stl1ndardizing the }leasurem ent of }Iicr ophone Characteris tics
Lee P. Hagey, E lectro-Voice, In c.
So me Kew 'rech niques iu Ceramic }Iicro llhone Desig'u
G. SiDles, A. Schwartz, B. B. Bauer,
CBS L aboratories
Desig'n Criteria Leading' to the D evelop m e nt of a New Conden ser Microllh one
Stephen F . TemmeI', Gotham Audio
Corporation
A High Quality E lectrostatic Earp h on e
A. M. Sessler a nd J . E. ViTest, Bell T e lephone Laboratories, Inc.

Wednesday, October 11
9 :30 a.m. SOUND REINFORCEMENT-I
B. M. Oliver', Hewlett-Packard Co.
Chairma n
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ONLY THESE TWO NEW E-V
LINE RADIATORS OFFER
"LINE SOURCE" ADVANTAGES
AT ALL FREQUENCIES!
Now, from the laboratories of Electro-Voice, come
two new sound columns that are the ...
FIRST to provide truly uniform level
throughout 160°!
FIRST to provide a choice of 30° or 60°
vertical coverage!
FIRST to eliminate high-frequency beaming
on-axis!
FIRST to eliminate high sound output at
ends of column at all frequencies!
In exhaustive field testing, the new Electro-Voice
LR4 and LR4S Line Radiators proved their ability
to provide more uniform sound quality ... more
uniform sound level over a wider area than any
standard column. And feedback was reduced from
3 to 15db, with a resulting increase in available
sound level over conventional speakers.
NEW LR4 LINE RADIATOR

Exclusive concave shape* controls phasing to
provide uniform sound distribution a t every
frequency ... and assures 60° vertical dispersion
essential where speakers must be placed high, yet
cover a large audience. Ideal for large theaters,
cathedrals, coliseums ... especially where
microphones are located directly below speakers
and low outp.ut at ends of column is vital.
Twelve 4" cone speakers. Wood cabinet; 49"
high; 7" wide; 13" deep. Nellfral Mesa Tan
fifrisll. Power handling 25 watts program .
Response 200 to 10,000 cps. Dispersion 160° x
60°. List each $115.00.
.
NEW ' LR4S LINE RADIATOR

Exclusive E-V electrical filter * in this straight
column cuts out end speakers as frequency rises ...
this redi.lces feedback by eliminating "lobes" at
ends and back of column ... and allows greater
freedom in microphone placement. Vertical coverage limited to 30°. Perfect for low-ceilinged rooms
such as night clubs or restaurants where precise
control of coverage is needed .
Twelve 4" cOile speakers. Completely weatherproof metal cabillet, 52" high, 7Vl" wide, 4Vz'
deep. Neutral Mesa Tanfillish . Power handling
25 walts program. Response 200 to 10,000 cps.
Dispersipn 160° x 30°. List each $125.00.
·Patent applied for.

'e -

VERTICAL DISPERSION

HORIZONTAL DISPERSION

\'~" ~
t.,

'"

~

500 cps

... -.--3,000 cps

~

Wide-angie

Highs

'

Level reduced
up to 20 db
at ends over
entire range •

•••..•••••..•.......•.•.......•....•.......•........
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC"
Buchan.~n.

Dept. 1016-A

Michigan

Pleas e send full technical informalion on

e·v Line Radiators.

Name'_______________________________________

EI;ECTRO·VOICE, INC.
Commercial Products Division, Buchanan, Michigan

Address' _____________________________________

Cily'--___________________________ St.te_______
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Improvement of Feedback Stablllty of
Public Address Systems by Frequency
Shifting
M. R. Schroeder, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
A Simple Frequency Shifter to Improve
:J<'eedback Stability In Public Address
Systems
A . J. Prestigiaocmo and D . J . MacLean
B ell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
An Artificial Vibrato for Entertainment
Use
. F. K . H a r vey and D. J. MacLean, Bell
Teleph one L a bora tories
Influence of Transmission Error on Format Codell Compressed Speech Signals
S. J oseph Campa n ella, D . C. Coulter,
R . Irons, Melpar Inc.

~

A Cordless Voice· Assist Sys tem for a
Small Auditorium
D . E. Thomas and F. K. Harvey, Bell
T ele ph one L a bora tories , In c.
Hlg'h Quality Lang'uag'e Laboratory

:: ''\T. F, McAllis t er , Ellis ton , H all, Mc Allis t er & Stoclnvell

An Electronic So und Absorber
J ohn C. B leazey, R ,C.A. L a boratories
1 :30 p.m. AUDIO INSTRUMENTS
Richard H . R a n ger, R a ngertone, Inc.
Cha irm a n

Sonalarm- A New Concept In Monitoring
a)ld Con t rol Systems
.: E. G. Dyett, Jr., H. H . Scott, Inc.
Acoustic Stimul us Generator for Psycho·
logical Research
John A, Cooley, Na tiona l Institute of
Men tal Health
A Modern 1VIlve Analyzer
B. M, Oliver, H ewlet t -Packa rd Compa n y
A New AU· Transistor Sonnd Meter
T. W . Pickett a nd E. G. Dye tt, Jr.
H, H . Scott, Inc.
A Transistorized Tone Burst System for
'l 'ransient Res ponse Testing of Loudspeakers
Ma urice J . W hittem or e, Jr" D elco Radio
Divis ion , G.M.C.
A New Trauslstorized RC Oscillator
Da vid S, Cochra n , H ewlett-Packard
Compa n y
A New ASA Standard Sonnd Level Meter
·D. Bruce Langmu ir, H . H. Scott, Inc.
A Transistorized ",'Vow and Flutter 1I1eter
Gra nt L a ughlin, Fairchild Associates
Inc.
Development of a Low Loss, High Precis ion Permeameter for the Evaluation of
High Energ'y Permanent Magnets
nets
David , V, McGann, U.S. Magnet a nd
Alloy Corp,
7:30 p.m. SOUND REINFORCEMENT-II
F. K , H a rvey, B ell Telephone Labora tories, In c.
Chair m a n

A Curved Line Source for Sound Reinforcemen t
William Dill, Electro-Voice, Inc.
Performance Characteristics of Loudspeaker Arrays
J a m es F. Nova k , J e nsen Ma nufactur' in g Co,
The Linear Column "Line" Speaker
V. J, Skee, E lectronic Applications, Inc.
Sound System Specifications
Da vid K aye a nd DaVid L , Klepper, Bolt,
B era nek and Newman
Sound Survey by Engineering Sound Contraetors
D ona ld B. Dav is, Altec-La nsing Corporation

Thursday, October 12
9 :30 a.m. DISC RECORDING AND
REPRODUCTION
Gilbert F. Dutt on, Electric & Musical
Industries, Ltd.
Cha irma n

Absolute Calibration 'of Phonograph
Records
Arnold Schwar tz, CBS Labora tories
Suspension of a Westrex 3-C Stereo Cut·
terhead Without Advance·Ball
Lew Whittier, "Olinstead Sound Studios,
Inc.
Problems Concerning' the Influence of the
Vertical TraCing A'ngle ·on the Reproduc.
tion Quality of S,tllreo Records
E . R . Ma dseii·,' B a ng and Olufsen
Advanced Photomicrographic Method for
Studies of Groove Topography and the
Effects of Stylus 'fracIng
J ohn M. Facq , Fabric R esearch Labor atories
Automatic Disc lIIasterlng' Cllannel
John Mosely, Scully R ecording Instrum ents 'Corp.
'l 'he Quest for an Ultralightweight Phonog'raph Piclmp-II
F. v , Hunt, B a rvard U niversity
The Desig'n and Performance of the EMI
Integ'rated Ster e o P ickup ILnd Arm
P. J , Pyke, E lectriC a nd Mu s ical Industries, Ltd.
1 :30 p.m. TAPE RECORDING AND
REPRODUCTION

Benjamin B. Bauer, CBS L aboratories,
Chairma n
A New Thin Construction Instrumenta·
tion QualIty Sound Recordi n g Tape
Edwa rd Schmidt, R eeves Soundcra ft
Corp.
Applications ami. Limitations of the New
Magne tic R e cording Model
C. D . Mee, CBS Labor a t or ies
Some Studies on the Reduction of Head
Wear Caused by Magnetic Tapes and a
Test Device for Measuring the Relative
Head Wear on a Simulated Head.
Albert L . Tufano a nd Guiles F lower"
Jr., Dicta phone Corporation
A TalkIn g' ClocJ(
Richa rd H , Ranger , Ha n g ertone, Inc.
Absolute llethod for Aligning Magnetic
RecordIng' 'frack UsIng Electrical Tech·
nIqne
.
Ii'. Sla k er, W . G uckenburg, F. Comerci,
CBS L a bora t ories
The Measurement of Flutter
John G, McKnig h t, Ainpex Audio Co.
Approaches to Wide· Band, Hig h · Resolution Mag'netic R ecording'
J . G. Woodward, RCA L a bora t ories
A High Performance Master Tape Recorder wIth Novel OperatiI\g FeMmes
V. J . Slme, Electronic A pplications, Inc.
Automated Modal Sequencing' 'Operation
of High Speed Tape DupUcation Equip ,
ment
Sa nford Fish er

Friday, October 13
9:30 a.m. AMPLIFIERS
Da niel R. von R.eckling ha u sen , H . H.
Scott, Inc.
Chairma n

Design of a lOO·Watt Stereo Power AmpUfier for a Con sole Phonograph
Edwa rd M, L a nzara, General El ectric
Co.
Use of LeaJmg'e Inductance in Audio De.
Sign
Norm a n H. Cr owhurst

48

'I' he Relationship of the Measurements of
an Amplifier and Its Listenin g Quality
Murra y Barlowe, H a rman Iu rdon, Inc.
Design AS}lects of Transistor Power Am ·
plifiers
R obert F, Chase, Clevite Tra nsistor
A Low Noi se Transistor Amplifier
Willia m T . McK a y, Tra ns itron Electronic Corp,
A High Curre nt Regulated Power Supply
for High Power Tran sistorized Audlo
Amplifiers
William R . Coa ldey, Tra ns itron Electronic Corp,
l 'ransistol' Prea mplifier Power Supply
Requirements
W a lter Ira vVeiss, T ra nsis tor D ev ices,
Inc.
1 :30 p.m. FM-STEREO MULTIPLEX
Norma n Parker , Motor ola Inc.
Ch a irma n

Criteria for COlllpatible AM·FM Stereo
as an Interim Method for Compatible
MultIplex Stereo
Floyd K. B eck e r , Be ll T elephone L abo r a tories, Inc.
Audio Cons iderations for Stereophonic
Broadcas ting
R. W. Burden, Burde n Associa t es;
S, E. F roh oc lc, N em o A udio Associa tes
l ' he New FlU· Stereo Broadcastiug' Sys ·
tem- How to U nders tand t he FCC Speci·
fications and Ge nerate t h e Comlloslte
Sig'nal
A , Csicsat ka and R. ]\1. Linz, General
Electric Co.
A. Double r A da pter for FM · Ster e ophonic

R.eceptIon
R . L . Miller, Gener a l E lec t r ic Co.
Multiplex Stereo FM Tuners and Adapt·
ers
Daniel R . v on Rec klingha usen , H . H .
Scott, In c,
Transistor Front Ends for FlII Tuners
'1'. C. L a w son , Philco Corpora tion
A. Compatible FM Multiplex Sys tem for

Stereophonic TelevIsion TransmissIon
W illia m S, H a ls tead, Multipl ex De v elopme nt Corp " Richa rd W. B urden,
Rich a rd ,V, B urde n Assoc iates
A Multiplex Stereo Generator
Da n iel R . v on R ecklin g ha u sen a nd T ,
W . Pick ett, H. H. Scott, Inc,
:An FM· Stereo Modulator for Use with
Fl\I Slg'nal Gene rators
John p , Van Duy ne, Boo nton R a dio
Corp .
7 :30 p.m. STEREOPHONICS
M , R. Schroeder, Bell T eleph one L abor atories, Cha irm an

COlUpatible Monoll honlc Reproduction s
from Stereophonic Disc Records
I-I. F. Olson, R CA Labora tories; H. E.
Roys , RCA Victor R ecord Division
TILe Asse ssment of Two · Channel Stereophonic Reproduction Performance in
Studio Monitor Rooms, Living Rooms,
and Small Theatres
G ilbert F . Dutton , Electric a nd Musica l
Indus tr ies, L t d ,
Phasor Analysis of Some Stereophonlc
Phenome na
B. B, Ba ue r , CBS L a bol'a t ories
Compatibility Proble m s in Two·Cllannel
Stereopllonlc Recordings
F . K. H a r vey, B ell T elephone L a boratories Inc, ; Edwa rd H. Ueck e, Capitol
R ecords
Practical Ster eo R e verberation for Studio
Recol'l1in ~'

J ohn Davis, Capi tol R ecords, In c.
Stereophonic Earphones- II
B. B. B a u er , CB S L a boratories
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the year's most wanted components.
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Top quality, handsome styling, , , andthe Industry's
first complete line of receivers and tuners with builtin Multiplex ... all from BOGEN , the only major high
fidelity manufacturer with five years experience in the
production of commercial Multiplex receivers .
For example, take just one unit from the all-new
Stereo Line, . , the superb RP200 Fun Couple receiver, Inspired by the novel "the fun couple," and dedicated to fun couples everywhere .', . the RP200 offers
compact, contemporary design', unexcelled performance, sensitivity, balance, and many features found
only in receivers costing far more.
The all -new Bogen Stereo Line is the result of -30
years leadership in the precise art of sound engineering, Write for the BOGEN Stereo Hi-Fi Catalog.

"

TP200 Fun Couple FM / AM stereo Tuner
. ' . Noise Free reception in wea ke st
areas , Pair it with the AP200 for a
matchless system.
$199.95*

AP200 44·wa tt Fun Couple stereo Af1l·
plifie r .• , offers amazin g flexibi lity and
control at a mod est pri ce. $154.95"
PX60 Multiplex Adapter •. ________.........
... desig ned espec ially
for. all pr e·multipl ex
Boge n equ ipment cur·
rently in use . • . but
excellent for any good
qual ity re ce iver or tun er.
Self·powered with exter·
nal conn ections, Com·
pl ete w ith Sev ill e te x·
tur ed ca ge.
$69.50*

'"
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Patent Loss

by Prior

Use or Sale

ALBERT WOODRUFF GRAY*
"Public use" of an invention for more than a year forfeits the inventor's right to a patent.
EMBODIED IN A COMMENT once
made by Justice, later President
Taft, destroyed in a recent case the
patent monopoly of th~ Armour Research Foundation of the Illinois Institute of Technology and its licensee, the
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co.
in magnetic recording tape material
with the dismissal of the action for infringement brought by those organizations against C. K. Williams & Co. and
others for the use of that invention.
"Any practice by the inventor and
applicant for a patent," Justice Taft
asserted, "through which he deliberately
and without excuse postpones beyond
the date of the actual invention the beginning of the term of his monopoly and
thus puts off the free public enjoyment
of the useful invention, is an evasion of
the statute and defeats its beneficent
aim."!
This statute, as it is today, provi'des
that a person shall be entitled to a
patent unless the invention was in public
use or on sale in this country more than
a year prior to the date of the application for a patent in the United States. 2
In April 1946 the Minnesota Company had consulted the Armour Research Foundation in relation to its interest ~ this magnetic recording tape,
for whIch later a patent was issued. Subsequently the patent application that in
this suit was claimed to be infringed,
was filed, but filed on July 25th of the
following year, approximately fifteen
months after the incident in which this
material had been submitted for consideration to the Armour Research Foundation.
Later, but over a year prior to the
filing of the patent application, Armour
had supplied the Minnesota Company
with ten pounds of the material. Th'e
court, in its application of this law to
the circumstances, said:
"Whether the use of an invention is
public or private does not necessarily
depend upon the number of persons to
whom its use is known. If an inventor,
having made his device, gives or sells it
to another to be used by the donee or

L

AW

* 112- 20 Seventy·Second Dl'ive
Hills, N.Y.

Forest
'

1 Woodbridge v. United States, 263 U.S.
50, Nov. 12, 1923.
2

35 U.S.C.A., Sec. 102 (b).

purchaser, without limitation or restriction or injunction of secrecy, and it is
so used, such use is public. The patented
oxides and their use as a magnetic tape
recording media were in public use more
than one year prior to the application
for patent.m
When the appeal of the Armour Research Foundation was decided recently,
affirming this decision, the appellate
court emphasized an exception that has
been introduced by the courts in the application of this statute.
It had been argued on this appeal
that the transaction between Armour
and the Minnesota Company has been
merely an experimental use and not the
public use prohibited by the patent
statute, no money had changed hands
and no commercial dealings were involved.
"The question is not without difficulty," said that court, "While a public
use more than a year prior to the application date would defeat a patent, an
experimental use would not." To this
the court added the conclusion that,
"There was sufficient creditable evidence
to support the conclusion that the use of
these oxides was a public use."
Interpretation of this phrase, 'public
use' as used in the patent law was made
very recently in a case before the United
States court in California. Involved in
that controversy were jet propulsion
parts sold for use in government contracts prior to the filing of the application for a patent for this equipment.
There, in ruling that such a sale invalidated the patent, it was asserted by the
court,
"Restricted or secret sales do not result in 'public use.' This protects the
inventor against having a sale for experimental purposes turned by others without his consent into a public use.
"However, as stated in an old case:
'Any attempt to use it for a profit and
not by way of experiment for a longer
period than two years before the application, would deprive the inventor of
his right to a patent."4
When a suit for infringement was
brought some years ago against the
3 Armour Research Foundation v. C. K.
Williams & Co., 280 Fed. 2d 499, August
30,1960.
4 Piet v. United States, 176 F.S. 576,
September 8, 1959.
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R. C. A. Victor Company for an alleged
infringement of the patent of a variable
electrical resistor, issued in October,
1933, the defense was interposed that this
patent device had been in public use and
on sale in numerous instances more than
two years prior to the filing of the application for the patent. At that time the
statutory prohibitory period was two
instead of the present one year.
Two and a half years before the application of the inventor was filed,
switches of this type had been manufactured for the Simplex Radio Company
of which this patentee was then president.
"The clear inference from this testimony," said the court holding the patent
on which this action had been based, to
be invalid for prior use, "is that his
company after it had ordered and received some seventy-five snap switches
for use in combination with variable resistors, must have installed a number of
these combinations in radio receiving
sets prior to the application for this
patent."
The federal appellate court, when this
decision was affirmed, made the comment
"While it is tl'Ue that to establish public
use or sale the evidence must be convincing beyond a reasonable doubt, it
has been held that a single sale of an
article more than two years prior to the
application for the patent is all that is
required by the statute."
To this was added the further statement, that, "A number of decisions are
to the effect that the statute does not require a completed sale but that placing
on sale is sufficient."5
Nor is the protection of the patent
owner from infringement by others denied only for a sale or a "public use"
more than a year prior to the application for the patent. By the courts this
section of the patent law has been interpreted with no intermediate shades.
Improvement for a method for manifolding had been offered for sale to a
Stock Yards Company in Chicago. Later,
when application was made by the inventor of this method for a patent, opposition was offered by another inventor
of a similar method on the ground that
(Continued on page 92)
5 Maibohm Y. R. C. A. Victor Co., 135
F.S. 901: 89 Fed. 2d 317, Apri16, 1937.
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WiN
20tH. Century
mUSiC

room

designed by Marion Heuer .. .
furniture by Harvey Probb"er .. . superb hi-tilstereo with source of sound
bD' Shure . .. piano by Baldwin . .. carpeting by V'Soske
.. . fabrics by Bor is Kroll, hi-fi/ stereo amplifiers and
preamplifier by M a rantz, automatic turntabl e by
Garrard, turntable by Thorens, speaker systems by
Acoustic Research, FM / AM Multiplex tuner by Sherwood, tape player by Ampex, Stereo Dynetic Phono
Cartridge and Tone Arm by Shure, PLUS $5,000 cash to
add a new room to your home or remodel an existing
room from original plans by internationally renowned
interior designer Marion Heuer, A.LD.

A veritable plethora of prizes!
All this to introduce you to the breathtaking sound
(and elegant appearance) inherent to modern component stereo in general, and the new Shure M33 and
M77 Stereo Dynetic Phono Cartridges in particular.
announcing the ~e~

SHURE

X "

No purcl'lase is required; you simply listen to a Shure
cartridge demonstration at your hi-fi dealer's showroom
and describe your reaction to its singular sound recreation qualities (in 25 words or less). If your statement wins (we don't expect an overabundance of
entries, so ·your chances are rather good) , you can
begin building your music room. Should the winner
have purchased a Shure cartridge as a result of the
demonstration (a consummation devoutly to be wished) ,
a magnificent $1,000 RCA Victor stereo record library
will also be supplied, as are all other awards, by Shure
Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.
Contest ends February 28th, 1962.

\~

/_

~CD~

M33 and M77 SERIES HIGH FIDELITY PHONOGRAPH CARTRIDGES
Outstanding achi e vem e nt in supe rior sound re-cre ation. Ultra- light t racking pressure ;
rugged, high-compliance , e asy -fa-re place stylus; h ighes t fide lity res ponse; specially shi e lded against hum .
M33 for 1·3 gm. tracking, $36.50; M77 for 3· 5 gm . tracking, $27.50.
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JOSEPH GIOVAN ELLI ':'
Speaker Performance a t Low Cost

I found that Sears Roebnck now sells
one-inch Fibergles batts f?r about $3.~0
per sheet. (I believe the SIze of these IS
about 4 by 6 feet.) The Fib~rgles is ~he
long-staple variety, spongy wIthout bemg
shreddy.
I bought two of these sheets and ~ad
plenty to cut into squares for my mnecubic-foot infinite baffle_ I have always
been plagued with too heavy a bass and
the use of this material did the trIck. The
bottom is now solid without being boomy.
A. Menicle, Canoga Pal'le, Calif.
Fibergles is a well-known damping material for loudspeaker cabinets. A lessknown material with much the same characteristics is commou rockwool insulation.
On occasion this may be obtained very
cheaply from house wl'eckers or from carpenters.
However an article in AUDIO several
years ago ~tressed the superiority of acou~
tical felt over Fibergles as an acoustIC
damping material. After reading this article I opened one of my cabinets and replaced the rockwool lining with a woolen
blanket and several wool scarves. The improvement in bass quality and quantity
was extreme. I have since lined the cabinet
with a coarse felt commonly used for rug
pads with even better results. George L.
Wallcel', Valhalla, N. Y.
Many of my friends are poor high school
students like myself. I have found a practical cost-cutting project for us. Using
the formula from one of AUDIO'S articles
on the bass-reflex enclosure, excellent performance may be obtained from a double
cardboard champagne case as a baffle for
the speaker. Even single cardboard boxes
work. I have built some which held a teninch speaker.
These boxes can also be used for quick
experiments. All construction can be done
with a knife, a ruler, and a compass.
The double cardboard boxes are more
desirable than the single-layer variety for
two r easons. They are sturdier, facilitating
speaker mounting. Also, they have less
parasitic, sympathetic vibration. George
L. Walleer, Valhalla, N. Y.
Further N otes on Dewarping Records

Apropos to your column in October,
1960, AUDIO, here is another way to dewarp
records, which requires littl~ in the way
of apparatus. All you need IS an oven, a
cooking thermometer, some newsp aper, two
pieces of heavy plate glass 13 m. square,
a.nd a conple of husky mail-order catalog~.
(In my locality most people have electnc
stoves.)

* 3420 Newleil'le Ave., BI'oolelyn 3, N. Y.

Here is all you do. Place the stove's oven
rack one-third of the way up from the bottom and cover it with several layers of
new~paper. The two pieces of plate glass
are then placed on top of this along with
the cooking thermometer. Turn on both
the top and bottom elements in the oven
until the thermometer indicates approximately 125 0 F. Remove the t?P piece of
plate glass so that a recording can be
placed on the remaining .glass plate. When
this is done, put the stIll-hot pl:;te glass
over the recording. It makes a mce sa.ndwich. On top of this vinyl-glass sandWIch,
arrange the two. mail-orde! c.atalogs so
that their weight IS evenly dIstnbuted over
the surface of the glass. Put the thermometer back on top of the pile and close the
door. Now you are in business. By now the
temperature has probably dropped to about
90'0 F. Turn on the lower element for only
a few minutes until the thermometer indicates approximate 10D-nO o F . Th~n turn
it off quickly, turning it on agam only
when the temperature has dropped back
to 90 0 F .
The basic idea is to subj ect the recording to as constant and as e;,enly distributed weight and heat as pOSSIble. By careful checking, the oven can be kept between
90° and 100 0 F . If your stove has a handy
"see-through" window and inner light, so
much the better.
It won't hurt anything if the temperature does go slightly higher for a minute,
but I have found that the lower temperatures work very well. It seems a commonsense procedure to use as little heat as
necessary-thus lessening the risk of
groove deformation. It goes without saying that the glass in contact with the record surfaces must be thoroughly clea.n and
free from scratches.
To clean the glass use Bon Ami, followed by washing in a warm detergent.
The record to be dewarped should have no
dust in the grooves. If the warp is not so
severe as to prevent tracking with a Dust
Bug, this is highly recommende.d prior to
dusting the record carefully WIth an old
linen handkerchief, slightly dampened.
This procedure will dewarp even the
most severely warped records in about an
hour and a half to two hours. In any case
the r ecord should be checked at the end of
an hour and a half to see how it is getting
on. It may be necessary at this t~e ~o
turn it over, and to add more weIght If
stubborn portions keep popping up.
A record is successfully dewarped if it
lies flat with no bulging anywhere. After
removing it from the oven, allow the record to "rest" overnight before playing it
or replacing it in its dust jacket. Be sure
that during this rest period no more dust
is attracted to the grooves. Before inserting the record into its dust jacket, make
sure that the jacket is not too snug a flt
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:lnd that i t i.5 itself not warp e ~ .. A dust
jacket having these characterIstlCs can
.
cause warping of records.
There is one cardinal rule to follow WIth
this met hod. NEVER leave th e kitchen for
an instant without t urning off the oven.
If it is necessa ry for you to turn off the
oven and the temperature drops below
90° F., it won't be fatal to the. results. It
will simply prolong the dewarplllg process
by a few minutes.
.
To date I have used this method WIth
stereos and LP's ouly. I don't know how
78-rpm shellac discs would fare as I
haven't tried to dewarp them .
Since warps of long-standing are harder
to remove than new ones, check all )' our
incoming records and treat any that cannot be taken back to the dealer. In fact,
treating them may be a lot easier than
taking them back. Mrs. S~tsan Chappell,
Winnip eg, Canada.
How to Play Off-Center Recordings

Th ere a re few things more exasperating
than those recordings which are correctly
centered on one side, and "swingers" on
t he other. ,Vhat can one do witJ~ them
To people with changers the followmg suggestions will not help much I fear.
.
In my own case I use a Garrard 301 With
an ESL tonearm and Shure M3D cartridge. The following method. wO~'ks out
well for me with little complicatIOn. No
doubt this method could be adju~ted t o
other arms and turntables. I can WrIte only
from my own experience. .
Obtain a piece of plastIC foam from
the fancy-goods department .o f your local
department store. It . comes m sev~ral reo
volting colors and thicknesses and IS u eel ,
I believe, for making place mats and to~'s
for babies.) For Garrard. 301 Y.ou WIll
need a piece one quarter mch truck and
large enough to cut to the size of your
turntable mat. Using the turntable mat
as a template, cut the foa~ ~'ubb er to
size and make a center hole III It for th e
spindle. Now just place this right over
your present mat and put on the record .
You will notice that the recard no 1001 ger
fits the spindle as now you are in th e
region where the spindle starts. to taper
to its rounded top. Thus, there IS a very
loose fit for records which are not to o
badly off-center, this is enough to all?,,'
a slight adjustment of the record WIth
relation to the spindle. In other word ,
you may find that if you push the recol'cl
to the northwest as f ar as it will go before
being stopped by the spindle this ~pot
may prove to give minimum arm swmg.
This fact should be then noted on the
record jacket or label.
My method may not cure severe off·
centering. The only thing to do for that
is to r aise the plastic turntable mat. still
higher until it all but clears the spllldle
and thus allows for freer movement, At
this point watch the angle the stylus enters
the groove and what effect this has 011
playing weight. Needless to say, reco!d
must be very flat as you are now relYIll.g
solely on traction between the foam plast~ c
and the record to hold it in place. This
is fine for my light-weight arm. I have
had no trouble with slippage. It is odd
how this method will really clean up th e
sound.
Mrs. Susan Chappell, W 'innipeg, Canada.
N ote

I have not tried the suggestions presentecZ in this .column, but all are intel·est·
ing and wOl'thy of consideration.

( ContinllecZ on page 96)
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©lferlure
It

begins. A whole new stereo era.

RAVENSWOOD, the important new name 1U sound reproduction has created a
stere o concept totally new, totally different, totally startling.
Blessed with a staff of incredib ly proficient, imaginative and talented audio englneers; teamed with a group of critical and remarkably competent professional mUSICians;
supported by the most sophisticated research and manufacturing facilitiesRAVENSWOOD brings to stereo an inspired standard of performance impossible
to achieve through conventio·nal sound systems.
Produced in Annapolis, Md., one of our nation's research and develop ment centers, RAVENSWOOD is the product of a unique blending of skills. Many of its design
and engineering personnel have participated in the planning of complex and highly
classified communications systems for use by our Armed Forces. Their contributions toward accelerating and advancing the audio art are an acknowledged fact. Now their
abilities have been wedded with others gifted in the creation of
sy stems.
of

music

reproduction

This coordinated activity achieves its finest expression i n the pro d uction

RAVENSWOOD components.

Rigl1-t now yo u r dealer has on display the complete senes of RAVENSWOOD
tuners, amplifiers, speaker systems and console models.

See

them.

Their performance and appearance will astonish you. But that's not surpnsmg,
for RAVENSWOOD has ushered in a new age of stereo.

,
A DIVISION OF ANNAPOLIS ELECTAOACOUSTIC CORPORATION

241 West St., Annapolis, Md.

~.-----.~
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Speaker Power
PAUL W. KLiPSCH ';'
One virtue of high efficiency in a loudspeaker
is reduced distortion at high listening levels.
o PRODUCE 11USIC REALISTICALLY:
:Massa1 (Chart 72) states that peak
sound pressures of the order of 100
dynes per square centimeter are r equi.red, corresponding to approximately
115 decibels intensity (dbi)2. To produce such a pressure in a 3000 cubic-foot
room with a reverberation time of 0.8
seconds requires approxinlately one
acoustic watt of speaker output. (Massa,
Charts 70, 72).
A cone excursion of 0.21 in. at 50 cps
is found to produce 0.35 rms frequency
modulation distortion which produces an
intolerable harshness. 3 Kellogg 4 in 1931
proposed limiting the diaphragm excursion to 1/ 16 in. to limit distortion. This
seems prophetic in view of the fact that
that frequency modulation distortion
was not a part of audio techology and
terminology un til 1943.5
To produce one acoustic watt at 32.7
cps with diaphragm excursion limited to
1/ 16 in. requires a piston radiating into
hemispherical space (infinite flat baffle)
of about 60-in. diameter. (Massa, Chart
64.) For the same frequency and 1/ 16in. total motion, a 14-in. piston working
into a horn throat of 84 square inches
is required (Massa, Chart 78).
Typical horn loudspeaker efficiency
ranges from 10 to 50 pel' cent. One loudspeaker of reference quality may be considered to exhibit 16 per cent efficiency
so that approximately 6 watts are
needed from the amplifier. A 30-watt
amplifier of high quality would be operating with an ample margin of surplus
power.
Typical direct radiators range from 1
to 8 per cent efficiency. One model of

T

* Hope, Al·kansas.
1 Frank
Massa,
"Acoustic
Design
Charts," Blalriston, Philadelphia, 1942.
2 Levels of 110 to 120 decibels intensity
are usually encountered in various record.
ing sessions.
3 Paul W. Klipsch, "Subj ective Effects of
FrPQuency Moclulati"'l Distortion." Jom·.
Audio Engr. Soc., Vol. 6, No. 2, April,
1958, p. 143.
4 E. W . Kellogg, "Means for Radiating
Large Amounts of Low Frequency Sound,"
JO!tr. Acous. Soc. Amer., Vol. 3, No.1,
July, 1931, pp. 94-110.
5 G. L. Beers and H. Belar "Frequency
Modulation Distortion in Loud'lUeaker"
Proc. IRE, Vol. 31, No.4, April 1943 pp' .
132-138.
'
,
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good quality exhibits about 4 per cent
efficiency. With tills unit, to deliver one
acoustic watt requires 25 electrical watts
output from the amplifier. Practically it
bas been found that lesser power levels
are desirable. This particular speaker
utilizes a 15-inch drive unit with 0.7 kg2
pel' watt pull factor.
Direct radiators which are operated in
tightly-enclosed-back ail' chambers have
to be weighted to reduce their resonant
frequency. A 12-in. cone-type speakel'
will have about 10-in. effective diaphragm diameter; the air-mass loading
it wil l be only about 10 grams (one side
only; other side assumed to be facing
the acoustic capacity of a box). (Massa,
Chart 55.) The mass of the piston and
voice coil may be expected to be another
10 grams or a total of 20 grams. For
a box of 1.7 cubic feet or about 2900
cubic inches, and a 10-in. piston with a
total load of 20 grams, the resonant frequency will be 100 cps. (Massa, Chart
59.) To r educe the resonance to 33 cps
requires increasing the effective mass by
a factor of 32 or 9 and the efficiency is
reduced by the same factor. Typical
12-in. di.J:ect radiators with pull factors
from 0.1 to 0.4 kg2 per watt exhibit 1 to
2 per cent efficiency. Hence such a
weighted-cone di.J:ect radiator should be
expected to afford an efficiency of from
0.1 to 0.2 per cent, the lower value applying to one commercial speaker tested.
Thus to produce one acoustic watt would
requi.J:e a rather ridiculous 1000 watts
of amplifier power. Practically, input
p1lwer exceeding about 30 watts raises
the distortion from fine to gross levels
so one must be content with some 30
milliwatts acoustic output. One could
multiply the number of speakers and
am plifiers but, then, even the apparent
advantage of bulk and cost disappear.
The higher the efficiency of a loudspeaker, the lower the distortion. In the
absence of weight-loading, the distortion
may be expected to be inversely as the
square of the efficiency. In the case of
weighted diaphragms, the major penalties are the power required to accelerate
the extra weight and the resulting looseness of coupling between the electrical
power and the air being moved.
Transient response has to do with
peak power output available with linearity (freedom from amplitude distortion)
(Continued on p.age 88)
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NEW

ALTEe
359A

"STEREOPLEX"
MULTIPLEX
ADAPTER
$89 . 50 INCLUDING CABINET

THE ONE FM MULTIPLEX ADAPTER
YOU CAN PLUG IN, SET ... FORGET!
It's SO easy to enjoy FM stereo multiplex with Altec! All the controls
you need for stereo reception are located right where they belong:
on the front panels of Altec Tuner and Amplifier systems shown above.
Merely add the new Altec 359A "Stereoplex" Adapter, set its controls
once and forget it. Place it where convenient, in back of the tuner if
you wish. The 359A takes all the guesswork out of multiplex.
The 359A also contains a full complement of controls to permit its
use with almost any tuner that has a multiplex output. For optimum
performance in such use, the 359A features external terminals for a
simple resistor and capacitor compensating network. A Stereo Monitor
on the front panel lights automatically when the system receives a
stereo signal. Altec makes it that simple!
The 359A "Stereoplex" features the same clean, professional styling
as its associated Altec Amplifier and Tuner.

SPECIFICATIONS:
ALTEC 359A M U LTI PLEX ADAPTER-Self·powered. Sensitivity: 0.25 to 5.0
volts, peak-to·peak. Separation: better than 30 db, 50-15,000 cycles. THD:
less than 1% at normal input levels. Dimensions: 5 ~" H x 5 ~" W x 9~" D.
ALTEC 312A FM TUNER-Max. Sens. : 2 mv (equivalent to 1.0 mv, ref. 72
ohm antenna). Quiet. Sens.: 2.9 mv for 20 db (equivalent to 1.45 mv, ref.
72 ohm antenna). Freq. Response: ± 2 db, 20-20,000 cps. Distortion: less
than 2%@ 100% mod. & @ 1 v output. Dimensions: 5 ~" H x 15" W x 9" D.
ALTEC 309A AM/FM STEREO TUNER - FM - Max. Sens. & Quiet. Sens.:
Same as 312A above. Freq . Response: ± 1 db, 20·20,000 cps. AM· Max.
Sens.:3.2 mv. LoopSens.:35.0 mv per meter. Dimen.: 5 ~" Hx15"Wx10%" D.
ALTEC 353A STEREO AMPLlFIER·PREAMPLlFIER - Inputs: 14, stereo or
mono. Outputs: 6, stereo or mono. Matricing network for 3·channel stereo
& auxiliary speakers. Power Output: 100 watts, stereo prog. pk.; 50 watts,
rms. contin o Freq . Response::l:1 db, 20·20,000 cps @ 25 watts; ± 0.5 db,
10·30,000 cps @ 1 watt. Distort. : Less than 1% TH D @ 25 watts, 1000 cps
ea. channel; less than 1% TH D @ 20 watts, 30·15,000 cp,. ea . channel.
Dimen: 5 ~" H x 15" W x 11~" D.

FREE! Get the new Altee Stereo Catalog and informative Loudspeaker
Enclosures Brochure at your Professional Altee High Fidelity Consultant's or write Dept. A-IO.
© 196 1 A \..T Ee LA NS IN G CO RP OR AT lON
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ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION
A Subsidiary of Ling - Temco Electronics, Illc.
1515 South Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
New York. Los Angeles
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After all, who hears every last separate
note in a Beethoven symphony~
Of course, nobody in the slightly dumfounded audience knew how long all this
was going to last. Knowing Mr. Cage
through my description, you can guess.
As long as it took. I didn't remember to
notice but it must have been at least an
hour. Nothing by halves, as I say.
There were a number of complete silences, when all four speakers just happened to fall into silent contemplation
together. At the first of these there was
a considerable muttering and stirring in
the audience, as though to leave. But Mr.
Cage was like the conductor who holds up
his baton for attention; he just sat, not
moving a muscle, and the would-be leavers
subsided back into their chairs again. I
wouldn't say they were exactly hypnotized,
nor that they were afraid, but the fact is
that hardly a soul left the hall until the
four lectures had finally reached their
appointed endings and Mr. Cage had arisen
to turn off the recorders. The audience
clapped, a bit weakly, then movad out into
the sunshine of the McGill campus looking slightly dazed. Hardly a word was said.
What could you say'
But I was impressed. A wonderfully
keen sense of timing, of duration of th'e
lilt and fall of ideas in the form of words
phrases, and especially, pauses. Time, sil:
ence, is of the essence to Mr. Cage and
how right he is.
'
(Why else, for instance, do I find it
essential to turn off my phonograph for
ten minutes or so every houri My ears
need healing, my mind needs t.ime to
pause, to think back, to ruminate.)
The Cage lectures are on four tape
tracks and he can read anyone of them
"live," or play all four. The timing too is
optional, so that a different combination
of speech and. of silences is produced at
each presentatlOn. These are vital ideas
in the Cage lexicon of controlled raIl domness, the basis of much of his tlunking.
I nscrutable East

And so, finally, to the big Cage pieces
themselves and to the other works a few
of them, that fall into the same'school.
Mr. Cag~ and the others have mostly done
away WIth standard musical notation in
favor of highly illustrative and o~na
~ental scores," covered elaborately preCIse ~rapbs, calligraphy, color charts.
~ore lIDpo:tant, they have dispensed with
lIteral mUSIcal tones in favor of options
or. more often, areas of tone. Tones cov:
erlllg variable territory like tone-clusters
or .white noise, or gr;'y noise. Tones t~
chOIce, anywhere or anyhow within certain
specific. limits. Sounds produced meticulo.usly VIa .unorthodox .techniques, like hittmg the SIde of the plano with a specially
calculated felt hammer at exactly the
ri~ht insta;nt, or the careful, extremely
faInt tappmg of a bit of metal on the
outer rim of a wind instrument.
Still mor~ importaIl:t, these composers
have also dlspensed WIth exact time-locations for their notes, substitUTing timeareas within which certain things must
occur. Note sequences are similarly freed
the sequence often optional, frontwards'
backwards, all at once. (Serial or twelve:
tone composition shares this kil1Cl of thinking, though not ad lib.)
And above all, this new music is philosophically orientated towards Zen. I'm no

Zen student, but in practice this is clearly
interpreted to mean a kind of extreme
deliberateness, a total lack of mechanically
regular rhythm, a waiting for t be moment,
a sort of pause-before· each-note, as though
every move were a move in a chess game.
The feeling, come to think of it, is
strangely chess-like, as one listens and
watches. The slow, graceful, careful movements, the long periods of apparent meditation on the part of the performers, the
complete absence of rush or fuss or hurry,
the meticulous care in detail and the utter
seriousness of view, at all times, the predonunating, exasperating, relentless slowness-these are chess-like.
But even more, they are oriental-for
this entire school of musical thinking is
strongly oriental in its approal~h, an importation from East to West, t he reverse
of the more faIniliar kind.
No wonder the audience coughed and
hacked and giggled and twisted, no wonder
people burst into guffaws, or walked out
angrily! This stuff was fundamental, a
world against a world; it was the very
sense of the East, invading the West's
hurry and bustle.
I remember a friend's prescription for
squelching the man who tries to hurry you
at the green light. You turn off your ignition, slowly o1:Jcn the car claar, get out
with deliberation, walk back very quietly,
and ask the driver behind you, with the
sweetest of smiles, "Is there anything I
can (10 for you~" The resulting sputter of
sheer fllrJ: is ~he kind of feeling roused
up by thIS OrIentally-slanted music I Infuriating, but also insidiously bscinating.
There's slow dynamite in it.
Those three piano pieces. Each one
lasted a good fifteen or tw"enty minutes.
For each one, the pianist, Toshi I shiyanagi
an utterly inscrutable small young man'
came out with a whole armful of gadgetry
and went abo.ut preparing the piano, with
the utmost leIsure. To bursts of hysterical
gi~gles, wh~ch he ignored completely, he
laId out his tools, red hammers, white
hammers, pieces of eloth, nuts, bolts, and
set up the score, which for one of the
wOl"ks was an enormous cardboard affair
about six feet long in four colcrs that he
set up diagonally across the piano facethe. angle somehow stilnulated renewed hystencs all over the hall, which shows how
far gone we were. His every move was an
adagio. Each .pi~ce ~f bolt swam slowly
through the aIr m hIS hand and was inserted in its place, as thou'fh moving
through smooth oil.
'"
A.fter mrnutes of this preparat ion the
audlence was already reduced to a nervous
frenzy. The pianist then sat down, ever so
slowly, stared a long time, adjusted his
bench, picked up a felt hammer, reached
slowly out towards the piano case and
WHACK! I-the sound was like thunder
the audience practically wept with
nervousness. Long pause. Then, snake-like,
another hand moved out, into the piano
innards and, like a mouse, plink;! Long
silence. Again that slow-motion, and a
sudden cat-like fury of crashing notes, all
over the keyboard, gone before you could
see the hands. Long pause. . . .
Thus, one move at a time, one sound at
a time, the music went on for an eternity.
It was exhausting, unnerving. That was
when the McGill students crachcl up, and
I began hysterically shushing them, to my
own amazement. The first piece, or pieces,
("Last Pieces," by MOlton Feldman), was
succeeded by as much more, just as slowly,
as silently, the "Ricercar for P iano"
(Behrmann ) ; then came the "Music for
Piano No.8" (Toshi's own). On and on.
It was absolutely hellish. I have never gone
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through such an agollizmg hour. But I
stuck with it, withstood the audience hysterics that kept spreading out in waves,
then half-subsiding, and at the eud of all
this, I stuck it out for still another piece,
exactly the same technique but for two
players, in and out and around the one
piano.
Thank the Lord, David Tudor's entirely
scrutable American face broke the tension
a bit. He's serious, too, but somehow he
exudes the West in spite of himself. Probably all wrong for the music, yet it was
a salving balm for our Western nerves, I
can tell you. I could take Toshi Ishiyanagi
and David Tudor, together.
Aeon

After that, piling on top, came "Aeon,"
the most extreme of the two Cage works.
It lasted well over an hour and not a soul
had the faintest idea what it was all about.
Not a soul near me, anyhow. (Natch, the
program didn't tell us anything). The
music was Cage at his finest and longest.
The great piano-thunder of distortion let
loose regularly every minute or so, until
I thought I'd go nuts. Assorted squawks
and squeaks went on here and tbere, the
feedback howled eerily, the violinist oc·
casionally rose out of a sort of stupor and
played one note on his fiddle, without vibrato, and Mr. Cage went thr'JUgh his
dramatic stopwatch act, the human stopwatch, arms like a second hand.
After more than an hour of continuous
ballet and Cage·music, lal"ge portions of
the audience, now cowed far beyond any
sor t of giggles, too bewildered to pay
further attention to the really magniiicently incomprehensible complexities of
the stage ballet before us, just quietly got
up and hurried out in droves, looking beat
and apologetic. It was more than an unprepared human being could take, and,
remember, nobody deigned to give us so
much as a hint as to wbat was going on.
Rightly, of course. All art should be understood in its own terms, not through external accounts of it in words. But . . .
well, people are human. So was I.
Immediately at the end, I left the theatre and the next morning took off for
Vermont, Massacusetts, and Connecticut.
I missed the rest of the festival. I didn't
have what it took.
Atlas Eclipticalis

But I can't end without a brief account
of the particular ethos of the two big Cage
works, this ballet, "Aeon," and the earlier
one, which caught me at the beginning
IVhen I was still full of listening energyI like it a lot, even including the thunder.
This is just so you'll get a bit of the diabolical logic behind the Cage operation.
This first piece was called "Atlas Eclipticalis with Winter Music (Electronic
Version)" and was played by 17 instruments, with contact mikes (including the
piano's, tllough I understand that the
wOl"k which never sounds twice the same,
may be performed by as many as eighty
rnstruments, each with his own separate
part to play. On tlus occasion, it was accompanied by light-sculptures by Mousseau and hung paintings by Jean McEwen,
both of Canada.
The title is explanatory, if you know
what it means. The music is a tO~tr de
foule of patterned randomlJess, of intricately controlled chance. Mr. Cage, it
Eeems, took a pictorial atlas of the constellations and placed transclucent music
paper o,er them. The paper had a special
kind of staff, a very reasonable kind, in
(Continu ed on page 91)
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WHICH IS THE PRODUCT THAT MATCHES YOUR DESIRE?
PIONEER Stereo Amplifiers
The PIONEER comprehensive stereo amplifiers are recommended
with pride for their distortion-free reproduction, wide frequency
characteristics, wide applications, high performance, high stability
and beautiful design .
Three types of stereo amplifiers offered here are specially re commended for their superb featu.res.
We advise you to select one from among these three when
you are purchasing a stereo amplifier.
Standard type specially emphasizing stability
28-WATT FM j AMj AM STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIER

SM-B201
* The
*
*
*

*

built-in whistle filter provided has eliminated the b eat
generated betwee n the adjacent station at th e time of receiving
medium-wave signals.
The hum level has been limited to the minimum by DC
i gn i ~ ion of ' the preamplifier tubes.
Any cart ridge with an output of 3mV or more can be used.
P rov ided with a tape recorde r termin a l.
L oudness co ntrol which allows cons tant tone quality regardless
of the volume is provided.

The ca,uses for distortion have been removed
22-WATT FM j AM j AM STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIER
(Output Transformerless)

SM-W203
*

While conventional amplifier with a n output transformer is
attended with various restrictions in the manufacture regarding
its frequ ency characteristics, SM-W203, which is output transformerless, can be provided with excellent low-pass and highpass frequency characteristics, making it capable of disto rtionfree reproduction over a wide range of frequencies.
The highest tone quality is guaranteed with SM-W203.
* The built-in high-cut and low-cut filters exclude noise and
interference from outside.
* Operation has been rendered very easy through the provision
'of push-button switches.
* There is no concern for hum since the preamplifier is of DC
ignition type.
* The beautiful and de luxe appearance is bound to appeal to
your taste.
* Available also at the PIONEER are high-impedance speaker
systems that completely match SM-W203.

Disc Reprod uction Noise Is' .Eliminated
24-WATT FM j AMj AM STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIER

SM-B200A

,,I

*

5 Otowacho 6-chome, Bunkyoku, Tokyo, J apa n

Built-in sc ratch filter and rumble filter have m ade it poss ib le
to enjoy beautiful noise-free music reproductions.
* The stereophonic effect can be controlled freely by means of
the stereo presenr:e con tro l.
* No danger of hum since the preamplifier has been transistori zed.
* This amplifier is provided with performances that are equal
to three to four amp lifiers of conventional type.

PIONEER ELECTRONIC CORPDRATIO~
AUD IO
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Buyer's Guide and Condensed Applications Chart- tVorelc/J 'CONTINENTAL' Tape Recorders
This condensed guide is .published by the High Fidelity Products Division of North American Philips Company, Inc.
It offers the consumer the factual data he needs to select the tape recorder best suited to his specific requirements.

I
1
Continental '400' Model EL 3536

Continental '100' Model EL 3585

Continental '200' Model EL 3541

PRIMARY USERS

The entire family-at work, at play, at
home or away.

Serious music lovers with limited
budgets.

Schools, churches, teachers of voice and
music. Psychiatrists, speech therapists
and recreation directors-and collectors
of pre·recorded stereo tapes.

Professional musicians, studio recordists, serious music lovers, high fidelity
enthusiasts. Commercial sound installations.

ESPECIALLY
SUITABLE FOR

On-the-go, on-the-shoulder recording and
playback - anything, anytime, everywhere.

Portable, high-fidelity tape-deck applications. Portable public address.

Audio visual and all specialized teaching
applications; music program source for
factory, office and home; portable P.A.

Professional- quality stereo recording,
live or broadcast; space-saving hi-fi system control center and portable P.A.

SPECIAL
FEATURES

Battery·operated, 100% transistorized,
feather-light. Records from any source.
Tapes interchangeable with all 2-track
1'l's ips recorders.

Stereo head output direct to external
stereo preamp. Records sound-on-sound.
Mixing facilities. Compact, lightweight,
inexpensive.

3 speeds. Stereo head output for playback through external stereo preamp.
Records sound-on-sound. Mixing facilities. Headphone monitoring.

Completely self·contained for stereo recording and playback at all speeds. Price
includes dynamic stereo microphone.
Transport mechanism meets all professional standards.

RECORDING
CAPABILITIES

Monophonic 2-Track

Monophonic 4-Track

Monophonic 4-Track

Stereo and Mono 4-Track

C

PLAYBACK
CAPABILITIES

Monophonic 2-Track

Monophonic and Stereo· 4-Track

Stereo· and Mono 4-Track

Stereo and Mono 4-Track

(5

SPEEDS

1'l's ips

71/2 ips

7V2 , 3%, 1'l's ips

•

PLAYING TIME
PER REEL

Up to 2 hrs. on a 4" reel

Up to 4 hrs. on a r reel

Up to 16 hrs. on a 7" reel

Up to 16 hrs. on a 7" reel.

o
()

WEIGHT

7 Ibs.

18 Ibs.

30 Ibs.

43 Ibs.

SUGGESTED LIST
PRICE

$129.50

$179.50

$269.50

$399.95

>
o

-f

otI'

m

?'

For complete technical data and detailed descriptions of Norelco 'Continental' Tape Recorders, write:

. Tape head output.

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC., High Fidelity Products Division, 230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.
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LAFAYETTE FM TUNER KIT,
MO'OEL KT -650
Not too long ago Lafayette issued a
line of quality high-fidelity component kits
which it l abeled the Criterion series. Included in t his series are the KT-550 100watt basic stereo amplifier, the KT-600A
stel·eo control center, and the KT-650 FM
tuner. In other words, the KT-550 is intended to be Lafayette's best FM tnn er
kit. Not having tested the entire L afayette
line, we can't r eport as to its r elative virtues. However , we can say that the KT-650
is a good FM tnner at an exceptionally
low price. If there were such a rating as
cost per microvolt of sensitivity, this unit
wonld cert ainly be one of th e best bnys
available. Even more important, the andio
quality is very good (distortion less than
1 per cent).
One of the strong points of the KT-650
i · its ease of assembly as a kit. H ere, as
in its other kits, L afayette has made good
use of printed circuit boards and prealigned i.f.'s to make construction a simple
Job even for the novice. Construction time
was a scant 12 hours and, after alignment
by the concise method provided in the instruction mannal, we were able to pull in
all the stations in our locality.
Circuit Description

The signal from the 300-ohm antenna
input is f ed through an unbalanced line to
the ca thode of the grounded-grid Lf. amplifier (first section of a 6AQ8/ECC85).
The outpnt of the r.f. amplifier is tuned
(in th e plate circuit) by one section of
the main tuning capacitor and is coupled
to the grid circuit of the mixer (second
ection of the 6AQ8/ ECC85 ) by means of
a capacitor. The grid circuit of the mixer
is tuned by the second section of the main
tuning capacitor. The local oscillator is
one section of a 6BK7B and applies its
signal to the grid of the mixer stage. It
i tuned by the third section of the main
tuning capacitor. The difference frequency
(10.7 Mc) from the mixer tube goes
through the first i.f. transformer ( in the
plate circuit) through two stages of r.f.
amplification (6BA6's) and the second and
third i.f. transformers " Then th e sign al
goes through two limiting stages (7543's)
co upled by a limited transform er, and f rom
ther e to a Foster-Seeley typ e of discriminator circuit. The audio output of the discriminator goes through a de-emphasis n etwork and through the level control to the
gl·id of the output tube (6AV6). The output tube is connected in an anode follow er
configuration. The heavy feedb ack used in
this type of circnit keeps distortion to a
minimum. Also, the relatively low output
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impedance (about 1500 ohms) permits t he
use of cables up to 20 feet long without
significant loss of high-frequency response.
An audio output is also taken from the
output of the discriminator and fed without de-emphasis to the multiplex output
.jack. A .f.c. is provided by applying the
d.c. component at the output of the disCl"iminator to the grid of the a .f.c. t ube
(first section of the 6BK7B) . A tuning
incl icator (EM84/6FG6 "eye" tube) indicates maximum voltage in the grid circuit
of th e second limiter tub e by maximum
closme of the tuning eye. A half-wave
selenium r ectifier supplies B + for the
tubes. Although this circuit provides no
surprises, it is straightforward and r epresent ative of good practice.
Construction

Years ago when kits first became popular they were primarily intended for constructors with some experience. This wa s
evidenced by the use of the specialized
electronic "lingo" in the manual and by
the fact that parts were supplied in random oTder which, of course, meant that
the kit builder of necessity would have to
have some fam iliarity with elecb"Ollic components. This is no longer true. For example, in the introduction to the assembly
manual it is stated "the assembly instructions have been written primarily for the
kit builder who is inexperienced in electronics." The truth of this st atement is
evidenced by the excellent instruction
ma nual. Not only is each operation clearly
spelled out, but also there ar e a large
number of pictorials which clearly show

how each part is placed. In a ddition to
this, ther e are several photographs which
show wha t the unit sho uld look like after
it is completed.
Although aimed primarily at the novice
builder, instructions are provided for several levels of competence in aligning the
front end of the tuner. The simplest
method described, obviously for the novice,
Tequires only the alignment tool provided
with the kit and a thin bladed screw driver.
This method is surprisingly precise and
we were able to achieve t he published
sensitivity wiih it. The second method r equires exp eTience plus an FM signal genBl"ator, a VTVM, and an a .c. voltmeter.
Using this method, we wer e able to achi eve
better than th e published sensitivity. With
both methods variations are provided to
accommodate those people who have ex t ra
equipment. For example, in t he simpler
method a variat i on is given for those who
have a VTVM. In the more complex
method, a variation is pTovided for those
who own a distoTtion analyzer.
A very fine feature of the manual, in
our opinion, is the unusually detailed
technical description coupled with the very
clear explanation of FM characteristi cs
and terminology. This manual is actually
very inform ative.
Performance

We are very pleased to report tlmt the
technical specifications or claims printed
on the inside of the cover of th e manual
are consen'ative. 'fhat i s, in every case
we were able to at least achieve the specification and in mo st cases, t he kit we built
performed somewha t better. For example,
in the case of usable sensitivity, th e listed
value is 6 /-tv (IHFM standar ds)-which
we achieved using the simplest method
provided and no instruments. With instruments we were a ble to achieve 5.2 /-tv.
Although this does not again make th e
KT-650 a very sensitive tuner, it is adequate for all but the lowest signal ar eas.
Harmonic distortion is listed as 0.15 per
cent total at 1000 cps. and 100 p er cent
modulation. This is pr ecisely what we
f ound. We also found the intermoduJation
distortion to be just under 1 per cent. Frequency response is within 0.5 db from 20
cps to 20,000 cps (range of our test ) . TIl e
audio output level is listed as 1.75 volts;
we found the output to be almost 2 volts.
In total p erspecti ve the Lafa yette
KT-650 i s a good tuner which provides
au audio signal consistent "with high-fidelity component equipment. Its extremely
modest price ma,kes it a very good choi ce
for those with a limited budget.
K -23

Fig. 1. Lafayette FM-tuner kit, Mod el KT-650 .
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Ci rcuit Description

BOCEN-PRESTO AM/FMSTEREO RECEIVER,
MODEL RP-40A

The FM signal goes from the 300-ohm
antenna terminals through an unbalanced
line to the tuned grounded-grid r.f. ampliIn the unlikely event you haven't noticed fier (6AB4), then to a twin triode (12AT7)
it, FM-stereo is here. We mention this be- oscilla.tor-mixer, through three i.f. amplicause this unit is actually the first FM- fier stages (6BA6 and two 6AU6's) with
stereo receiver with which we have had dual limiting action, and then feeds the
occasion to become involved. In addition, semiconductor crystal ratio detector. The
at the time we weI'e testing this unit, output of the ratio detector is fed to an
there was only one stereo station 011 the EM84 eye tube which is used as a tUJIing
air (WQXR) in our locality-and the indicator i the output is also fed to the
stereo programs being broadcast at this built-in steI'eo adapter as well as the reparticular time were between 1 and 2 a.m. actance tube which controls the oscillator.
on week days. Experience indicates that the A switch is provided to cut this a.f.c. ill
Bogen-Presto RP-40A is capable of re- and out, as necessary. An a.g.c. circuit
ceiving good stereo providing the antenna maintains audio-level output within 0.5
is appropriate for the location. To demon- db ,vith a range of signal variation whjch
strate what this latter point means we is quite considerable. The stereo adapter
should point out that we do our testing utilizes the GE-type approach wherein a
some 25 miles from the heart of New York matrix is used to derive the left and right
City. When we first set up this unit we audio signals. The 19,OOO-cps pilot is used
used the built-in FM line antenna. The to lock in a 19,OOO-cps oscillat or which is
background noise with this arrangement then doubled to attain the 38,OOO-cps carwas intolerable on stereo. Then we installed rier which is reinserted. A separation COlla simple folded-dipole antenna. This pro- trol is provided on the back of the chassis
duced better results but still not very good. which normally is needed only when tubes
Finally, we connected the unit up to our are changed, or the broadcast signal is
large high-gain antenna and this elimi- below standard for one reason or another.
nated the background noise.
The AM circuit features a t.r.f. ampliNow back to the receiver. The Bogen fier stage, (6BA6), followed by a COllModel RP-40A is a complete stereophonic verter and one Lf. stage to feed a diode
AM/FM-stereo tuner, control center, and detector. It has its own separate electronic
44-watt (22 watts per channel IHFM ) indicator (EM84 "eye tube").
audio amplifier. It is an up-to-the-minute
The audio section utilizes four twin
unit with complete control over all inputs triodes (eight tube sections) and two penand outputs independently. This includes todes in each channel. The power output
separate program selectors which permit tubes are 7355 pentodes. Three of the four
directing either mono or stereo programs triode sections (two 12AX7 and one
to either or both audio channels. Thus, 12AU7 ) are used for preamplification
the modes and function selection is in- aud/or tone compensation. The third twin
corporated in these two controls. Separate triode (the 12AX7) is used t o drive the
slide switch selectors are provided for two output tubes. D.c. is used on the heaters
remote and two local speaker systems. of all the preamp tubes.
These permit channeling of mono or stereo
programs to local or remote speaker sys- Performance
tems from the same or different program
Considered as an integrated audio amsources. Another interesting feature is th e
use of clear plastic tabs to indicate the lo- plifier, the Bogen RP-40A performs vel'y
well. Frequency response is within 1 db
cation of much-used stations. These tab
are slid along until they are underneath from 20 cps to 20,000 cps. Distortion at
the location of the particular station to full output is less than 0.8 per cent. Sensibe .marked. When the sliding indicator is tivity at the magnetic cartridge input is
over the station, the clear plastic tab 2.5 mv. FM sensitivity is 2.9 !-tv (IHFM)
which, of course, is adequate for almost
lights up thus providing visual point of all applications. The AM sensitivity is 3
reference.
!-tv for 20 db signal-to-noise ratio.
The appearance of the RP-40A is clearly
As a control center the RP-40A is very
intended to be opulent. The front panel versatile, indicating advanced thinking. As
and most of the knobs are finished in we noted before, the FM-stereo potential
gold and some of the trim is jet black. of the RP-40A is quite good povided all
This combination is verI rich-looking and other conditions are equally good. It is
undoubtedly would blelid well with the striking in appearance and a good performer.
K-24
decor of most homes.
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Fig . 2 . Bogen AM-FM-stereo receiv e r, Mod e l RP-40A.

Fig . 3 . H. H. Scott speaker system, Mod el
52 .

H. H. SCOTT SPEAKER
SYSTEM , MODEL S-2
A loudspeaker is truly a remarkable
device. With nary a string or other similar
lllechanical contrivance, it can imitate the
sounds of a full orchestra of musical instruments. Violins, oboes, trumpets, harps
-all of these can be, and aTe, reproduced
with a startling degree of realism.
Consider, for example, the H.H. Scott
Model S-2 speaker system. Enclosed in a
handsome walnut box (we understand it
is available in a variety of finishes ) are
four separate speakers i one for the low
frequ encies, two for the mid-range, and a
spherical dome unit for the high frequencies. vVith no more than these foUl' UJIits,
and the acoustically matched enclosure, the
S-2 can achieve the special sound wlIich
characterizes each of the musical instruments named, 01' any combination of them.
Naturally there are limitations. It is
close to impossible to eliminate completely
the inherent characteristics of the speakers
in their enclosure. But these limitations
are audible only to those with unusually
cri tical hearing.
For instance, the inherent characteristic
of the 8-2 system, in our estimation, lies
in that portion of the sound spectrUJl1
occupied by instruments such as the trombone, french horn, bassoon, and so forth.
But this built-in sound "color," when mL'Ced
,vith the natural tone of the musical instruments, is almost undetectable in listening t ests. At least we found it so.
On the other hand, the S-2 can reprodu ce
the r est of the sound spectl'llm with excellen t realism.
Let us hasten to add that the H.H.
Scott S-2 speaker system provides a well
balanced tonal picture i the transition between frequency ranges is quite smooth.
Part of the reason for the smoothness
of the frequ ency response is the careful
design of the crossover networks.
Although previously mentioned briefly,
we would like to call attention to t he
handsome appearance of the system. F igure
3 gives some indication of this, but we
must admit that the oiled walnut unit we
tested is handsomer "in the flesh ."
Repeating our opening statement, a
loudspeaker is a remarkable device-and
the H.H. Scott S-2 is a good loudspeaker
system.
K -25
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A.E.S., Inc.
33 38 Payne Av en u e, Cl eve l a nd, Ohio
Gent lemen p lease ship._ _ _ _ _ ___ G IGOLOS .
I und erstand these unit s are gua ranteed and if I am
not satisfie d I m ay return for a full refu n d of sa les
pric e, $15.00 eac h .

N a me' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _
Address; ___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __
City and State' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _
Enclosed find check< _ __ __ _ money ord er·_ _ __
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SONOTONE STEREO CERAMIC
CARTRIDGE, MODEL 9T
Sonotone has been manufacturing ceramic cartridges for many years_ Indeed
they are one of the pioneers in this area_
Previously, however, they concentrated on
making cartridges for a segment of the
record playing public other than the audiofan_ This does not r eflect upon the quality
of the cartridges they made (and still do
in huge quantities) for the "mass" market
- they were just not aimed at the audiofan .
N ow they are aiming at the high-fidelity
market.
The assembly we received for testing
is entitled "Velocitone" and consists of the
9T cartridge plus a pair of equalization
networks which permit the cartridge to be
plugged into the magnetic inputs of the
amplifier. The 9T is a turnover cartridge
with interchangeable styli. With the networks, the 9T may be compared to and
interchrulged with any of the popular
magnetic cartridges. Unfortunately, the
use of equalizers elimina tes one of the
good advantages of the ceramic cartridge
-:-its relatively high output. High output
IS an advantage because it makes it unnecessary to have low-level amplifier stages
and, all things being equal, improves the
signal-to-noise ratio. On the other hand
there are many amplifiers today which d~
not make provisions for the ceramic cartridge.
Previously we noted that the 9T is
aimed at the high-fidelity market. Now
let us see how accurate Sonotone's aim is.
Their aim is good; right on t arget in
fact.
Befol·e detailing the test results we will
describe our reactions to the listening
tests. Using th e equalization netwOl·k, we

GRAY PROFESSIONAL STEREO
TONE ARM , MODEL 208-S/16
The Gray 208-S/ 16 is a viscous damped
tone arm designed for professional and
br oadcast use. Gray has been making
professional arms for nearly as long as
we can remember- at least as long as we
can remember being interested in such
things.
A broadcast or professional tone arm
is differ ent from the home arm in several
important areas. First of all it must be
rugged_ The amount of u se (and possibly
abuse) that a professional tone arm receives in everday u se rules out delicate,

Fig. 4. 50notone
stereo ceramic cartridge , Model 9T .

found the 9T to be quite smooth throughout its range. Both lows and highs were
handled well.
We were able to track well with a stylus
force of 2 grams although 4 grams gave
ll S somewhat better results. Frequency response was within 1 db from 20 cps to
10,000 cps. From 10,000 cps to 15,000 cps
it dropped off 2 db. Channel separation
was 12 db at 30 cps, 27 db at 1000 cps,
and 3 db at 13,000 cps. Separation at the
high frequencies was definitely limited-

only 6 db at 10,000 cps and continuing to
decrease to the 3 db mentioned at 13,000
cps. The output voltage, with the equalizers, was 10 mv; without equalizers the
output was 0.4 volt. The compliance was
given as 3.5 x 10-6 cm/ dyne.
The .sonotone Model 9T cartridge, with
equalizers, is certainly in the domain of
the audiofan. Its performance and "sound"
certainly are quite good although stereo
separation could be improved.
Also, it is quite modest in price. K -26

easily damaged units. In addition the professional tone arm must be able to change
ca rtridges quickly, and without the need
for readjustment every time.
As far as the ruggedness requirement
is concerned, one need merely examine the
arm to be convinced that it is really built
to last. The interchangeability requirement
is met by a plug-in cartridge slide assembly. The cartridge is mounted on a
slide which is balanced as an assembly.
Thus, by having several pre-balanced slidecartridge assemblies, the broadcaster will
always be able to change cartridges within
a matt er of seconds. He can also change
from mono to stereo operation with the
same rapidity.
Gray is well known as the pioneer of the

viscous damping principle in tone arm
construction. TIns involves ioserting a
damping fluid between the mating sections
of a ball socket as shown in Fig. 6. The
silicone damping fluid tends to resist
motion when t.he arm is movecl rapidly
but offers almost no resistance when the
arm is moved slowly. This is intended to
keep the arm relatively motionless so that
only the stylus vibrates.
The low resonance (6 cps), great ruggedness, and quick interchangeability of cartridges make t he Gray 208-S/16 a truly
professional arm. We operated it with
several high quality cartridges, with stylus
forces as low as one g r am and it performed
exceedingly well. It did not project its
"personality" at all.
K-27

Fig . 5 (below ). Gray profesi onal stereo tone arm , Model 2085/ 16. Fig. 6 (right). Cross-section of pivot and ball socket of
Gray arm .

PIVOT SCREW
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Adds eleven outstanding qualities:
1. Dyna Lift* Self lifting device eliminates stylus abuse and undesirable run out groove sound at the
end of the record.
Dyna lift's magnetic system lifts arm perfectly from record more delicately than
possible with the human hand. As proven by actual tests conducted. • 2. Perfect Dynamic Balance
Achieved by locating pivot points at exact center of arm mass. • 3. Precise stylus force adjustment
Calibrated knob dials any stylus force from 0-8 grams. Accuracy -I- O.Ig • 4. Maximum compliance
Precision vertical and lateral ball bearing suspensions. • 5. Lowest fundamental resonance 8 cycles
per second.• 6. Stylus overhang adjustment Unique cartridge hracket-mount permits adjustment of
cartridge position in shell for lowest tracking enor. (0.65 ° ) • 7. Lowest inertia Achieved by critically
calculated distribution of arm mass. • 8. 5 wire circuit eliminates ground loops separate 5th wire
provides common ground for arm and turntable. Complete shielding. • 9. Plug-in installation Arm
provided with plug terminal and supplied with 4 foot shielded plug in cahle assemhly.• 10. Self latching
arm rest • • 11. Vertical Height Adjustment for hoth arm and arm rest-I% inches.•
Empire 980 Arm including Dyna-Lift . . . .. $50.00

Visit your Hi-Fidelity dealer now.
For descriptive literature write to:
*Patent pending.
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DUAL TURNTABL.E-CHANCER,
MOD'EL 1006 CUSTOM
It is over two years since we r eported
on the antecedent of this rather remarkable record-handling unit. At that time,
\\"e were quite impressed with some of the
fea tures and the performance of the Dual
1006-and we still are. Of course, there
is a very good reason for this- the Dual
1006 Custom is very similar to the earlier
}(odel we reported upon but with some
significant improvements. One thing that
has not been "improved" upon is the
appearance and for that we are quite
thankful. The types of changes that have
been made are all apparently related to
improving reliability and eliminating service problems. For example, the cam wheel
assembly ha s been completely redesigned.
A glance at Fig. 7 shows the rather large
cam which controls the various cycles of
operation. The major improvement in this
cam wheel seems to be in the unu sually
tough materIal from which it i s fabricated.
Before going any further into a discussion of the mechanism, we would like to
dwell for a brief time upon the rather
unusual method whereby the lead-in groove
of the record is located on this unit.
Actually when we say unusual we mean
that it is unusual in appearance. Perhaps
It would be best to start by describing
" 'hat occms. When the s'rART button is
pressed, the arm raises and moves towards
the center of the r ecord, .drops down on
t~le record and then appar ently scoots
nght across the record until it arrives at
the edge of the record. The arm then
raises again, moves over a little bit and
sets down right in the lead-in groove. Of
course, the unusual appearing action is
when the arm goes rapidly across the
record. On the surface this would seem to
be damaging to the record- but closer
examination r eveals that when the arm
raises initially, two little rubber rollers
ex tend out and beyond the stylus so that
these rubber rollers are really touching the
Sllrface of the record as the arm moves
~lUt towards the edge. In r eality, the record
IS not at all damaged but instead it
permits the lead-in grooves of odd-sized
records to be located. This may seem to be
a rather doubtful virtue in view of the
fact. tha t most records available today
are III one of three standard sizes. However,
we found that there are a goodly number
of children's I'ecords, for example, which
a re not the st.andard size. After the edge
of the record IS found and the arm raises
the wheels retract so that the stylus ca~
e~g1l:ge the groove. Of course another very
sIgnificant value of this system is that
~'ecords of any diameter may be stacked
III any order.
Befol'e we forget, it should be noted
thRt the Dual 1006 Custom is a 4-speed
unit with some other unusual features.
For example, alongside the arm rest is
a bui~t-ll;t stylus gauge which is a simple
ellal IlldlCator actuated by a "weighing
platform" into which the edge of the arm
is hooked. This is a useful feature for
those who are likely to use different cartridges because it provides an immediate
c~leck . It should .be noted that this gauge
dId not agree WIth an independent gauge
we used to check it. We would recommend
that the built-in gauge be calibrated at
the outset. Once checked however the
built-in gauge could be ~'elied up~n to
provide a good guide.

Fig . 7. Dua l turntable-changer,
Mod el l 006 Custom.

;¥:31:S.~~~'~ ,~".
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operations . After putting on one r ecord,
or a stack, one simply pushes the S'l'AWl'
button aud the unit starts, plays the
record(s ) , stops alle1 shuts itself off, r etracting the idler so there i s no pressure
on the motor shaft which can cause "flats."
If one wbhes to stop in t he middle of a
record intending to start again with that
same record one pushes the REPEAT and
STOP buttons, the arm goes t o the r est and
the unit stops. To start again, one pushes
the START and REPEAT butt ons together
and t he same r ecord is playee1 again from
the beginning. To repeat the r ecord after
it finishes, press the REPEA'f button; to
repeat immediately, press the REPEAT and
S'fART buttons simultaneously. To use
manually, put in the short spindle, push
the MAJ.'WAL button (just back of the
other three) and place the arm on the
records manually. Except during the
change cycle, the arm is freed completely
by an ingenious clu tch alTangement.
The Mechanism

The 3 lbs. 9 oz. turntable is driven by
a sturdy four-pole induction motor which
is coupled to the main frame through
special vibr ation mounts. T he drive is
through an idler wheel to the rinl of the
turntable. There is a separ ate drive wheel
for each of the four speeds. To prevent
flat spots 011 the rubber wheels, all drive
elements are disengaged when the record
is shut off.
The record changing mechanism is located in the special sturdy spindle on
which the records are placed. When the
fir st reco rd has been complet ed the shaft
that runs through the spindle is pushed
upwards which causes t he fingers on which
th e next record is restu]g to be ]'etracted

-

,.

.~;

~-
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~-

at the same time other fingers lift the remaining records up and away from the
record which is about to be dropped.
Naturally, this procedure requires that the
spindle be locked in position. For this
reason when one installs the spindle it is
car efully inserted and rotated slightly so
the little projections lock in position. The
change cycle is controlled by the cam wheel
which in tum is set in motion when the
tUl'lltable starts to rotate. By means of a
vertical cam surface it raises or lowers
the arm or drops the next record. Actually,
there are raised cam surfaces on both
faces of the gear-toothed cam assembly.
Operation of the mechanism is unusually
smooth and r elatively quiet. We ha\' e
operated it through hundreds of cycles
and have not as yet observed even the
slightest sign of difficulty.
Performance

When we tested the antecedent of th e
Dual 1006 Custom, we noted that the
r umble level that we measured then exceeded the MARTB standards. Tl is standard specifies that rumble shall be rated in
db below 1.4 cm/sec stylus velocity at
100 cps which corresponds to 7 cm/sec at
1000 cps ,vith stand a re1 equalization. The
minimum rumble for a turntable by these
standards is - 35 db. We measured - 36 db.
Flutter and wow measuree1 at 0.25 per
cent which again is essentially inaudible.
We were able to operate the unit very
well at a stylus force of 2 grams.
Although we may be repeating ourselves, we wou ld like to note again the Dual
1006 Custom is attractive both in app earance and in performance. It is also
modest in price. It is well worth considering by any auruofan who is in the market
for a record playing mechanism.
K-28

Fig . 8. Bottom
vi ew of Dual turn table-changer.

Operation

Figure 7 shows the Dual 1006. At the
front are three l?ushbuttons-SToP, START,
and REPEAT-,,'ln ch provide a variety of
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-not only the best, but the m ost complete line of
long-excursion, infinite baffle, precision speaker systems ...

e

LINEAR-EFFICIENCY SYSTEMS
THE OLYMPUS

infinite baffle system without peer
Sensational sight, sensational sound, remarkable bass, indetectable
crossover, incredible transient response, transparent highs,
,smoothest wide-angle projection ... Every superlative ever used to
describe a precision transduCtion system has been applied to
the new JBL Olympus. The system includes a new 15" LinearEffiCiency low frequency unit, the LE15; new high frequency driver,
the LES5; new slant plate acoustical lens, exponentially-tapered
horn, and new dividing network. All unite to reproduce sound
so clean , so smooth, so intact that the Olympus is destined to
establish a new standard for this type of system. The free-standing,
trim, beautifully-proportioned enclosure is available in all JBL
wood finishes and with choice of carved wood or fabric grille. .

FINEST QUALITY COMPACT LINEAR-EFFICIENCY SYSTEMS

THE JBL MINIGON
Aristrocrat of bookshelf-size speaker systems, the JBL RangerMinigon provides integrated stereo through radial refraction ,
the same patented method used in the fabulous JBL RangerParagon. Minigons accommodate either LES full-range units
or JBL Model S5 two-way systems. Grille may be either the unique
louver assembly shown here or fabric.

THE JBL MADISON
An exquisitely-styled minimum volume enclosure, the Madison
reflects the Danish design influence and is especially popular in
oiled teak or walnut finish. Finished four sides and front for vertical
or horizontal placement. Takes the LE8 speaker or S5 system.

THE JBL DALE
THE MADISON

THE DALE

A timeless, elegant, modern design with removable legs and
hangers on back (also on Madison) for wall mounting. Finished four
sides and front. All finishes and grille cloths available.

HIGH QUALITY, LOW COST COMPACT LINEAR-EFFICIENCY SYSTEMS

THE LANCER 33
It is possible to offer typical J BL precision response, fine cabinet
craftsmanship, and lasting-listening satisfaction at a lower price
than ever before by making a simplified enclosure, longer
production runs, limiting choice of finishes, using one grille, and
providing somewhat less flexibility. The Lancer 33 is a ducted
acoustical enclosure with an LE8 eight-inch, full range speaker.
Lancer finishes are those most frequently asked for-tawny
walnut, oiled walnut, dark mahogany, ebony, and pumice.
Grille cloth is beige ,linen-weave.

THE LANCER 66
Similar in appearance to the 33, the Lancer 66 is a "buttoned-up"
enclosure with a two-way, dividing network system with an LE 10
and new high frequel),cy unit. Performance is remarkably smooth
and transparent. Lancer speakers are factory installed.

and for building in ...
THE JBL WILTON

,

Unfinished, the Wilton is furnished with either the LE'8 or
S5 system factory installed . Offe'red with either a flush grille or
overlapping grille for use when built into a wall or partition .
Whatever your choice ... exponentially-tapered horn, bass
reflex or infinite baffle system ... you 'll find your ideal speaker in
the extensive JBL line. Write for complete catalogue.

'

JBL products are manufactured by James B, Lqnsing Sound, Inc" and marketed by

JBL INTERNATIONAl!' Los Angeles 39, Calif.
'- ,r.,.~U.'pIO
jt
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Don't Miss it
Spain. (Lutys de Luz, Flamenco Songs
and Dances).
Monitor MF 357
Just four people and a tape recorder ,
in a bare, empty room, or so it sounds.
One guitar. One singer. Castanets. Loud
heel and toe tappings on the floor,
reverberating thinly. But somebow a
great deal of the curious art of flamenco ,
combining dance and mu sic, words,
sounds and visions, manages to get across
in this recording, even though t he most
important aspect, the visual, is wholly
missing.
The handsome Lutys (see cover) is a
Spanish dancer and general theatrical
creator, but she hasn't let a ny organization al talents go to her head here. All
is simple, the Sing ing voice, well offmike, is just the rightly harsh, emotional,
ornamental male sound that brings out
the Moorish in the Spanish idiom, gives
the impr ession of total improvisation
while keeping exactly in step with guitar
and dancer (who know the r hythms and
words too) ; t he gu itar explodes, strums,
stops altogeth er, r um inates darkly, just
as does the voice; sometimes there is
only the foot-tapping, for minutes at a
time.
I might be wrong but I suspect this is
pretty fine flamenco .

BRAVO!
Kodaly: Hary Janos Suite.
Liszt: Two Hungarian Rhapsodies. Vienn a
Symphony, Tibor Paul.
Epic BC 1114 stereo
(mono : LC 3752 )
Whenever the name "Tibo r " appears on a
disc my eyes and ear s perk up, as I've said
before, and notably when the music is Hungarian.
This i s a sparklingly taut and well turned
out "Hary J a n os," as could be expected f rom
the Hu ngarian Mr. Paul (now resident in
New South Wales) and the knowing Viennese
orchestra. The Liszt has similar qualities, and
you probably will go r ight along with the
Epic (Philips) stereo, too.

Madrigals & Motets. The Budapest Madrigal Ensemble, Ferenc Szekeres .
Monitor MC 2054
... And then there are the Ferencs. That's
anoth er good Hungarische name, though not
quite as sure-fire as Tibor. This is an odd
record and my curiosity as a madrigal conductor (Western-style) was aroused. The
Singers, I fo und, are of a r eal old-faShioned
sort, a big group that s ings Sixteenth Century music in a lush and Wagner ian manner,
though pleasantly, even so. Their second side
is more to the point, being m usic of modern

* 12 Forest Ave., Hastings-an-Hudson,
N . Y.

Hungary in cluding Bartok and Kodaly (also
a certain Ferenc Farkas, co nfirming the
Ferenc-ish qu ality of this disc).
There's a s t ereo version of this one, but I
didn't get it from Mon itor.

Mozart:
Sonata
dirai-je,
Festival

Piano Concerto in C, K. 415;
in F, K. 280; Vars. " Ah vous
Maman," K. 265 . Clara Haskil;
Strings Luce rne, Baumgartner.
Deutsche Grammophon
138670 stereo

Grap her quick while you can still "get her;
the greatest little wisp of a Mozart-Beethoven
player in recen t times, who died sudd enly in
December of 1960. For my ear t here was no
finer Mozart player on earth and t h ere were
few who could do such lovely things with
Beethoven, though she was not the powerhouse kind of Beethoven pianist. Here she
does a great concerto, a superbly easy anel
fluent piano sonata (how many big pianists
stumble dismally over these tan talizingly delicate li ttle works?) and the slight variations
on Twinkle Twi nkle Little St(Lr (as we know
the tune), played for the first time I've ever
h eard them as though they r eally were intended as music. They (Lre music, with her
incredibly beau tiful phrasing a nd balance.
See t h e Epic label, back awh ile, for many a
fine Haskil disc.

Stravinsky: Serenade in A; Piano Sonata.
Schoenberg: Suite, Op. 25 ; Two Piano
Pieces, Op. 33a, 33b. Cha rle s Rosen.
Epic BC 1140 stereo
(mono : LC 3792 )
No question , here is a very fine pianist for
this music. It sounds like mu sic, under his
touch . It sounds that way to me and it will
to you.
He has the requisite abilities. A higbly proficien t finger technique, a good ear for the
stuff and a professorial, musicological background that, clearly, gives him the big, broad
viewpoint wblch can put the music into its
proper place. All this comes t hrough not as
scholarship but intuitively in the music itself,
as we listen . We can read about it, too, in
Mr. Rosen's own words on the album jacket.
The two middle-early Stravinsky works will
be easiest for most listene rs. More than easyjust plain attractive, as piano music. Rosen
calls the Serenade "lovable," which perhaps
indicates how weli h e unders tands its sense.
That's jus t what I would have said, listening
to him play. The Piano Sonata Is somewhat
more formal but made of the same cloth, more
or less-it has for u s today a marvelous
pianistlc simplicity and a unique piano sound,
with its easy and steady rhythms, its decorative runs and roulades. I found it top listening.
As for Schoenberg, nobody ever said he was
easy to listen to, aside from his early popular
Romantic works ("Verk laerte Nacht") . T hese
are the landmarks of hi s ea"ly twel ve-tone,
or serial mUSiC, still with that slightly Viennese off-beat decayed-waltz sound to them.
Under the Rosen hands, even Schoenberg
sounds pianisticaliy musical and quite reasonable for listening. If you ever had a mind
to try him, this is the moment . .. .
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Vivaldi: Concertos for Flute, Oboe, Bassoon; Double Concertos for 2 Flu?es, 2
Oboes, 2 Violins, 2 Mandolins. Soloists
and "1 Musici. "
Epic BSC 111 (2) stereo
(mono: SC 6040)
Read the above titles and you'll see what
today's Vivaldi recording means. Concerto
after concerto, new ones all the time, endlessly. Concertos for Everything. Before the
last War there were something like 80 violin
concert os by Vivaldi in one library, as a mild
starter. \Vhether they survived I don't know,
but If not, the supply is inexhaustible from
elsewhere.
Now just keep one thing in m ind: Vivaldi
did not wri te any of these works to be played
in a long sequence, one right after the other,
like this. Not even the big Collected Concertos, "L'Estro Harmonico" and the like, which
were simply groups of six or twelve assembled
conveniently for publication and titled for
quick sale. (Only the familiar "Four Seasons"
is really a connected group-and it is on ly
part of a larger published collection.)
So- try these one or two at a time. The
amazing thing is that old Vivaldi never lets
you down, never wavers far from his own
st rong, rOCk-solid style, serious, good humored,
often exoticaliy colored but seldom all-out in
emotion like so much of Bach and the other
Germans of tbe North .
As I customarily po int out wbile this series
continues, "I M usici" underwent somewhat of
a musicological revolution when Epic (Philips) took over this group of 11 players and
put them to work under a DutCh-Italian arrangement supervised by the man with the
perfect name, Vittorio Negri-Bryks. Now,
things are done authentically, with the right
so rt of instrumental complement and balance, with a pr oper tutti and Bolo relationship in the concerto form, retaining the wonderfull y light Italian sheen and accuracy of
the string playing that formerly had made
the group famous.
On t hese discs, I found the two-way concertos the most pleasant listening off the bat,
notably the one for a pair of mandolins. But
the single-solo works are there in reserve, on
the other two faces, when you've had enough
duet music.

Gregorian Chants. (1) Feasts of the
Blessed Virgin; Immaculate Conception.
(2) All Saints; Christ the King. (3) Sunday Vespers; Compline. Choir of Monks,
Abbey of Saint-Pierre de Solesmes.
London 5595/ 6/ 7 mono
The enormous body of Gregorian chant is
hereby further nibbled at in a paltry six LP
sides, continuing the London series as recorded by the group of Monks who first led
the reform and r esto ration of Gregorian chant
to its earlier purity, without instrumental accompaniment.
If you are lOOking for a special musical mole
hill onto which to climb, you'll never find a
more glorious on e than this-for this chant
music is an immense world of expressiveness
within itself, in its own way as snbtle and
varied as a ll the great mass of Western music
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AUDIO FIDELIT'l
RECORDS

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER II

"the highest standard
in high fidelity"

,
EAS

THE BEST OF THE jJllrwolllellU!

ww~m~@
~ lP)HZlm~ RrD

II

• UNSURPASSED SOUND REPRODUCTION
• BRILLIANT ARRANGEMENTS AND PERFORMANCES!

••• YOU HAVE TO HEAR IT TO BELIEVE ITI

OIXIE • MUSKRAT RAMBLE • SOUTH RAMPART STREET

• FINEST ENGINEERING SKILLS!

BOURBON STREET PARAOE • SOUTH • WHEN THE SAINTS GO

ALSO AVAILABLE NOW AT YOUR RECORD SHOP
•

AFLP 1905/ AFSO 5905, GIANT WURLITZER PIPE
ORGAN with Bells Chimes, Glockenspiels, Leon
Berry.
• AFLP 1958 / AFSD 5958, CIRC~S CARNIVAL CAL;
L10PE, Featuring the Circus Calhop~ at Paul Eakins
Gay 90 's Village , Sikeston , MissourI.
• AM 2450, NAZI GE~MANY , WW2 Musical documentary. Follows up " Hitler's Inferno."

mono (AFLPl-4.98 / stereo (AFSDl-5.95
Wrile for FREE Mono and Stereo album catalogs

AUDIO

•

ROARING TWENTIES at the GASLIGHT-Marty Grosz & Orchestra
... Musical excitement reflecting
a fabulous, gin-soaked era.
AFLP 1935/ AFSD 5935

MEXICO! Mariachis ... Bursting
with true, musical excitement in
the Mexican tradition. Recorded
in Mexico.
AFlP 1957 / AFSD 5957
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put together. But you'll need time. ~ou can
begin here and you'll find expressIve and
worthwhile' notes in considerable detail to
help you. Big, resonant sound, though in
mono form.

Adam: Giselle (complete). London Symphony, Fistoulari.
Mercury SR2-9011 (2) stereo
An awful lot of Giselle here, two wholediscs but if you enjoy this pleasantly lyrical
and 'old fashioned music, belonging to the
oldest ballet now in regular repertory, you'll
find this a really first rate playing, sensitive
and very musical. No-I didn't even play all
of it; but a very few minutes were plenty to
advertise the music's happy effect in this version. With Mercur y recording to give it sharpness and presence, it is highly worth recommending. A companion two·record recording,
same performers and conductor, is the
"Sylvia" baUet by Delibes. The other Mercury complete ballet recordings ar e done with
Antol Dorati, some nine or ten of them.

all, and I' ve tried this one and that one,
until now, without much enthusiasm. ~he
format is always the same. Big SCreamlllg
studio audience, laughs every time he opens
his mouth no matter what and even before he
says it, a series of half-anecdotes ~ostly
topical and each leading outward VIa the
"speaking of so-and-so" technique until nobody in his right mind could remember whe;e
the froth started. . . . Well, Mark Twalll
started the system, anyhow, as you can tell
if you've heard Columbia's "Mark Twain Tonight," but as I was saying. . . .
Mil Kamen is sort of the essence of good
old New York, rolled into one round packa/?e.
If you've been around dat boig and hoid Its
lingo in da Bronx, Brookalin, even in Minbatti~, in the trains (subw'a ys to you and
me) on the avenoo, in da pok, well this guy
has 'it. Even Groucho Marx has to a dmit he's
good.
Thing is I don't really think he knows be
has it-th~t is, Newyorkese. Like all people
from thereabouts h e takes it for granted that
all the world talks and thinks the same way.

Now don't go a nd tell me he comes from
L.A. He shoulda hoid 'va boig witda name of
L.A. r I got nooz fa yoo.
.
WeU it's not that nutty, but it IS quite
wondel=ful. Try the Milt Kamen version of
"Hamlet." It's on Side Two.
(P.S. For the info of our friends in L.A.
In N.Y. "I got nooz fa yoo" means anyt:,Un g
from " I have some news for you" to Fat
chance" or just plain "No '''. In N. Y. the
mother s don't shout to their smail kids
"Come here this minute I" They yell "Gitovahheeya! And the kids get over, too.)

WITH I NTERESTI NC
RESERVATIONS .••
Andrea Gabrieli: Mass: Pater Peccavi;
Two Motets. Coro della capella di Trevisa, D'Alessi.
Vox DL 680
Phew! Vox picked up the darndest things
on its musical way through the European

Tchaikowsky: Swan Lake Highlights. Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam,
Fistoulari.
London CS 6218 stereo
. . . Let's note, too, that London offers its
own set of ballet recordings and provides us
with the selfsame Maestro Fistoulari. Indeed,
on the low-price Richmond label you can
have the selfsame orchestra too, the London
Symphony, playing the complete "Swan Lake."
(CM 9218) These highlights, with Fistoulari,
are a version in stereo but these, too, were
issued under a limited-time low-price offer of
$2.98, stereo. Might still hold good.

Beethoven: Pastoral Symphony (No.6).
Concertgebouw Orch., Sewallisch.
Epic BC 1134 stereo
(mono: LC 3785)
Judging the "Sixth," on one record after
another, is perhaps the most subjective task
that any record reviewer must face. The symphony, as Beethoven said, is more feeling
than tonal painting, in spite of the verbal
descriptions of the movements in terms of
n ature and the country. Feeling in the playing, feeling above all in the listening.
No sooner had I finished writing about the
Lorin Maazel "Sixth," with much approval,
than I came upon this one--very different,
but I find myself again approving. Odd, because for a number of years I simply could
not find a "Sixth" that I liked, though there
were many that came in on the musical tide.
(No; I will not go back to see how they stand
up now. Comparative criticism between perfo rmances is self-limiting, like those patent
sub-atomic forces in n ature that are unmeasurable because they are altered by the
measuring process. Can a listening elir j udge
the tenth playing of a "Sixth" with the same
feelings as the first? Not mine.)
What matters, is that this in its own way
is a very good "Sixth." There is a curious
contradiction in it that may be the result of
a happy combination of performers, a dyn amically riSing young Bavarian conductor
and a solidly, luminously conservative Dutch
orchestra.
The music plods, almost stolidly, and yet
it is light. The "beat" is lumpish and almost
march-like, and yet the rhythmic span is easy,
poetic, unaffected, not a bit rigid, never hard.
I fo und it quite absorbing, this curiously
straight-ahead music-making, and I particu larly enjoyed the relaxed, un-tense quality of
it, stolid, yet never stodgy.
Epic has bit on a particula rly nice recorded sound here, quite vivid and real, with
an interesting play of inner melodies brought
to the fore. The conductor probably had something to do with that, bu t 'even so the recording is outstandingly good for Beethoven.

you
surely
remember
the
thrill ...
... the first time you experienced
the ecstasy
of a "Tele" . .. The U-47 WORLD OF SOUND. No one then dreamed
ANY microphone could be worth almost $400; but nearly half of
NEUMANN'S total U-47 production is in your studios creating the
vogue in sound today. Now, NEUMANN proudly presents the ...

U-67 SOUND OF TOMORROW!
Incorporationg all the best qualities of the U-47, the
U·67 enhances them with such innovations as:
• Switch controlled directional char·
acteristics (all patterns ), frequency
response, and sensi tivity. These three
separate compe n sation possibilities
make the U·67 the ONE m icrophone
for EVERY application . .. producing
completely natural and undistorted
sound reproduction even when inches
away from the sound source.

Here's Milt Kamen!
Capitol SW 1565 stereo
The guy'S f unny ! I wouldn't have believed
it for myself-Capitol has so many comics
now that there's a special department, "Capitol Comedy Selections," to keep up with them

GOTHAM

AUDIO

2 W. 46 St., New Yo rk 36, N. Y. (212) CO 5·41 11

•

NEUMANN

• "Garden·va"riety" plug·in EF 86
tube, r eplaceabl e by user, achieves
lowest noise p erformance without mi·
crophonics . .. but this is only p art of the
s tory. The complete details are covered
in a comprehensive bulletin available
on request.
Write to Gotham Audio Corpora tion.

CORPORATION

~

1710 N. La Brea, Hollywood 28, Cal. (213) HO 5·4111

IN CANADA: Gotham Audio Oiv. A. T. R. Armstrong Ltd. , 700 Weston Rd., Toronto . Ontario
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backwoods, when these recordings were first
made. This is a fine Sixteenth century Mass
by the elder of the two Venetian Gabriells,
sung spaghetti it la Caruso, with lots of enthusiasm and the most extraordinary lack of
historical perspective. Not all Italian music
is by Verdi! Those who know a bit about
older choral works of this sort are in for a
shock when they try this one.
Big Carusos, little ones-(Carusini, perhaps), those choirboys of Italy whose style
has been inelegantly described as "squalling"-a richly wobbly over-all ensemble that
sounds like the chorus of a provincial "Trovatore" and is just as full of sincerity. The
Italians like their old music this way and,
I suppose, it's up to us to take it or leave it
in its own terms. The spirit is wonderful, but
every note begins with a scoop, a slide upwards; the pace is sturdy and elephantine,
like slogging through swamplands, a sort of
slow march·time all the way, never flagging.
All very fine, but the unforgivable Sin, as I
hear it Is the sadly , indeterminate pitch.

Everything is vaguely out of tune. The pitch
seems to sag lower with every chord, though
oddly enough this is an illusion of sorts, for
most of the time the chorus actually remains
more or less at the level from which it starts
out. But the inner pitch relationships, between notes of the scale, are insecure and
unlovely. Old Caruso would never have sung
it this way.

Monteverdi: II Ballo delle Ingrate (arr.
Lupi). Emma Tegani, Claudia qarbi, Luigi
Sgarro; Orch. da Camera di M
I ilano and
Cho., Gerelli.
DL 650

Vrx

Here's another of Vox's astonlsplng Italian
efforts, old music again in a slightly outlandish "arrangement" for modern orchestra,
with piano, harp and what-not; but here
there are three noble performing lelements to
bring through the lovely music of Monteverdi
(1608), three excellent voices, soprano, mezzo
and basso. In spite of the "arr angement,"

NO SPEAKER SYSTEM
CANIViATCH
THE PERFORMANCE
OF THE

BEYER D1-48 DYNAMIC HEADPHONES !

they make the recording desirable. Rich,
poignant but beautifully controlled and styl·
Ized, all three of these voices are aesthetically
good for the Monteverdi expression. No Caruso-Izing here!
The work was a sort of semi-operatic "spectacular," relying on lavish scenery and arrestingly new-style music for Its Impact.
We lack the scenery and the music doesn't
sound "new," but the sense of It still carries
authority, given some familiarity with this
Interesting tranSitional period in our music.
Vox tosses this performance at us with no
more than an outline of the "story-line" to
help-no texts, no translations. (Unless maybe
a folder fell out of my album.) The recorded
quality is adequate in mono, though not a
sibilant in a carload can be heard. (Last time
I ran into this record was as Vox PL 8090
back In the early '50s, and it could be older.)

Giovanni Gabrieli: Sacrae Symphoniae,
Canzoni. Choir, Brass, the Gabrieli Festival, Gillesberger.
Vanguard BGS 5037 stereo
Oddly enough, It seems to take the transalpine Viennese to put on a reasonably "authentic" performance of older Italian music,
like this from Venice; the Italians stlll cling
to their slightly outdated unauthentlclsm,
their fancy "arrangements" for Wagnerian orchestras and Verdiesque choruses. This Viennese-type performance of the brilliant doublechoir music of Saint Mark's In Venice Is
highly authentic, according to tbe original
manuscripts, freely doubled or alternated with
voices and brass as was the custom In Gabrlell's time (around 1600), with intonazion;"
free Improvisations on the organ, to set the
key for each work. But nevertheless the spirit
of tbe performance and the sound Is pleasantly
Viennese, tbe outlines soft and mellow, the
voices wobbly but sincere and musical. My
only reservation In a really lovely doublechoir portrayal Is the rather march-like
rhythm In some sections, the word-phrases
lacking adequate shaping. Gorgeous music,
any way you hear it. The Canzonl are short
works for brass, one of which Is the famous
Sonata pian e torte, contrasting soft and loud
timbres, piano and forte.

Early Baroque Music of Germany-Hein.
rich Schutz and Melchior Franck. New
York Pro Musica, Greenberg.
Decca DL 79412 stereo

"The Perfect Speaker" has been the objective of engineers and knowledgeable
audiophiles since the advent of high fidelity recording. In spite of great strides. in
design, this goal still has not been attained by any speaker. The Beyel Headphones
now emerge as the only perfect transducers, flawlessly duplicating the original
signal and outperforming any existing speaker system. Distortion, even at
loudest volume levels is virtually non-existent . .. unmeasurable above 100 cycles
and less than 0.3% RMS below 100 cycles. Frequency response is 20-15,000
cycles flat at 20 cycles. A headphone impedance at 5 ohms permits attachment to
any high fidelity amplifier. The result is a thrilling new experience in an exclusive world of perfect sound. If you're considering a new stereo installation or
simply searching for better sound recreation, investigate the Beyer DT -48
Dynamic Headphones, available direct from Norted Audio Corporation.
Price: $79.50. For more information write to Dept. H, at the address below.
Exclusively imported by Gotham Audio Corporation

• Distributed by:

NORTED AUDIO CORPORATION
72 West 45th Street, New York 36, N.Y.

AUDIO

•

The Pro Muslca people work industriously
through a perfect mountain of old music each
year - give them another decade and the
supply wlll begin to run out. Their organization Is highly effiCient, complete with musicologist and a slew of Bewly revived and reconstructed old instruments to go along with
the solo voices, as per the latest in musicological researcb. They are as enthusiastic as tbey
are industrious; never a dull moment.
But not too many profound moments, either.
It Is rarely possible to achieve a really moving
Insight into such music in the time available
In this fashion and with so much to cover.
Nor has it occ~rred to the Pro Musica (as It
surely did long ago to the Belgian Pro Musiea
Antiqua performers under Safford Cape) t~at
a standard, well trained, modern concert VOIce
is not the best thing in the world for older
music. These voices a r e good ones-by modern
standards. Tbey make very little concession,
thougb to a possible "authentic" vocal production: In harmony with the demands of a
music very different from that of more recent
times.
Having said all that-I'll note that in this
record the group is at its best, singing works
mainly intended for solo voices and from a
relatively recent time, the Seventeenth century, when the modern concept of the brilliant solo voice was already well launched.
Most of the works here are solos and duets;
only a few are mQre suited to choral singing,
in five or six parts. The doubling of some
voices with instruments is newly authentic,
probably the way things were done in those
days, and helps the musical sense for today's
ears, given these big, brilliant vibrato vocal
sounds.
To be sure, Schiitz is a gentle composer, and
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Melchior Franck (not related
Cesar) is the same; yet these
performances. I enjoyed them,
and the instrumental elemen t
throughout.

to the later
are big, loud
nevertheless,
is well done

Musique de Joye (Country Wedding Festival, 17th Century France). Telemann
Society Orch., Schulze.
Vox DL 570
Telemann: Three Concerti. Telemann Soci ety, Schulze.
Vox DL 590

WEATHERS PROFESSIONAL
STEREO PICK-UP SYSTEM
now available for home use!
It took five years of painstaking research and uncompromising design

There are two Schulzes, Richard and Theodora; he conducts and researches, she plays
recorder, oboe; the T elemann Society would
seem to be their joint baby. I'm not at all
clear as to just where in space the Society
makes these recordings, since the Vox operation involves both French and American segments-jackets printed in France in French
and (sometimes) English, r ecords pressed in
the U.S.A., from varied masters.
The "Musique de Joye" is an elabo ra te suite
of old " pops" music, its many separate sections
originally intended for Informal playing at a
coun try wedding, many of the tunes being
well known airs and dances. The original was
"arranged" (as we would say it) by one Jean
Hotteterre, of Paris. The Schulzes have fixed
this up for an appropriate small orchestra
and a g roup of recorders, the whole accompanied (on paper) by a running accoun t of
the wedding activities. See the jacket. The
music is simple and charming, but Richard
Schu lze has injected some irritating mannerIsms into the playing, notably a dogmatic,
plodding sort of staccato in the recorders and
a sli ghtly exasperating hiccup efl'ect at each
of the cadenzas (endings). Th eodor a Schulze
shows herself here and in the Telemann record as an excellent pe rforming mnslcian,
fluent on the recorder in these works.
The Telemann pieces are actually two concerti, one for oboe and the other a brilliant
work for three trumpets and two oboes, plus
the well known "flute" su ite in A minor, often
heard in souped-up symphonic versions as
played by major symphony ou tfits with a flute
solo. These are more authentic playings, and
the "flute" here is the proper recorder as
originally intended, very ni cely played by
Theodora S. She a lso plays the oboe soloshe must play two oboes-you'l! note there's
no second oboist mentioned. (The three trumpeters are given cr edits. )
The Schulze authenticism includes a valiant
t ry at the difficult double-dotted rhythm so
seWom achieved in these works by modern
orchestras-not bad, here. Generally the music
flows nicely, but there is again a certain dogmatic heaviness, evidently t he director's, which
takes the bloom 011' what otherwise would be
a fine peach in the Baroque style.

to develop what is undoubtedly the world's finest pickup system. To
accomplish this amazing engineering feat, Weathers created the unique
"Amplified Bridge-Circuit" . This is at the heart of the pickup .. • with it
you achieve a freshness and fidelity of sound that defies duplication by
any other pickup system! Weathers professional pickup reaches down
into your records' grooves where they've never been touchec\ before .••
makes old records sound like new. Sturdy, light-in-weight tone arm floats
gently down on your discs, tracking with a force of less than 1 gram •••
protecting your valuable records from damage and wear for a lifetime!
Audiophile Net ............................................ $129.50
(Complete with Weathers Stereo Tonearm)
With 33 1/ 3 Turntable .................. $189.45 complete
Your present Weathers FM or regular system can
be easily converted by ordering the Weathers Conversion Kit .................................................... $91.00
Write for free folder and name of your nearest dealer to:

WEATHERS

INDUSTRIES

66 E. Gloucester Pike, Barrington , N. J .
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The Royal Brass Music of King James I.
Trumpet, trombone, ensemble dir. Thurston Dart.
L'Oiseau-Lyre SOL 60019 stereo
It was a good idea to gather together this
" house music," composed for King James'
brass band by a whole li st of not too well
known Britishers who came just aft er the
gr eat times of Queen Elizabeth 1. Giles Farnaby is the only one familiar to modern
E lizabethans; t he more curious amon g ns
have probably a lready run in to the r edonbtable Giovanni Coperario, whose real name
was pla in John Cooper-he wanted to sound
fas hionable in the Italian man nero Also Jerome
Bassano and Alfonso F e rrabosco II, all of
these if I am righ t born properly British.
(Well, if movie peope can do it, and songbirds
for disc jockeys, then why not Englishmen?)
Mr. Dart went to Paris to borrow a group
of brilliant French brass players here. The
sound is plenty brassy but after a dozen or so
li ttle pieces it gets a bit monoton ous; and
I'm afraid these Frenchmen knew less about
old English mu sic than Mr. Dart himself, who
knows plenty. They sound like solid brass men
to me, the kind who play at the Opera and
the Conservatoire.

AUDIO
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Ha ndel: Great Tenor Arias. Kenneth McKellar; Royal Opera House Orch ., Boult.
London OS 25234 stereo
This is British Handel de luxe--take warnIng thereby. The works. Big, Romantic orchestra, a large, liquid, slightly sentimental
tenor with a golden vOice, lots of bounce In
the fast parts and a plethora of r!tards, those
real
drippy
slowings-down-at-the-endings
which move many Britishers and plenty of
Americans to tears of gratitude.
Warning, merely because some people bridle
at the mere thought of a ll this. If you don't,
then you'll find Mr. McKellar right in the
Old-fashioned Handelian groove, positively
weeping in the "Messiah" (of course--Con~
Jo~t Ye and Every Valley), but surpri singly
agile and accurate in some of the lesser
known and more lively excerpts. He's tops In
bis field, if you go for the field.

MacDowell : Suite No. 1. Gillis: The
Alamo. Downs: Elegiac Prelude. Nat ional High School Symphony Orch .,
Maddy, Gillis.
Nat. Music Camp (1) stereo
The great Interlochen complex of teaching
and publishing facilities here projects its first
stereo LP in a series. The student performances wiII be of Interest to Interlochen graduates and students and to parents and educators-but for the rest of us, the interest is
so-so, as is the music itself.
First, though tbe sl<lll with which these
kids play is remarkable considering their age,
there is inevitably that Child-like quality of
unquestioning imitativeness - "aping their
e lders"-which is bound to take the place of
Inner conviction in this kind of student performance. It's the same in a student "Hamlet"-or a "South Pacific"- for kids learn by
dOing. And the inevitable rough edges appear,
too, in spite of a relatively high polish. Good
for learning but not for listening.
More important is the lamentably unchallenging music here featured, as uninspir ed in
content as it is complex and elaborate in
~rchestration. The MacDowell Suite, a first
recording, is a highly dated example of t he
impreSSionist vein of sentiment popular hereabouts near the turn of the century, thor~ughly alien to the lives of present-day 'teenagers, yet not vital enough to rate as classic
music of the past. For my ear, the Gillis
"Alamo" piece is an over blown mass of patriotic conventionality, expertly orchestrated
and empty of real content. T he Downs wor k
is more serious and as seriously devoid of
anything new in the way of musical thought,
though it is again expertly orchestrated.
I s our musical training always to be carried
on in this manner, producing highly profiCient
instrumen tal ists who can " play any th ing" but
who haven't learned to know what music
really can say? It seems to me that a properly
trained high school music student should play
this sort of stuff with a large grain of salt,
understanding its pretentious superficiality in
terms of music while enjoying its purely technical brilliance. Maybe some of these students
do, but I wonder ..•

Ravel: Piano Concerto in D for the Left
Hand.
Prokofiev: Piano Concerto No. 3 in C.
john Browning ; Philharmonia Orch .,
leinsdorf.
Capitol SP8545 stereo
An interesting record here--one side is
excellent, the other not so good, though the
performer s are the same.
J ohn Browning, one of the new younger
pianists, has more than enough left-hand technique to play the enormou sly demanding concerto Ravel wrote for Paul Wittgensteln, the
~ae- armed pianist. But in this performance,
the desperate, harsh emotionalism of the Ravel dissonance seems to miss him. It just isn't
there. Perhaps dissonance bas gone so far
now that the once-violent Ravel harmonies
n o longer say wbat they were meant to, at
least to younger performing ears of this sort.
The Prokofiev Concerto, a work of the early
Twenties, on the otber h and seems perfectly
(Continued on page 90)
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From the sound capitol of the world comes Capitol
Professional Recording Tape. Professional clarity.
Professional richness. Professional fidelity. All these
will be yours when you try this newly-released Capitol
recording tape in your home recording system. Free
with each 5" and 7" box - 8 pages of recording tips
from the Capitol engineers. Look for the coppercolored box wherever tape is sold.

FROM EMI / US
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artist and appearing on Blue Note in his
featured role with the Horace Silver quintet.
All his efforts un til now were directed at
listeners to small-group jazz, but the switch
to a la rger framework and tender toying
with ballads comes off without a hitch. The
album's theme might well be taken from a
new Dameron opus titled Smooth . A.s .The
Wind so relaxed and graceful are - readmgs
of B1~t Beautiful, Nearness Of You; and For
A.ll We Know. Mitchell's solos are structured
according to plan, yet his long, lith~ lin~s a re
freely improvised and hold much Jazz mterest. Particularly impressive are two pieces of
Silver's who can bask in the reflected glory
of his' employee's playing on StroZUn' and
Peace.

CHARLES A. ROBERTSON';:
STEREO
The Birdland Story
Roulette Stereo SRB2
As keeping pace with modern jazz built
Birdland's reputation, the management apparently believes the twelfth year of successful operation is no time to rest on its laurels.
Only a quarter of this two-record album Is
devoted to mono mementos left behind by
some of the historic figures who helped establish the club. The story is brought up to
the present, with the added benefits of stereo,
by three groups drafted from among the
younger men who are frequeu tIy active on
the stand today. They a lso pOint to the future a nd are likely candidates to take care of
subsequent chapters. With such players of
great resources as Al Grey, Thad Jones, Lee
Morgan, Bobby Timmons and John Coltrane
to call on in the years ahead, the club can
look forward to another prosperous decade.
Manager Oscar Goodstein is already weI·
coming a new generation of paying customers,
some of whom may think there has always
been a Birdland at the corner of Broadwuy
and 52nd Street. A souvenir booklet, handsomely illu strated and enclosed in the boxed
set, reveals the delays and difficulties encountered before the doors opened on December 15, 1949. The founders still seem to retain the optimism of those embryonic days,
or they would hardly expect Leonard Feather
to compress the entire Birdland story into
twenty pages. Most noteworthy happenings
are covered, however, including the rise and
fall of rival clubs, the Charlie Parker saga,
and the promotional windfall brough t about
by George Shearing's Lullaby Of Bil·dlamd. A
steady stream of anecdotes moves the story
briskly a long, and the memories of many
readers will be jogged into recalling other
choice items that were barred due to lack
of space. Incidents sensation a l enough to have
attracted wide newspaper coverage are a lso
avoided, but the author never hides the fact
that running a jazz club on Broadway is still
a tough and tricky business.
The survey of performances from the past
Ignores the familiar Shearing theme, su rprisingly enough, favoring instead a sample
of Harry Belafonte's brief career as a pop
singer. Belafonte, who was one of the attractions on the opening bill, is heard with
Machito's Afro-Cuban outfit on Lean On Me.
Bud Powell a ppears at his pianistic peak on
Somebody Loves Me. The er a of cool sounds
is revisited as Stan Getz plays Hel·shey Bal·,
and then joins guitarist Johnny Smith on
MoonUght In Vermont. Parker's partners are
Miles Davis on Embraceable You, and Dizzy
Gillespie on Confir-m ation.
While enough remembrances of thi s caliber
co uld be found to fill an entire four s id es,
with a terminal salu te f r om the bands of
Count Basie and Maynard Fergnson, an
important pat·t of the Birdland story would
be left untOld. The lifeblood of jazz must be
constantly renewed, and Birdland does its
bit by starting young players off at the

* 7S2 The Parkway, Mamaroneok, N. Y.

famous Monday night sessions and helping
to launch new groups. The sessions forming
the bulk of this set are prime illustrations of
how new stars are made, as three of the
musicians involved have since become leaders. Billy Mitchell and Al Grey of the Basie
band are now heading a unit jOintly, and
trumpeter Lee Morgan has left Art Blakey to
set out on his own. And John S:::oItrane, who
leads the latest edition of a quartet that was
was formed l ess than two years ago, contributes three originals to strengthen his position as a reigning force on tenor sax.
Each group enjoys a side t o itself, with
Morgan in command of Art Blakey's quintet
and drummer Art Taylor substituting for the
regular leader. Among their originals is another new Bobby Timmons work, Minor
Strain, which again proves the pianist to be
closely attuned to the current jazz pulse. The
Basie contingent is in charge of Thad Jones,
who provides three original lines and enlists
brother Hank to fill in on piano. The trum peter delivers a fine muted solo on Tip To e,
and Frank Wess joins Mitchell and Grey as
an added s tarter.
All three groups perform as they migh t
on any good night at Birdland. The solos are
first class, and the qualities needed to assume the burdens of leadership go on display
in more than one instance. The only question
left unsettled is whether the name of one of
the Janes brothers, Frank Wess or Bobby
Timmons will go up on the clnb marquee next.

Blue Mitchell: Brasses And Strings
Fortissimo Stereo XK8006
After getting the new Fortissimo subsidiary off to a r esounding start with jet planes,
r aCing cars, pipe organs and other decibel
producers, Riverside finally applies the same
careful processing methods to a n outstanding
jazz release. The results are truly fabulous,
and it will be a great day when recordings
of such quality become an industry standard
rather than a curiosity fo r the audio enthusiast. One way to hasten the day is
through consumer pressure, and the pleased
reaction to this album should make itself felt
in short order over a wide area.
B ecause of the broad appeal of solo trumpet
in conjunction with supporting brass and
strings, many listeners will investigate the
Fortissimo XK series for the first time. The
descriptive notes avoid tags that might warn
off purchasers addicted to either straight jazz
or mood music, and with good reason, for
the album belongs exclusively to neither category. Tadd Dameron and Benny Golson supply
ar rangements far superior to the anonymous
scoring that usually makes every mood album
sound the same as another. They a dd a swinging tou ch of distinction to the strings without
departing too far from the norm. Concertmaster Harry Lookofsky keeps the section on
the a lert, and it is fully capable of matching
wits with the accomplished jazzmen who make
up the large brass choir. Golson is on the
podiu m to prevent the debate from getting
out of hand.
Blue Mitchell enjoys a dual recording
career, working at Riverside as a contract
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As this album proves the case for quality
control and polymax pressings without resorting to sensational sounds or stereo gimmicks, it provides an ideal introduction to
the Fortissimo Xl{ series. Recordings of jets
and racing cars are excellent t es ts of equipment, but brasses and strings give a better
indication of how closely a finished record
conforms to the original tape. All thirtyeight minutes of playing time are distinguished by extreme clarity and l ack of distortion. More often than not a featured trumpet is recorded at a greater volume level than
the rest of the brass and allowed to blot out
supporting strings. This can be a blessing
with certain string sections, but here the balance is about as natural as anyone could
want.
. Now that Riverside has set new standards
for the industry, it might confer a further
boon on the purchaser by pressing all its
stereo releases on polymax material. Much
of the resistance to the premium price asked
for stereo discs would disappear if they all
met s uch high standards. If any economies
must be made, the first thing to go should be
double-fold covers which devote a full page
to telling what instrument is to be heard
where.

Les McCann: Pretty lady
Pacific Jazz Stereo 25
A little commercial success was a ll Les
McCann needed before certain portions of the
jazz press began to accuse him of borrowing
from other pianists, outright plagiarism, contrivance, and other crimes too grievous to
mention. The tru th of the matter is that
McCann's own originals have always been the
most interesting and memorable parts of any
of his a lbums. As though to prove the point,
he includes two new compOSitions in his- current excursion into the world of balladry,
and they are as fresh and exciting as anyth ing he has done. One is the gracious title
tune, and the other a tender entreaty called
DOI·een Don't Cry, 1. Influences can be detected as McCann goes to work in the romantic department, but the sum total is
always greater than any of the parts on
Django, Little GirZ BI1,e, and I'n Take Romance.

In the latest edition of the trio, Herbie
Lewis has ably replaced the agile Leroy Vinnegar, while the reliable Ron J efferson continues on drums. McCann's playing is always
enjoyable, but the Bosendorfer piano used on
this occasion makes it even more so, and
the superb tone stretches luxuriously in stereo.

Ida Cox: Blues Fo r Rampart Street
Riverside Stereo RLP9374
The annals of jazz are full of unique recording, even though the r eligiOUS tracing
of influences by jazz historians sometimes
makes them all seem alike, bnt there will
never be a match for Ida Cox's "final statement." How she was located at her home in
Knoxville, Tennessee, also is an unusual
story, and historians are polishing it down
to the last detail. The question of Miss Cox's
age is still not settled, however, but she began
singing in Southern minstrel shows at fourteen. Regradless of whether she has passed
her seventieth birthday or not, her voice has
acquired all qualities usually associated with
a benevolent grandmother. In any event, s he
has no compunctions about referring to Coleman Hawkins and Roy Eldridge as ·'boys."
For purposes of comparison, several of
the original recordings of numbers encored
here have been reissued on Riverside RLP
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EXCLUSIVE

GOLD
PLATED
CONNECTOR
POINTS

Found only on University MODULAR MICROPHONESt
Features that make 'a University microphone better than most.
Better in quality and utility for applications requiring the ultimate in pickup. Better to answer every exacting need with
unswerving performance, flexibility and durability.
Let's see why.
Electro-formed Filter: Actually, two screens are used, one of
silk, the other of electromesh-a type of metal screening so fine
that it can be formed only by a selective plating process-ensuring positive deterrence against airborne particles. The unique
mating of the two screens is also most effective in preventing
annoying wind noise and breath pops.
Exclusive Unilart Diaphragm: Why Unilar? Because it possesses
conflicting properties-lightness and great rigidity-which permit the microphone diaphragm to mirror perfectly every subtlety
of the original performance. And Unilar has astonishing immunity to both high and low temperature extremes, humidity and
many corrosive elements. Beyond this, Unilar can withstand
extreme physical stress. For example, .if deformed by extreme
high intensity sound pressures, it springs right back to its
original shape! Thus Unilar is your assurance of constancy of
performance.
h RAD.MA RK
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Gold Plated Connect,or Points: University has made certain....,
to the nth degree-that no obscure malfunctions shall be permitted to mar the final performance of any microphone. To this
end , gold plated push·on connectors and pins are employed on
all modules and adapters. The mechanical integ~ity of the pushon connectors is such as to assure perfect electrical contact
without annoying crackle noises due to corrosion.
Shock Mounting: University's unique integral shock mounting
gives more widespread benefits than ordinary shock mountings,
which are limited to the isolation of the micruphone from vibrations transmitted through the stand. University actually 'floats'
the cartridge element in a specially-designed foam rubber bed,
thus isolating it not only from floor vibrations, but also from
spurious sounds originating at the microphone case itselfsuch as when a performer handles the microphone or when it is
being passed around.
For more exclusive features, and descrip\tllttf
tions of the entire , .line of University ~
mo~ular .microphones, write: Desk R-~O,
University Loudspeakers, Inc., White
Plains, N.Y.
JtDir.i.ior.uj Ling.Trmco-You&!at.ltJCt
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ELEGANCE, CONVENIENCE AND ECONOMY

IN

ACOUSTICAL CABINETRY
for Your High-Fidelity Components

CABINET
ENSEMBLE
Model 500· 501

Easy way to enjoy an attractive lTIusic center with
your own choice ·of famous name high fidelity components. Acoustically-engineered and furniture-crafted.
May be p laced together or separate-for finer mono
or stereo. Easy on your budget, too.

Center Equipment and Record Cabinet (Model 500 ) is designed to house amplifier and/or preamplifier, tuner, tape recorder, record changer, and transcription table. (See photo at right.) Shelf is adjustable. Blank face panel available.
Lower left compartment has space for 150 LP record albums. Sliding doors.
Free-Standing Twin Speaker Enclosu1"eS (Model 501) permit proper stereo
separation or positioning for .d esired listening in any room. Each houses . up to
15" loudspeaker. Also accommodates any size tweeter. Cabinet Ensemble
(Model 500-501) is available with base as shown above, or with legs, as shown
at right. Choice of Oil Walnut, Hand-Rubbed Mahogany, Blonde, or. Ebony
finis h. (Individual cabinets also available separately. )

BOOKSHELF 8-in. SPEAKER ENCLOSURE
Gives you compact utility and sound
q uality with economy. AcousticaIIydesigned with vented port to enhance
reproduction of any 8-in. speaker.
Only 9" x 11" x 19". Fits on bookModel
shelf, or may be used horizontaIly '
128
or verticaIly anywhere else, as initial high-fidelity reproducer or auxiliary unit, or in pairs for stereo. Furniture-crafted and beautifully finishe d~
Choice of Oil Walnut, Hand-.Rubb ed Mahogany, Blonde, or Ebony.

CHAIRSIDE EQUIPMENT CABINET
Provides (!onvenient control of your stereo or
mono music system. Smartly furniture-crafted
and sturdily built of selected woods to protect
the stability of your components. Component
section has upper and lower compartments to
house amplifier and/or preamplifier or tuner.
Lower front section, with blank mounting
board, allows ample space and clearance for
all makes of record changers. Sliding cover.
Choice of Oil Walnut, Hand-Rubbed Mahogany, Blo~de, or Ebony finish.
See Your High-Fidelity DeaTer
or Write Now fo r Bullet in R-2 1-A

Most versalile line of high fidelity
cabinetry created by specialists
in acoustic design and
fine furniture m anufa cture
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147. One in-person specialty never available
before is a determined Mama Goes WherePapa Goes. The boys respond with youthful
vigor, and Eldridge's trumpet obligatos are
just what Miss Cox needs to get back into the
swing of things. One of her reservations about
journeying to New York was that she would
rather sing with her church choir than return to the blues. If the boys at Riverside
are looking for another statement, they might
try r ecording Miss Cox and the choir. Pianist
Sam Price, Milt Hinton, bass, and drummer
Jo Jones complete the accompanying quintet..

Abbey Lincoln : Straight Ahead
Candid Ste reo 901 5
For some t ime now Abbey Lincoln has
mounted a one-woman attack on the conventions of jazz Singing, and in this encounter
the bastions a re breached with a revolutionary
effect that wiIl be felt eventually in all areas
of jazz. F a ilure to become acquainted now
with what she is trying to accomplish will
only mean coming back to this album later,
as it is bound to become a jazz landmark.
She stands far ahead of anyone else on the
path the next great female singer must travel,
and her progress to date can hardly be as·
similated in one sitting. Not that Miss Lincoln succeeds in everything she attempts, but
all her efforts are venturesome and full of
meaning. And her very best invites comparison with the Billie Holiday of Strange F1"!tit.
The composers, lyricists and musicians assisting Miss Lincoln are all distinguished , and
it is impossible to say which of the three
groups is the most impressive. Oscar Brown.
provides a setting for Paul Laurence Dunbar's When MaUndy Sings; Randy Weston an d
Max Roach collaborate on African Lady, a
new poem by Langston Hughes; Mal Waldron.
contributes the title tune, and the singer herself penned the words to Thelonious Monk's
Blue Monk. Coleman Hawkins is a tower of
strength in a supporting cast which includes
Max Roach, Eric Dolphy, Booker Little and
Waldron. Stunning stereo, as engineered by
Bob d'Orleans, benefits the entire company.

J udy Garland : Jud y At Carn eg ie Ha ll
Capitol Stereo SWBO 1569If anyone harbors doubts about all the
rave r eviews of Judy Garland's Carnegie Hallconcert last April, this two decker reco rding
of the event should go a long way toward
dispelling them. Critics are known to be sentimental about show business comebacks, but
the pla udits are thoroughly dese rved in this.
case. Not that Miss Garland is infallible, for
she falters more than once during the last
part of the program. Somehow it only makes
her seem more human than the well r ehearsed
little girl who first sang Ove,' The Radnbow.
There is nothing mechanical in the way a
missed note is covered up, and she sails in t()
the n ext chorus more vigorously than ever.
She passes a ll the tests of a real trouper, and
twenty-six numbers are more than enough to
expect of a singer in one evening.
Mort Lindsey conducts the lively orchestra,
and the show is still going strong on tour.
Miss Garland may not r eturn as often as
Harry Lauder, but this recording wiIl endure
for as many years as some of his. Should
the applause be too thunderous in stereo,
then be satisfied with the monophonic verSion,
but by all means get one or the other.

Harry Belafonte: Ju m p Up Calypso
RCA Victor Stereo LSP2388
Back in 1955 the astonishing success of
Belafonte's first calypso a lbum caused the reo
cording industry to break out in a rash of
congas and bongos. For a while each departing banana boat carri ed one or more talen t
scouts on the passenger list. The exci tement
subs ided when they found native singers knew
all about collecting royalties, and besides the
best drummers were a lrea dy on tbe way to
New York. 'rhe LP liberated Belafonte from
commercial pressures of any sort, and he was
able to move on to spirituals and chain gang
son gs before the calypso bubble burst. Only a
second Belafonte album could inflate it again,
and after a six year wait the public should be
just about ready for the start of a new
Caribbean cycle.
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This time stereo is on tap in the studio to
help recreate a carefree Trinidad street scene
during the annul Jump Up Carnival. Collectors lucky enough to possess recordings
made at the festivities several year s ago by
Emory Cook will have a good idea of what
the real thing is like. Belafon te worked with
Irving Burgle on arrangements which mak e
It easy for a broad audience to readily grasp
th e meaning and humor in the songs, and his
performances a re honed to a razorsharp
edge. The unusual supporting cast of orchestra, ch oru s a nd Trinidad Steel band is directed by Ralph Hunter, who collabo rated
with engineer Bob Simpson In creating lifelike stereo effects. Th e steel drummers are
well deployed to add soft accents on the r omantic Land Of The Sea And Sun, or unite
In fu ll force on the lively AngeUna. Ideal
demonstration material are the whopping bass
notes from the big marching drums on the
ecstatic Goin' Down Jordan.

Mavis Rivers: Mavis
Reprise RSL 1702 (4-track stereo tape)
While Frank Sinatra failed to take a swingIng a lbum title away from Capitol, he did
succeed in getting Mavis Rivers to come a lon g
a nd help start his Reprise label. The Samoan
lass is one of the brightest new vocal talents
to appear in sever a l years, and sh e improves
wit h every studio visit. Where her previous
supporting groups only hinted at a jazz backlog, Marty Paich's arrangemen ts a llow the
singer consider able latitude, In addition to
encour aging solos fro m th e likes of J ack
Sheldon, Stu Wi1liamson, Bud Shank and
B ill Perkins. Everyone enter s in to the joyous
spirit of It Don't Mean A Thing, and Saturday Night. A bit of seductive South Sea I slan d
magic transforms Gandy, There'8 No You, and
other ba llads. And Miss Rivers can claim
credit for the sultriest version ever of Harold
Arlen's A Sleepin' Bee.
However, the best excuse for investing In
the stereo tape is t he priceless tuba playing
of an unheralded member of the dectet. Besides addiog a fu ll-bodied sound to the ensembles, Red Callender is quite capa ble of
swining aoy group h e joins. Tape plainly reveals details of his craft that are often
hidden, and a tuba has seldom appeared so
winsome and winning before.

offers the advantage of manual operation
.. . even when playing automatically
When a man switches his i·ecord changer from automatic to' manual operation,
you can be sure he's planning to listen to some of His 'extra special' records. He
takes no chances that anything might happen to impair their performance.
When he finishes a record, he manually lifts the arm and stops the turntable. He'
then removes the record, replaces it with the next, and starts again. He would
rather do this manually than risk possible surface damage with automatic operation. For when his changer is operating automatically, the turntable is continuously
spinning. And when the next record is dropped onto the one in motion, there's a
momentary grinding action between the two surfaces which can damage the grooves.
This drawback is common to all automatic record changers-except the new'
Glaser-Steers GS-77T. The GS-77T is the only record changer with Turntable
Pause. And only the GS-77T owner can enjoy automatic convenience and gentle
record care-at one and the same time.
When the GS-77T goes into its change cycle, the arm returns to rest position. The
turntable stops. Then, with the turntable stationary, the next record drops gently '
into position, the arm swings back and alights in the run-in groove. Finally, the
turntable resumes its motion, and the record is. in play. The record receives the same
gentle handling care as with any manual turntable. Only in place of human hands,
the GS-77T does it automatically-precisely. This is Turntable Pause.
The GS-77T is equipped with an ll-inch turntable platter for better record support.
Rumble, wow and flutter specifications exceed existing high fidelity standards. The
arm is so effectively suspended and counterbalanced that stylus force between the
first record on the turntable and the tenth, varies less than 0.9 gram.
See the new GS-77T today at your dealer. Handsome white changer with brushed
gold trim, white turntable pad. $59.50 (less cartridge and base). For details write:
GLASER-STEERS COMPANY, 155 Oraton Street, Newark 4, N. J.

NEW
GLASER·STEERS
GS·77T

A division of American Machine and Metals. Inc.

I

I

Terry Snyder: Footlight Percussion
United Artists UATC2228
(4rtrack stereo tape)

II

Many engin eers still insist their work lies
closer to the arts than to SC ience, bu t the
rise of ster eo spectaculars and sounds in
motion is rapidly making jobs for computer
technicians. Not only is memor y storing valuable for channel switching and other aspects
of the r e-masterin g process, bu t the need for
an IBM machine to plan a session will soon
become an actuali ty . Before long every popular song and show tune will be catalogued
and information listed as to past performance.
A few seconds with the machiue will tell
whether a title has r eceived the bongo or
chim es treatment, and which way the instruments went.
Until then, r ecord companies mu st t rust the
brains of such mortals as Terry Snyder, whose
top-flight drumming got him in on the act at
t he beginning. Presently engaged in an "ultraaudio" series, he gives the mental once-over
to a dozen B roadway hits. Chimes and bells
are assigned to If 1 We,·e A Bell, and 'Til
fhere Was You. Vibes win out on BaU Ha.i, a
Chinese gon g song on Anything Goe8, and
bongos a re featured through out. Tape ensures all t he ultras which t h e p romotional
literature promises in the way of wide-range,
channel-separation, and instruments float ing
f rom speaker to speaker .

MONO
Little Brother Montgomery: The Blues
Heritage
Folkways FG3527

I

Before recording in London during a recent
tour Eurreal "Little Brother" Montgomery
last'visited a studio in 1936, but the years in
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13th ANNUAL
CONVENTION AND EXHIBITS
OF THE

AUDIO
ENGINEERING
SOCIETY
Showing Professional Audio Equipment fo r St ud io
and Laboratory

OCTOBER 9 THROUGH 13
AT THE HOTEL NEW YORKER, 34TH STREET AND
EIGHTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

ONE HUNDRED PAPERS • Studio Equipment •
Psychoacoustics • Music : Loudspeakers ~ Oc~
nography and Underwa ter Sound • Microphones
and Earphones • Sound Rein forcement • Audio Instruments • Disc Recording and Reproduction •
Tape Recording and Reproduction • Amplifiers •
FM Stereo Multiplex • Stereophonics.

SESSIONS Monday through Friday, 9 :30 a.m., 1 :30 and 7:30 p.m. Annual
Award Banquet, Thursday 6 :00 p.m. EXHIBITS Tuesday through Friday,
noon to 6:45 p.m. except Thursday and Friday to 5 :00 p.m.

~O~;I~';";~f~~NEERIN(j SOCIETY ,
Post Office Box 12, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, New York

between ' have done noth ing to separate his
playing from a deep blues heritage. European
recognition r esulted in a Preslge LP on his
return , and now another a lbum unfolds stU!
more of his undilu ted lyr ics and solo plano.
:Elis discogr aphy dates back to 1929 and the
old Paramount la bel, according to the list
supplied by Rudl Blesh, whose notes also
evaluate a career that began In Kentwood,
Louisiana, near the Mississippi line, and became an impor tant part of the epic folk
blues just being rediscovered by a new generation of collector s. Besides revivin g such
time-tested solo numbers as Vicksburg 44, and
Crescent City, the pianist recalls a concert
of last year on London Blues, a nd extemporizes West 46th Street Boogie, wher e Folkways was located un til a month or so ago.
While Little Brother's vocal powers are n o
better than average, his singing Is completely
na t u ral and free of any influences foreign to
the blues. His accompaniments are unexcelled
anywhere, and no one held a stop watch to
r ule ou t extra ch oruses of solo piano on Early
One Morning, Now About That Prisoner, and
I Ain't No Bulldog. P lainly audible in the
recording are the drumllke foot taps which
set basic tempos. If Little Brot her's right
hand seems not to h-nOW what the left is doing, bot h hands are f ully aware of his rhythmic foot.

Charles Perry: The Sound Of Brushes
Music Minus One MM0175
As a sequel to an earlier album titled
"Fun Vvlth Drumsticks," Music Minus One
performs a similar service fo r aspiring drummers who want to develop good brushwork.
The boxed set contains a pair of wire brushes,
instr uction fo lder and practice recor d. Also
affixed to the back of the box is a practice
pad of hard cardboard. As brushes are less
noisy t han sticks and require more pa tience
to master even on an amateu r level, much of
the fun of starting out wit h sticks is miSSing.
Many beginners who take instinctively to
sticks are baffeled by brush strokes, and some
practice pads will go salling out the window.
I n that event, t he frustrated student can
a lways try his luck later on a suitcase, an
object which one theory cites as playing an
implements used, but wire brushes are better
Whisk brooms a r e thought to be the first
implement used, but wire br ushes are better
balanced for the pace of modern drumming.
Charles Perry outlines various strokes in
the folder and demonstrates them on the
record. After t h at, the fledgling can test his
wings with such accompanists as Mal Waldron, Addison Farmer and Wendell Marshall,
or try matching wits with Wilbur Ware's bass
solo on Beware. At least, Dave HanCOCk's engineering makes the brushes sound alive on
the LP.

K. C. Douglas: K.C.'s Blues
Prestige/ Bluesville 1023
Not all migrating Mississippi blues singers
head for Chicago, although that city claims
most of the supply at one time or another.
K . C. D ouglas went to California, where he
supplements h is earnings as a field hand by
singing and playing guitar fo r numer ous migrant workers who arrive from southern
states during the summer month s. His first
LP was r ecorded in 1956, dur ing one of Sam
Eskin's field trips, and Emory Cook r eleased
It as part of a ser ies devoted to the glories
of the open road. It is now a rarity, as only
a few copies were in circulation before a
fire in the company's Stamford laboratories
destr oyed the remaining stock. Douglas was
rediscovered recently by Chris Strachwitz, a
California bl ues enthusiast who began makIng tapes of the singer's extensive r epertoir e,
and this is the first of two LP's promised for
release on Prestige.
During early years of wandering, Dougl as
encounter ed many veteran blues pr actitioners
and became well versed in various older styles.
Knowing how to reach an audience is part or
his stock in trade, and he gives en tertaining
accounts of Rootin' Ground Hog, Born In The
Country, and K. O.'s Doctor B!ues. Strachwitz, in addition to encouraging h is protege
to develop original materia l, lends an attentive ear nnd tur ns out a good recording.
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Robert Pete Williams: Free Again
Prestige/Bluesville 1026
While on t he hunt for work son gs a t Angola
prison farm in 1958, Harry Oster recorded a
blues singer sentenced to life and in clu ded
examples of his work on three LP's of material gathered from inmates. They were Issued on Oster's Folk-Lyric label and played
a vital part In winning a parole for Robert
Pete Williams, the lifer who Is now working
on a farm. The producers of both Newport
Festivals also invited the singer to appear on
their stage, but Williams must remain within
the boun daries of Louisiana for seven years.
This LP will shorten the wait for blues collectors, who again owe thanks to Oster for
recording his discovery on portable equipment
and sending the tapes to Ken Goldstein at
Prestige. So far, Williams has never left his
native state, and he expr esses the absence of
extra neous influences with the remark, "All
the mu sic I play, I j est hear in the air. You
can h ear the sound of It, comln' forth, soundin' good . . . blues come to me, and I jest
get It a ll in my head."
Folklorists will con sider Williams a great
find because of his purity of style a nd the raw
irilagery of his blues dialogues. Collectors of
country blues will be more impressed by a

heartfelt intensity that often matches the
searing cry of the late Robert Johnson. Williams a lso is nearly equally as good a guitarist, and an opportunity to prac tice a long with
a good studio recording might give him the
edge.

Django Reinhardt: Djangology
RCA Victor LPM2319
This LP consists of material privately recorded in Rome during late 1949 and early
1950, and it reunites Django Reinhardt with
Stephane Grappelly, the other principal partner in the Quintet of the Hot Club of France.
An Italian rhythm section hardly justifies
billing the original group on the liner, and
only a thorough reading of the fine print
discloses the information that the sessions
were never available in this country before.
However, one mistake offsets the other, and
the competence of the rhythm t eam disposes
of any excnse f or not sitting back and enjoying the great gypsy guitarist at his romantic best on Beyond The Sea, Lover Man,
and Meni!montant. Recordings of Reinhardt
during this period are rare, and the added
presence of Grappelly's swinging violin makes
this collection espeCially valuable. The s ound
shows signs of age, but Reinhardt's guita r is

unampllfied, and the famed pair reworks such
original hits as M inor Swing, Django!ogy, and
Swing

41l.

Coleman Hawkins: Stasch
Prestige Swingville 2013
Most present-day studio musicians can run
through arrangements and come up with polished and technically exact copies of famous
swing-era bands, but seldom do they get inside the music. The Prestige Bl ues-Swingers
were casually assembled for this date and
they are equ ally cas ual a bout J erry Valentine's arrangements, but they do swing and
feel the spirit. A prime factor is the presence
of Coleman Hawkins as nominal leader, and
the great tenor saxlst thoroughly enjoys the
chance to play for dancers again. When Hawkins records these days, much of the weight
of carrying a small-group session usually falls
on his shoulders, a long with the strain of
maintaining his reputation. Valentine assumes
most of the burdens on this set, and his recreations of the freewheeling style of the Earl
Himes and Billy Eckstlne bands are just what
the featured soloist n eeds to go about his

(Oontinued on page 92)

KLH has introduced a new speaker
system - the Model Ten.
We believe the Model Ten will serve
as a new standard of value among
speaker systems - a standard beyond
which advance for some time will be
so difficult as to appear impossible. In
the light of known technology, nothing
further can be done to lower any
costs without serious losses in performance. This performance cannot be
improved without sharply increased
costs.
KLH is qualified to make these statements, because we are the only manufacturer of loudspeaker systems in the
United States who make in our own
factory every part that in any way
affects the performance of one of our
products. We make the too'ts, the
machines and the instruments that
make and test the parts.
This is why we can guarantee - as
no other maker can - that any two
systems of a given model (Model Ten
included) will match within + 1 ~ db,
octave by octave and note by note,
throughout their frequency range.

Descriptive literature, wilh the name of
your nearest fr anchised KLH dealer,
is available on request.
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Music In Utopia
of the perfect society has
been a favorite subject for writers
and philosophers throughout the centuries. It has assumed various shapes, including an aristocracy of intellectuals j an
all-powerful, benevolent state j a world
without governments where responsible,
mature people manage their own affairs j
and other schemes ranging from pure
humanism to the most mechanistic design
for living. All these visions, however, from
Plato to H. G. Wells, are colored by the
social and political atmospheres in which
they were conceived. Thus, Utopian blueprints usually tell us more about the evils
of existing systems than about those of
the golden future.
Plato, appalled by the waste, corruption, decadence, and hypocricy of democratic Athens, outlined a Utopia ruled by
an intellectual elite. In his R epublic, children are separated from their parents at
birth, "possessed" by the state so as to
protect them from family influences. Birth
control and eugenics are strictly enforced:
men may reproduce only between the ages
of 25 and 45 j any child born from a male
not within the specified age is to be
destroyed. As for breeding, "the best of
either sex should be united with the best
as often, and the inferior with the inferior as seldom, as possible. . . . The offspring of the inferior . . . will be put
away in some mysterious, unknown place,
as they should be." Plato was practical
enough to realize that such a practice
might provoke outright rebellion among
ordinary citizens and therefore advised
th at it remain a secret known only to the
rulers.
To mid-twentieth century man, Plato's
elaborate plan for the ideal society seems
by turn naive, presumptuous, arrogant,
and even chilling. It would probably shock
this disciple of Socrates to find distorted
echoes of his principles in some of the
more brutal aspects of modern life, such as
the extermination camp, the Chinese commune, and the Soviet internat (a sort of
boarding school in which children are to
be "entered as early as three months of
age, with parents visiting only on weekends"'), although he might regard the
latter as a step in the right direction.
Nothing is left to chance in Platonic
society. Men and women marry, procreate,
think, play, work, and perform certain
civic duties according to a so-called divine
order. Plato freely admits that the idea
of a divine order is strictly a gimmick invented to forestall grumbling on the part
of the unfranchised masses.
HE VISION
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What role does music play in the ReAs with almost everything else,
Plato has some definite ideas on the subj ect. First, music cannot be separated
from gymnastics, since the two arts are
closely intertwined. Exclusive devotion to
the latter can lead to "a temper of hardness and f erocity," while an overdose of
the former will result in "softness and
effeminacy." A full-time musician in Plato's
Utopia runs the risk of total degeneration:
" . . . when a man allows music to play
upon him and to pour into his soul through
the f unnel of his ears those sweet and soft
and melancholy airs ... and his whole life
is passed in warbling and the delights of
song . . . he begins to melt and waste,
until he has wasted away his spirit and
cut out the sinews of his soul."

p~!blic?

No Sad Songs Allowed
Having dealt with music in general,
Plato now turns his attention to specific
details: "We have no need of lamentations
or strains of sorrow. . . . These .. . must
be banished." Also outlawed are the flute,
"bad rhythm," and "lyres with three corners and complex scales, (or) any other
many-stringed curiously-harmonized instruments." The Dorian and Phrygian
modes, however, are acceptable, as are
"good rhythm," the lyre and harp in the
city, and the shepherd's pipe in the country. Among the civic duties of musicians
is that of composing songs for wedding
festivals, staged by the rulers for the
purpose of replenishing the human herd.
Pre-selected brides and bridegrooms are
married en masse to the accompaniment
presumbly of lyre and harp played in the
state-approved Dorian and Phrygian
modes.
The static concept of Plato's Republic
is nowhere better illustrated than in his
warning that unless music and gymnastics
are "preserved in their original form, and
no innovation made," [the italics are mine]
the security of the State itself would be in
jeopardy.

Boston, 2000
The word, "Utopia," was compounded by
Sir Thomas More from the Greek, "no
place" or "imaginary land." It was the
name given to an island occupied by the
citizens of an ideal co=onwealth
described in Utopia (1516) . A large bod;
of literary works stem from The R epublic
and Utopia. One of the most influential of
these, Edward Bellamy's Looking Backward (1887), is a vision of Boston in the
year 2000. Within the framework of our
contemporary life, and with Orwell's and
Huxley's disturbing pictures of the Utopia
of the future clearly in our minds, it is
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easy to regard Bellamy's novel as quaint
and curiously old-fashioned, although his
description "in retrospect" of Boston in
1887 is a powerful indictment of a callous
social system.
Unlike Plato, Bellamy has little to say
about the philosophical and psychological
aspects of music in Utopian Boston. He is
primarily concerned with techniques to
bring music to the broadest possible audience. In this respect, Bellamy'S novel falls
into the category of the scientific _Utopia,
and, like many works of this genre, its
projection into the future is at times remarkably accurate.
"She made me sit down comfortably,"
says the hero, Julian West, who has been
invited into the music room by Edith Leete,
daughter of his 21st-century host "and,
crossing the room, so far as I could see,
merely touched one or two screws, and at
once the room was filled with the music
of a grand organ anthem; filled, not
flooded, for by some means, the volume
of melody had been perfectly graduated
to the size of the apartment."
At least four different programs are
available to the listener at any hour of
the day or night. The performances are
'live' and emanate from various music
rooms in the city, "perfectly adapted
acoustically to the different sorts of. music.
These halls are connected by telephone
with all the houses of the city whose people care to pay the small fee."

Music To Rise By
Later in the novel, West dreams that
he is in the banquet hall of the Alhambra,
watching a "band of nautch girls, roundlimbed and luscious-lipped, (dancing to
the) music of brazen and stringed instruments." He awakens to "find it broad daylight and the room tingling with the
electric music of the Turkish Reveille." He
learns at breakfast that his "telephone"
had been timed to rouse him with music,
and that the pieces played "'during the
waking hours of the morning were always
of an inspiring type." The "musical telephone" is also used to lull Bostonians to
sleep with appropriately "soothing tunes."
At a public restaurant, "windows opened
on a courtyard where a fountain played
to a great height and music made the air
electric."
Bellamy's description of music in 2000
is, amazingly prophetic. As may be seen
in the above extracts, he anticipated
radio broadcasting, high fidelity sound reproduction, subscription radio, clock radios
and Muzak.

In Utopian Boston, churches and concert halls have been replaced for the most
part by acoustically treated chambers,
which bring music and sermons to "audiences often reaching 150,000." Amateur
music-making is discouraged: "All the
really fine singers and players are in the
musical service, and the rest of us hold
our peace. . . ."
In Plato's Utopia, music is sister to
gymnastics, should be practiced in moderation, and must never depart from cer-
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magnificent sound

TARZIAN TAP
engineered for highest fidelity
•High Output-can accept signals'
with dynamic range to realize the
full potential of even the finest
prOfessional equipment.

•Wide-Range

Response-virtually
flat response for all recording frequencies.

•Low Distortion-distortion is less
than 2Y.% at maximum record level
as measured by Navy Specification W-T-0061.

•High Uniformity-uniformity withIn a 1200-foot reel is within plus
or minus y. db. A new oxide formula and special selectivity of
oxides protect recording heads
from wear and prevent abrasion.

•Humidity and Temperature Pro-

Easy-Chair Listening

(Contin~ted

FOR

on page 88)

tection-special coating, priming, and binding techniques help
keep Tarzlan tape in new condition longer in ordinary good tape
storage conditions.

\¥J

Given great sound in the first pla~e, ~arzian
Tape will keep it for you, and glVI? It back
undiminished and undistorted. It IS a tape
of truly professional fidelity, worthy of your
most valued recordings, at a price that lets
you use it for all your work (or play).
The proof is in the listening ... of course.
But you can see the smooth, tightly bonded
oxide surface that doesn't flake, that does
run smoothly without abrasion and without
contributing to wow or flutter. H~ld a reel
to the light. You can see that TarZlan \ape
is wound on the reel at perfect tenSIOn.
You'll find a written replacement guaran~ee
in every box. The box is well made, WIth
ample identification space: You'll sl?e that
the tap!f is factory ~ealed m .a I?lastIc bag,
with labels and a tape-end clip mc1uded.
Try Tarzian Tape. Summon the keenest
and most discriminating ears you kno':'V.
Tarzian Tape has what t~ey, and .you, will
appreciate-highest fi.deltty! Avatla~le on
standard 3- 5- and 7-mch reels and III professional le'ngt'hs on reels or hubs, 1V2 or
1 mil acetate. Ask your dealer. If he cann?t
supply you, send us his name and we ~Ill
see that your needs are promptly supplied.
Helpful new booklet free on request:
"The Care and Feeding of Tape Recorders."
Note.- Tarzian Tap e on Du Pont Mylar base
will be available shortly. Your inquiry is invited.

wo~ ~i~a~c~r::'Tva~F!u~ .~se~ !Ui~ :yst~m~B~:st

Equipment. Air Trimmers. FM Radios. Magnetic Recording Tape. SemIconductor DeVIces
MAGNETIC TAPE DIVISION. BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
Export: Ad Aur/ema, Inc., N. Y. ! In Canada, Cros6 Canada Electronics, Waterloo, Onto
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NEW PRODUCTS
• N e.w Speaker System. The new Isotone
"Cellini" is a modestly sized speaker system witll a volume of 2'h-cubic feet and
incorporating 6 feet of continuously folded channelin g. The tremendous air r esistance inherent in this makes for improved

Impedances of 30, 50, and 20,000 ohms are
availab le via the color- coded leads at
the end of the integral cable at the
level into high impedance input is 28
mv/10 dynes/cm". The finish is acrylic
silver-grey and non-refiecting black. Both
models have integral 15-ft. microphone

and eliminates edge refiections. Speaker
impedance is 8 o hms and power handling
capability is 20 watts continuo u s program
material. The enclosure is constru cted of
genuine oiled walnut 9*-in. high, 18-in.
wide, 9 1h-in. deep. Th e grill cloth is white
and gold. This system r etails at $34.95.
Rus-Lang Corporation, 138 Hurd Avenue,
Bl"idgeport, Conn.
X-5
• Sine-Square W a ve. Audio Generator.
Suitable for use in the laboratory as well
as the service shop, the L afayette TE-23
Sine-Square Wave Generator is a highquality factory wired reliable instrument.
Features include a front panel meter to
monitor rms outp ut ; separate step and
variable atten u ators for both wave forms;

damping and linearity of response from 30
to 18,000 cps. Heretofore obtainable only
in c u stom-built models, the Isotone principle is availab le in a series of models
starting at $65.00 (1 'h -cubi c foot model).
Isotone Associates, 3402 Third Avenue,
New York 56, New York.
X-I
• Ta.pe-to-Slide Synchronizer. Utilizing a
pencil maFk for cueing, the Mark-Q-Matic
Model MQM-1 is a new type of tape-toslide synchronizer which is completely
self-contained and does not have to be installed onto or into the tape recorder or
projector. To add sound to slides the MQM
Is simply placed next to the tape recorder,
and the tape is looped through a sensing
slot. The t ape is then recorded and cued to

-_ ....

cab les. Model 71 is slightly greater in
over-all length a nd incorporates an on-off
switch. Price for Model 70 is $29.95 and
for Model 71, $34.95. University Loudspeakers, Inc., 80 So. Kensico Avenue,
White Plains, N. Y.
X-3

• Professional Ta.pe Timer-counter. Manufactured with stop-watch precision, the Superscope Model TC-30 professional tape timercounter mounts instantly to the side of any

dual cathode-follower output; an d a frequency response of from 20 cps to 1 Mc
plus or minus 1.5 db except on the 0.01
range. Frequency accuracy is within plus
or minus 5 per cent on all bands. Rise
time of the squ are wave is less than 0.15
Jl S. The steel case is grey in color with a
leather handle and the front panel is twotone silver and charcoal. List price of the
TE-23 is $69.95 (available D ec. 30, 1961).
Lafayette Radio Electronics Cororation,
165 - 08 Liberty Avenue, Jamaica 33, New
York.
X-6
• Speaker Without Grill. The Utah Model
SH-3 f eatures a random -width wood
paneling design to eliminate the need for
a grill cloth. The a lmost invisible slats
help load the 6-in. x 9-in. speaker. Measuring only 8-in.x10~-in . x6% -in .• the SH-3

the slide with a pencil mark. There is no
need to laminate, splice or slit the tape,
or to record a beep signal. The MQM uses
no vacuum tubes. A feature of this patented cueing method is that the cue is
visible to the eye and the cue mark can
be erased without effecting the tape. The
Mark-Q-Matic MQM with f ull instructions
and connector kit is priced at $49.95. General Techniques, Inc., 1270 Broadway, New
York 1, New York.
X-2
• Moderate Cost Dynamic Microphones.
With the new Models 70 and 71 dynamic
microphones,
University brings
high
quality and performance to the moderate
cost microphone field. The Models 70 and
71 feature low-frequency response down
to 50 cps with a smooth rolloff below this
frequency. Output in the treble and highfrequenG:Y range shows negligible loss to
14,000 cps and reaches an upper usable
limit in the 18, OOO-cps region. The pickup
pattern on both models is omnidirectional.

i

recorder. It is precision made to Indicate
tape travel accurately In seconds and mlnntes. The perfect accessory for any recording enthusiast or professional studio. Superscope Inc., Sun Valley, Calif. User net price
$19.95.
X-4
• BooksheU Speaker System.. Employing
a new principle of l ow-frequency loading,
the Rus-Lang Model "I + 2" speaker system utilizes flexible cabinet end panels
constructed of stiff laminated material s
and mounted on sponge rubber surrounds.
This system achieves an 8-db gain over
conventional enclosures of tne same size
by utilizing the back-wave energy of the
speaker. The "I + 2" speaker system consists of an extend ed range 8-in. speaker in
a sealed enclosure. The molded curvilinear
cone with cloth surround provides greater
compliance, lower harmonic generation,
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is availab le in blond mahogany or walnut
finishes . Screw terminals on the back
cover facilitate easy connection to existing music systems. Utah Radio and Electronics Corp. Huntington, Indiana.
X-7
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• Power-Line Monitor. The latest addition to RCA's test equipment line Model WV-120A Power-Line Monitor responds continuously to fluctuations an d changes in power-line voltage.
The RCA Power-Line Monitor a lerts the technician or experimenter to voltage prob lems before they cau se trouble. It provides him with an accurate reading at a glance without the
need of handling probes, se tting switches or interrupting his
work . Features of
the Monitor include
an expanded scale
from 100 to 140
volts for easy reading a nd a movingvane type m eter that
indicates true rms
valu es even when
line voltage is not
pure sine wave. Accuracy is plus or
minus 3 per cent at
100 and 140 volts
and plus or minus
2 per cent at 120
volts. Frequency
ra nge is from 25 cps
to 400 cps. Meter action is fast enough
to reveal fluctua.__..._ tions and "bounces"
in lin e voltage.
Large scale pointer and voltage designation permit a clear
reading from a dista nce of 10 feet or more. User price of the
WV-120A is $14.59. Radio Corporation of America, 30 Rockefeller P laza, New York 20, N . Y.
K-8

• " T he '1'h1n Man" Micr ophone. The E lectro-Voice
Mode l 652 microphone
(dubbed "The Thin Man") is
a dynamic, non-directional,
voice-range
microphone
which received its n a me because of the 24-in. · length
of its semi-rigid "neck."
The semi-rigid 'k -in. tubing
permits the microphone to
be moved up, down, to the
right or to the l eft. It permits placing the microphone
conveniently close to the
sound source for fu ll r ange
pop-free response without
distractin g or obstructing
the view of either the performer or the a udience. Two
transparent baffles (supplied
with the microphone) allow accentuation of the
presence range-the smaller
baffle for a 3-db boost and
the larger for a 6-db boost
at 5000 cps. Used without
a baffle, Mode l 652 provides
smooth response from 80
cps to 8000 cps. The "Thin
Man" mike Is a lso availab le
with a 15-in. l ong t u bing
(Model 652A). Both Model s are sold complete with Model
300 stand adapter and 20 feet of three-conductor, rubberjacketed, brown, broadcast-type cab l e. E l ectro-Voice Inc., Buchanan, Michigan.
K-9
• N ew
H ea dp·h one
S erie s.
Empl oying
the identical plastic
cones utilized in the
well-known Permoflux headphones, the
new "Feather-Lite"
series features high
performance in a
lightweight
h eadphone.
Especially
val uable for u se in
langu age
teaching
systems; 2-way communications, monitoring in the studio
or labor a tory, the
fea therlite headphones are economically priced. Monophonic
types
are
available w ith impedances of 8 or 100
ohms and stereo; phonic
types
are
availab le with impedances of 16/16

AUDI O •

Million-dollar
Studio
or

Fifty-dollar
Mike
1•

0-19-8

D-ll-N

0 -45-8

• A million dollars might buy you an
acoustical ly-perfect recording studio, free of
low-frequency reverberation.
• Fifty dollars will buy an AKG dynamic cardioid
microphone that does the same job - retains its
directional selectivity clear down into
the bass and makes even a " live" livingroom
a recording studio.
Of all microphone makers, AKG of Vienna has
the basic patents on dynamic mikes with
full-rang§ cardioid response - the
characteristic that alone makes this possible.
AKG's cardioids are cardioid where
you need it most!
This is only one of the plus values in an
AKG. They are all rugged ... smooth in their
translation of sound .. . built with care
and old-world craftsmanship.
From von Karajan to Joe Doakes, AKG is first
choice for crisp, full-bodied sound. From
$485 to $27, AKG dynamics are the
cardioidest dynamic mikes you can buy
today. For details, write Electronic'
Applications, Inc., Stamford, Connecticut, or
phone (203) DAvis 5-1574.
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ohms. A l so availab le In this series is a
new headphone with boom-mou nted microp h one. Permoflux Corporation, 4101 San
Fernalldo Roa d, Glendal e 4, California.

music itself. • •
iw hi'gh fidelity
you've ever heard

X -I O

• Tap& Rack. The new Robbins Model
T R-12 stor es up to 1 dozen 7-in. reels of
recordinq tape or 100 7-in. records. This
attractive tape or r ecord storage rack

Superex

Stereo/Phones

made of high-impact polystyrene measures only 5-in. x 8-in. x 9 '%. -in. List price is
$1.25. Robbins Indu stries Corp., Flushing,
N . Y.
X-ll

THE QUESTION:

Do you know w here you can find information about
the current articles in magazines about microwaves, loudspeakers, television
repa iring, electronic musical instruments, t raveling-wave tubes, transistor
amplifi e rs, oscilloscopes, or any other electronic subject?

• Coaxial Stereophonic Earphones. The
new Superex earp h ones, Mod el STM, are
claimed to be the first h igh fideli ty stereo
earphone u nit to employ separate woofer
and tweeter reproducers in each phone and
an adjustable crossover network. The
frequency r an ge of the earphones is
stated to be 20 cps to 20,000 cps. Although
designed primarily for stereo listenin g in
the h ome t h e Superex phones are Ideal
for u se in tape mon itor ing, silent-instrument practice, audio analgesia for dental
s urgery, an d studio monitor ing. The crossover network is enclosed in a separate attractively cased unit att ached to the
phone. Separate controls a ll ow individua l

THE ANSWER:

EmoDEX
Not a new publication, but one which for over ten yea rs has served engineers,
libraries, experimenters, researchers, hobbyists, radio amateurs, radio and TV
repairmen, and anyone else connected with radio or electronics. Covers radio,
television, electronics, and related subjects, and publ ished bi-monthly as a
cumulat ive index throughout the year, with the last issue of the yea r an
Annual which may be kept as a permanent record of all electronic periodical
literature.
LECTRODEX-the electronic magazine index-has been expanded to include over twenty f ive publications in the radio and electronics fields. Sold
by subscription only, $3 .00 for one year, $5.50 for two years. Back Annuals
are available for the years 1947, 1949, 1951 , 1952, 1953 , 1954, 1955,
1956, 1957, 1958 and 1959 at $1.00 per Annual Postpaid. Order your
subscription and Annuals today! ! !

RADIO MACAZINES, INC.
P.O. Box 629,
Mineola, N. Y.
84

adjustment of the sound in each phone.
Other features of the new earphone unit
inclu de an adapter for use in monophonic
systems, soft, d u rab le p lastic foam cushions which a re treated to resist contamination and which eliminate distracting eXternal sounds, and a completely adj u stable
a nd spring-supporte d band. T h e connecting cab les are s train -relieved to p r event damage if t h e cord is acci dentally
overextended. Impedance is 8- 16 ohms.
Net price of the S u perex Model STM is
$29.95. S uperex Electronics Corp., 4- 6
Ra dford P lace, Yonkers, New York. X-12
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• Ultra
Compact 2-Wa.y Loudspeaker
System. The new Jensen Model X -10 is
l/Sth the bulk of a regular shelf louds p eak er system. The Model X -10 utilizes
a special miniature, long-travel woofer
which is m ass loaded and precisely
matched to its small enclosure for improved bass response. A 3-in. direct radia tor tweeter carries response out to 14,000
c ps. For convenience in extension speaker

applications, volume is adjustable by
means of a small knob on the front p a nel.
It may be used with a ny amplifier h aving
4, 8, or IS-ohm outputs. Power rating is S
watts a nd it can be used with higher-ra ted
am plifiers at "reasonable" listening leve lS.
Model X-I0 in an oiled walnut cabinet is
priced at $29.75. Dimensions are 7'4,-in.
high x 13-in. wide x 4 %-in. dee p. J e nse n
Manufacturing Co., 6S01 So. Laramie, Chicago 38, Illinois.
X-13
• AU-Transistor 60-Wa.tt stereo Ampll1ier.
A new SO~watt stereo amplifier, utilizing
a ll-tra nsistor circuitry and featuring several other innovations in high-fidelity
sound control, has been a nnounce d by The
Omega Electronics Corporation. The unit
has a rated power output of 30 watts per
c hanne l for stereo a nd 60 watts for mono.
Distortion is less tha n 1 per cent at f ull
output. The new a mplifier has frequency
response within 3 db from 18 cps to 20,000
cps at rated output. Direct coupling and
degenerative damping provide an ideal output signal to drive any speaker. The trans istorized circuitry of the Omega is desIgned for continuous operation with a
minimum of service and maintena nce. Microphonic noise, tube heater hum, and excess heat are non-existent in transistors.
Master bass and treble controls allow simultan eo us ba lanced adjustment for both

2 INPUTS EACH CHANNEL
CANNON SOCKETS
AUTOMATIC SHUT·OFF

Independent balance controls for
both bass and treble are also provided.
These, plus mode, volume balance, blend,
a nd loudness controls provide complete
fiexibility and allow "ultra-fine" adjustme nts for the most sensitive listener. Additional control s in clude: scratch filter;
rumble filter ; phase switch; and a tape
monitor. A five-position input selector en a bles the unit to be used with phonograph,
FM-AM tuner, tape-head, TV, or a n auxil iary source. Another advanced feature of
the Omega amplifier is an exclusive cartridge output compensator. This enables
the amplifier to be adjusted to the specific
output voltage of the ceramic or magnetic
pick-up cartridge. Thus all front panel
controls operate over their optimum range
r egardless of the cartridge output level.
The unit is priced at $229. Omega Electronics Corporation, 10017 North '19th Avenue, Phoenix 21, Arizona.
X-14
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NAB HUB EQUIPPED
DUAL·ACTING TENSIONER
PLUG· IN TRANSFORMERS
MONITOR WHILE
RECORDING
PO INTER·TO·POI NTfR
LEVEL METERS
4·DIGIT COUNTER
INTERLOCKED FUNCTION
SWITCH
POWERFUL, COOL·RUNNING,
FULLY·SYNCHIlONOUS
MOTOR

Why is Newcomb's Model 8M-310 the most wanted stereo
tape recorder? Many reasons. One of the first attractions is
the fact it takes any size reel including 10 %". Then, as acquaintance grows, you become increasingly impressed with
·its natural ease of operation. Controls are logically arranged.
The natural thing to do is the right thing to do. Tape transport is governed by a central joystick. There is now a pauseedit position between "stop" and "play!' And this is just one
of the features planned with you, the operator, in mind.
Lighted volume level meters are arranged pointer-to-pointer.
The counter displays four digits. Tape is loaded easily- in a
straight line without looping 01' threading. And it's so easy
on tape .. . no stretching ... no jerking even thoug4 the machine
reaches playing speed instantaneously. You can operate the
Newcomb recorder in any position-vertical or horizontal. All
necessary preamplification is built in along with a balance
control and ganged volume control. Available in either halftrack (8M-310) or quarter-track (8M-310-4) models. The
latter records quarter-track and plays back either quarteror half-track. Matching power amplifier and reproducers are
also offered. Learn all the details in your free copy of Bulletin 8M-3. Write for yours today.
NE W COM B AUDIO PRODUCTS COMPANY

Dept. T-lO 6824 Lexington A venue, Hollywood 38, California.
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NEW LITERATURE

BASIC
SPECIFICATION
"Monitor" Dual Concentrics:

Models

10", 12", and 15"
Frequency response
30-20,000 c.p.s. ± 3dB
Polar Distribution for
60 ° inc. angle - 4dB
at 10,000 C.p.B.
Write tor tull detaiZs.

need not and should not be
complicated. They must, however, be designed as complete systems
including the enclosure rather than be a
collection of indi vidual units and cross-over
networks, with the increased possibility of error
and the lack of necessary equipment for tests
in the home when finally assembled.
F ew people would obtain a motor-car by buying the
engine, chassis, body etc. and assembling it at
home. They would rightly regard this as a job for
,exPert engineers-and so with loudspeakers, where
naturalness not novelty is the desired result.

TAN NOY/
AIiCOO

DUAL

CONCENTRIC
SPEAKERS

TANNUV \AMERICA) LTD. P.O. BOX 177, EAST NORWICH, N.Y., U.S.A.
TANNOY (CA ' ADA) LTD. 36 WELLINGTON STREET EAST, TORONTO I, ONTARIO, CANADA

The First Book of its Kind-No Other Like It!

SOUND in the THEATRE
by Harold Burris-Meyer and Vincent Mallory

N

,

othing like SOUND in the THEATRE
has ever been published. It is the first
book to set forth in authoritative detail what
you can do with sound by electronic control,
lUld how to do it whenever the source (singer,
musician, speaker, etc.) and the audience are
present together. The book develops the req.u irements for electronic sound control from
the necessities of the performance, the characteristics of the audience (hearing and psychoacoustics), and the way sound is modified
by environment, hall, and scenery. Sound
sources are considered for their susceptibility
of control and need for it, and the many techniques for applying electronic sound control
are described and iIIuslrated in thirty-two spe~fiC problems. From these problems are de-

,

RADIO

rived systems and equipment specifications.
Complete procedures are given for : Planning,
assembling, and testing sound control installations-Articulating sound control with other
elements of production-Rehearsals and performances - Operation and maintenance· of
sound control equipment.
THE AUTHORS

During the past thirty years, the authors have developed
the techniques of sound control in opera, open·air amphitheatres, theatres on Broadway, theatres on-the·road and
off·Broadway, in concert halls and night clubs, in Hollywood and in the laboratory. Some of their techniques are
used in broadcast and recording as well as in perform·
ances where an audience is present. From their laboratory
have come notably successful applications of sound con·
trol to psychological warfare and psychological screening.

~~~~r---~~~~~~

~

MAGAZINES, INC.
Dept. AC-l
POlt Office Box 629

Mineola, New York
I am cncloslna my reminance for S10.00
Send my copy of
SOUND in the THEATRE postpaid.

(No C.O.D., all books sent postpaid in U.S.A.
alld poueallona, Canada, and Mexico.
Add 1i0c for Foreign orders.)

Nm. __________________________________

• Tips for the Serviceman. Chicago Standard Transformer Corporation announces
the publication of the fifth issue of Sta n
Cor's Corner which incorporates descriptions and illustrations of almost thirty
service shop gadgets, ideas, and shortc uts
designed to save time for the serviceman.
These range from various ways to handle
and salvage transistors to a technique for
accurate cutting of dual-concentric control
shafts. Also included is a page showing
EIA color codes for power, audio, and 1.f.
transformers. Stan Cor's Corner No. 5 is
available without charge from any StancoI'
distributor or from the company. Chicago
Standard Transformer Corp., 3501 W. Addison St., Chicago 18, Ill.
X-17
• Condensed Tube C~ta1og'. Amperex El ectronic Corporation announces a new, 25page condensed tube catalog. The catalog
contains descriptions and basic specifications on the full line of Amperex tubes
consisting of: cold cathode trigger tubes,
entertainment a nd audio tubes, ignitron s ,
indicator tubes, photomultiplier tubes,
"Premium Quality" tubes, radiation counter tubes, rectifier diodes, ' subminiature
tubes, thyratrons, traveling wave tubes,
UHF special purpose tubes, and voltage
reference and regulator tubes. Write on
company stationery to Amperex Electronic
Corp., Advertising Dept., 230 Duffy Ave.,
Hicksville, L . I., N . Y .
X-IS
• Spea.ker Catalog'lle. Acoustic Research
has published its first comprehensive
speaker catalogue. This catalogue includes
general information, technical specifications, and surveys of press comment on
the various models of AR loudspeakers.
It is availab le free for the asking. Requests should be addressed to Acoustic
Research, Inc., 24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge 47, Massachusetts.
X-19
• FM-St&reo Exp1a1ned. H. H . Scott, Inc.
announces a new 16-page booklet explaining FM-stereo. This easy-to-understand
booklet tells all about this new method of
broadcasting, recently approved by the
Federal
Communications
Commission.
There are sections explaining how it is
possible to receive stereo by tuning to a
single FM station; how to adapt existing
consoles and FM tuners for stereo; how to
set up a new FM-stereo component system. There is a special appendix explaining the difference b etween FM and AM
radio transmission, and the technique used
by radio stations in broadcasting FMstereo. Free copies are available by writing to H. H. Scott, Inc. , Multiplex Divi sion, 111 Powder mill Road, Maynard,
Mass.
X-20

AUDIO

Addrtsl ____________________________________
0., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lone _

• Frequency and Twe Standard Systems
Manual. A comprehensive manua l of frequency and time standard systems is now
available as Application Note No. 52 from
Hewlett-Packard Company. This 56-page
manua l is divided into four sections. The
first section contains a general discussion
of such problems as frequency a nd time
con trol, radio propaga tion, time scales,
and so on. The second, third, and fourth
contain detailed consideration of system
operation, frequency determina tion, and
time determination respectively. Several
sample problems and solutions are included, and the text is supplemented with
sixteen illustrations and six tables. Hewl ett-Packard instruments used as system
components in the described applications
include the Model 103AR, and 104AR
quartz oscillators, 113AR/BR frequency
divider and clock, 114AR/ BR time comparator, 120AR oscilloscope, 724AR/ BR
and 725AR standby power supplies. D ata
sheets for these instruments are inclu ded
as an appendix to the manual. Application
Note No. 52 m ay be obtained without cost
by writing Harry J. Lewe nstein, HewlettPackard Company, 1501 Page Mill R oad,
Palo Alto, California.
X-16

Stole _ _ _ _.________
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TH IS MONTH'S COVER
This home built cabinet, of which the
owner is particularly-and justifiablyproud was built from his own plans in a
friend's cellar workshop over a period of
about a month, with the only power tool
available being a 10-in_ circular saw. The
installation is in the home of its builder,
Peter Corey, in Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, and was photographed by his brotherin-law.
The equipment consists of a Fisher
FM90X tuner and a Dynaco P AS-2 stereo
preamp in the upper left compartment, and
underneath is a Heathkit TR1-D tape recorder. The upper right section conta.ins a
Rek-O-Kut N33-H turntable with an ESL
arm and a Shure M-3D cartridge. All compartments are mounted on ball bearing
slides, which operate with fingertip effort.
The cabinet was constructed at a cost of
just under $90, which includes about $10
worth of small tools.

This recording represents the first session
I've heard on the Medallion l abel in which
a Fine crew handles the former Everest
equipment. The fact that this ultra highstandard studio facility was placed on the
market in recent months would seem to indicate that the mass audience is not too
interested in the audio quality of the pop
records it buys. This is hardly earth-shaking
news to readers of this magazine. It should
be pointed out, however, that other factors
were involved in Everest's decision.
The new crew demonstrates in the sound
of the Emanuel Vardi orchestra that it has
already mastered the custom-built six-channel eighteen-position console out at Bayside.
Brass, woodwinds and chorus supplement the
strings in a project which owes its inception
to the success of "Maggie's Theme." The
Vardi arrangement of t his tune from Walt
Disney's comedy "The Parent Trap" earned
a high place on the popularity charts as a
single record. Other films represented are

loruba Tribe. His ensemble of African drums
is one of the more dynamic attractions of the
night life of New York City. It reflects the
tricky cross-rhythms of Nigeria, whose capitol was the scene of Olatunji's birth some 33
years ago. Add to the vivacious Yoruba beat
a few touches of South American color and
you have a combination calculated to quicken
the pulse of any recording director looking
for new stereo material. Much of the time,
the spotlight is on the chanting chorus which
sbares honors with the six-man percussion
team. Almost as an afterthought, a delegation from our domestic jazz scene was
called in to reinforce the session. Several
winds, three trumpets, traps, two basses nnd
a guitar find themselves overshadowed once
the roof raising gets under way. No shortage
of unusual demo possibilities in this one.

Pachanga with Barretto and his Charanga
Orchestra
Riverside 97506
Having expanded Its recording activities
to include music for dancers, Riverside is
working its way into the Latin field by way
of the Pachanga_ This new dance, also called
the Charanga, has been gaining increasing
fi tten tion from record firms but it is still a
bit early to determine its potential as a full
substitu te for the long-establis hed merengue
or cha-cha. Since most of the promotion of
the Pachanga has been within our own
shores, it is not surprising to find New Yorkborn Ray Barretto at the head of the
orchestra in this a lbum. This position of
eminence is a follow-up to the rank he occupied in the Latin orchestras of Tito Puente,
Jose Curbelo, and Tito Rodriquez_ Barretto's
jazz work includes a special assignment in a
recent Riverside a lbum by Eddie "Lockjaw"
Davis for which Ray supplied a Latin percussion section. The in strum en ta tion in these
Hector Rivera originals follows the usual
pattern of the charanga orchestra-a flute
soloist, a vocal group and a small batch of
violins used in place of the saxophones,
trumpets and trombones of a regular dance
bund. Studio acoustics in this recording a re
on the dry side, adding an extra edge to the
tartness of the violins .

Vardi and Medallion Strings:
Maggie's Theme

Medallion MS 7527
Bob Fine, who heads one of the more
active recording outfits in New York, recently
acquired the modern studio facilities in Bayside originally installed by Everest Records.

AUDIO
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Song Without End (Original Sound Track)
Colpix 0 exc 602
This particular sound track offers better
listening for piano fans on tape than it does
on disc. While no playback medium can disguise the corny nature of some of the ahoral
excerpts from Hollywood's lavish appraisal
of the life and music of Franz Liszt, the
sound is definitely more acceptable in the
tape medium. In one respect tape has almost an unfair advantage. The man who selected the recording characteristic for the
Col pix disc cer tainly placed no faith in the
generally accepted virtues of the RIAA
curve. The formula, whatever its nature,

Double your Listening Pleasure with
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~~

LIGHT LISTENING
(from page 10 )

"La Dolce Vita," "Goodbye Again," "Exodus"
and "Pepe." Even in this high-powered company, one of the brigh t spots in the album
is the unpret~n tious Bilbao Song (could that
be the reasoll? J from Kurt Weill's "Threepenny Opera."

®

OO[W[OO~[D~D[}01]ruuD®

~
NEW .. . exclusive on
the famous 4-track

S505
Stereo Recorder
This new, deluxe version of
the famous Concertone 505 ...
in gleaming brushed stainless
steel ... will meet your most exacting demands for reproduction of professional quality. Its exclusive playback feature, Concertone's REVER5E-OMATIC, plays 4-track stereo tapes from start to finish, reverses, then plays
the other stereo tracks . .. automaticall y! It doubles listening pleasure and
unattended playing time with no changing of reels. Concertone's new Model
5505 plays 4-track, records qtr. track stereo and monaural. Priced from
$589.50. Other stereo models of the famous Concertone 505 recorders
are priced from $495.
A limited-time special bonus:

Four Bel Can to tapes FREE with
your purchase of a Concertone 505 to start your stereo library-a $32 value !
Write today for brochure which shows complete details on this magnificent
recorder th at doubles your listenin g pleasu re with professiona l quality.

Ic:CilAMERICAN CONC ERTONE, INC.

I

07;

A DIVISION OF ASTRO-SCIENCE CORPORATION

9H9 WEST JEFFER SON BOULEVARD ·

CULVER C ITY. CALIFORN I A

Dealer inquiries invited. EXPORT: Telesco International Corp.,
171 Madison Ave. , New York 16, N.Y.
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NEW!

THE

AUDIOGUIDE
Featuring

FM-STEREO
... Eight complete articles about

--

,Q6,_,Q62.
paoDUC.l

the most exciting development
since the beginning of high
fidelity .. . written by the
men who worked behind the scenes to
possible

$1.00 postpaid *
(Approximately 160 pages)

HERE'S WHAT YOU CET FOR ONLY $1.00
PART

I_Eight articles with complete schematics and descriptive dat a by
such authorities as Antal Csicsatka and Robert M. linz of Genera l Electric Co., Daniel R. von Recklinghausen of H. H. Scott, Inc., Fred Mergner of Fisher Radio Corporation, Leonard Feldman of Crosby Electronics, Inc.,
Carl G. Eilers of Zenith Radio Corporation, Norman H. Crowhurst, and
AUDIO's own Dave Saslow and Edward Tatnall Canby-a complete compilation of the FM-Stereo articles in the June, July, and August issues.

PART

II_A complete ' ~ Buyers Guide" to all of the newest high fidelity
products, some yet to be unveiled at the 1961 New York High
Fidelity Music Show. Truly the most complete directory of FM-Stereo and
components, with all specifications and prices.

READY SEPTEMBER 1 - - ORDER YOUR COpy NOW

-----------------------------------AUDIO,

Dept. AG-2,
P. O. Box 629,
Mineola, New York .
......... , please send me postpaid* ...... .. .... copies of the new AUDIO GUIDE.

Name ... ............. .. ........ ........... ...... ..... ... ....... ... ............. ... ......... ... .... .. ... ... ......................... .... ......... .
Address .. ..... ....... .. ... ..... ..... ....... ..... ... .......... ... ....... .. .................................. ......... .... ... ................ ....
City.. ................ .. ...... ........ .... ............ .... .. .......

1E

ABOUT MUSIC
(from page 81)

make FM STEREO

paf.'l\f.W

Enclosed is $

defied my efforts to find a listenable playback setting. As processed by DST, the
sound of the piano heard throughout the
picture in the off-screen performances of
Jorge Bolet has a chance to establish its
normal
character.
Liszt's
pyrotechnics,
which embrace both ends of the keyboard
fare better in this reel than they would on
the average ste reo record. The chorus heard
in Handel's La"go, Wagner's Pilgram'B
Ohoru8 from Tannhauser and Llszt's Un
S08piro still has some of the boxed-In effect
that was noticeable in the disc version. The
Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra makes
only fleeting appearances in the recording
Perhaps it's just as well because It sounds
only slightly better on the tape than i t did
on the disc. I suppose Hollywood has Its
own problems in determining the length of
its so-called concert sequences in films dealing with music. Far too much of this recording is gi ven oVer to snippets of selections.
Ma ke no mistake Bolet is good and his piano
has received realistic recording. The difficulty
lies in the fnct that he is heard in this reel
for a total of on ly twen ty-four minutes.

Zone .. ..........

State .. .. ............................... .

· Sent postpaid in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Please add 25¢ f or f oreign orders.

tain inflexible rules. Plato would surely
have considered Bellamy "soft" and
"effeminate," because of the latter's insatiable love of music. "It appears to me,"
says Julian West, "that if we could have
devised an arrangement for providing
everybody with music in their homes, perf ect in quality, unlimited in quantity,
suited to every mood, and beginning and
ceasing at will, we should have considered
the limit of human felicity already attained, and ceased to strive for further
improvements." A.ccording to this, music
lovers may not have to wait for the year
2000 for t heir Utopia.
1E

SPEAKER POWER
(from page 54)

and the ability of the speaker to produce
sound pressures proportional to applied
instantaneous power.
Much effort has been expended to reduce weight of moving parts su ch as the
diaplu'agm, and so forth-even to the
extent of using aluminum ribbon voice
coils instead of copper. There is seen to
be a premium placed on high efficiency.
This significantly applies not only to
speakers but to amplifiers.
High efficiency results in reduced distortion in the speaker and less demand
on the amplifier. Generation of heat in
the speaker is one by-product of inefficiency. One unsympathetic high-fidelity dealer drove a low-efficiency speaker
to a cooking temperature and then applied a surge that tore the voice coil
loose, all at moderate listening levels.
By contrast a horn of medium efficiency
was ru:iven to an output of about 20
acoustic watts without damage except
to the listeners' ears at the 130 dbi level.
The principles of physics still apply.
IE
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ALIGNMENT
pip that can be readily observed. Figul'e
4 shows the panel of the unit. The large
dial that operates the tuning capacitor
reads over 360 deg. but actually turns
through its full tuning range in 180
deg. and is calibrated only over the 0
to 50 range of its markings. Both frequency ranges were calibrated by checking against FM broadcasts, as described
in the article "Junk-box FM Alignment
Unit," and a calibration curve was drawn
for each range, rather than marking the
frequency values on he dial. The paper
vernier pasted on the panel implies the
necessiy for reading frequency to a degree of precision that is actually not
necessary; the FM tuner is aligned to
produce a symmetrical curve of maxi-

Fig . 6 . Under-chassis view.

r-,

FIRST LI MI TER
6AU6

(from page 44)

I

DISCR IMINA TOR
6A l 5

I

iD
L __

Fig. 7 . locations
f or aligning Lf .
and di scriminator.

mum height and width, with as little
as possible depression in the center.
When the unit and the oscilloscope
are connected to the a.c. line, it may
be found that the variable marker is
at the left end of the response curve
when the dial indicates 11.2 mc; all
that is necessary is to reverse the a.c.
plug of either the alignment unit of the
oscilloscope (but not both) to make the
curve read from left to right. A panel

output for the marker generator is provided (lower right on Fig. 4) in case it
may be desired to use it alone as a CW
generator.
Figure 5 is a rear view of the unit,
and Fig. 6 shows the under-chassis wiring. It was considered advisable to
shield two of the oscillating tubes, but
no other precaution was taken to prevent unwanted interaction of circuits,
and no difficulty was encountered. The

AMASTERPIECE IN AMERICAN ENGINEERING AND WORKMANSHIP
A PRODUCT SO EXCELLENT IT CARRIES A MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!

PURe
'he

HASf

Professional Series 800-8" Speaker p~pro:e;/e;a 8?o is ~GRffMfNr

The
=:'::""':'=:..:...;.J

OFFERS THESE UNBELIEVABLE SPECIFICATIONS' Of
FREQUENCY RESPONSE , 39-18,000 cps ± 8 db
o Less tha n 2% distortion above 70 cps 0 Flu x dens i ty, 12,000 gauss
o Harmoni c distort ion less tha n 3% 68-20,000 cps
o Powe r recommendation 10-60 watts

HERE IS WHY: New full control vo ice coil

IWD
~ NOR::~A~::~G:ESIGN ~
~
A E S SERIES 800 gives up to 3 full windin gs more of controll ed
voice coi l.
Silicon treated flex edge . Full range dual cone Screw on term ina ls
Heavy gauge steel fram e· Oversized magnet structure
ENCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS
. Size : From 1 cubic foot to infinite di mension s.
Type: Closed baffl e o r ported enc los ure.
Id eal for wa ll insta ll ation.
o

A. E. S., Inc .
3338 Payne Avenue , Cleveland , Ohio
Ge ntl eme n please ship _ _ _ Seri es 800 speakers.
I understand these units are guaranteed and i f I am
not sat i sfied I may return it fo r a pu rchase pr ice
refund. PRICE $14.50 plus 87, per unit for pos t age
and handl i ng.

0

o
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~t inspe~r

We a;k to You 0
dUCtio krnansh ' YOUr un ' You to n an
to k n. You Ip and It fOr
cOm _
Corn eep thi are Und SOUnd qUality
Pletely SS .prodUcetr nO 6/,' repro _
0
at
g
ISfactory. Unless ~ti~2

-j

Name
Address
City and State _

I

Enclose d find check _ _ _ _ money order _ _ __

!

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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PURCHASING
A HI-FI
SYSTEM?

nearest the first limiter, and working
back toward the tuner input. Figure
8 shows the sweep generator connected
IE
to point A.

TIME PAYMENTS AVAILABLE

up t o 2 years to payl
Jim Lonsing*
Altec Lansing
Electroyoice
Jensen
Hartley·
Un iversity
Acoustic Re sea rch

Send Us
Your List Of
Components
for A
Package
Quotation
YOU CAN
BUY WITH
CONFIDENCE
AT AIREX
All merchandise is
b ran d new, factory
frc,;h & l!;uaranteeci.
Free HI-FI Catalog

AIREX
RADIO
CORPORATION

Janszen

Wharfedal ..
USL Citizen Band
Gonset. Hallicrafter
Texas Crystals
Conce~tone. Viking
Be ll. G.E.
Weathers
Harman-Kordan

Eico • Pilot. TEC
Sherwood "
ESL • Frazie r
Superscope
Dual Changer
Bogen . Leak
Dynakit • Fisher
H. H. Scott
Thorens·
Conrae
DeWald
So;;y • Roberts
Challenger
Wollensak
Garrard _ Norelco
Mi racord
Glaser-Steers
Re k-O-Kut
Component s

Tandberg '
Fairchild
Pickering • Gray
Audio Tape
Magnecord *
Rockford Cabinets
Art izan Cabinets
.. Fuir T ruded

(Fig . 1 )
51 ohms ( optional)
10,000 ohms
R ., R., R,
1500 ohms
R,
1800-ohm pot.
R.
4300 ohms
R7
72,000 ohms
R.
300 ohms
R.
8200 ohms
RlO
900-ohm pot.
Rn
1800 ohms
R"
0.005 uf
C" C., C,' C.
C,
10 pf
C,
5pf
C,
30 pf
30 pf
C.
20 uf
C., C,.
10.7 Mc crystal
Cr
Var
Varicap, Type V-20 P acmc
Semiconductors, I nc.
Rectifier, silicon or selenium
Rect.
PARTS LIST

R,

Fig . 8. Aligning an FM tuner.

12A V7 tube is the one without a shield.
The unit must be secured firmly in a
metal enclosure to prevent r.f. leakage.
In aligning an FM tuner, it is always
advisable to follow the specific directions provided by the manufacturer of
the tuner. In general, the grounded side
of the sweep generator line is connected
to the grounded side of the tuner; the
"hot" side of the sweep generator line
is connected, through a capacitor of
about 100 pf, to the grid of the mixer
tube of the tuner. In aligning the
writer's tuner, the grounded terminal
of the oscilloscope is connected to the
grounded side of the tuner, and the
"hot" lead from the vertical amplifier is
connected, through a r esistor of 100,000
to 250,000 ohms to point A on F ig. 7
to align the i.f. transformers; then to
point B to align the discriminator. The
i.f. transformers are aligned, secondary
first, starting with the transformer

(Fig. 3)
8200 ohms
2000 ohms
82 ohms
200-ohm pot.
22,000 ohms
23- 35 pf max. (variable)
46 pf
5 p£
1000 pf
15 pf
2000 p£

PARTS LIST

BS-AM Cortlan4t St., N. Y. 7, WO 4-1820
CIRCLk 90A

SONOVOX

RECORD REVUE
(from page 73)
suited to Browning's understanding- Indeed,
I haven't heard it so Intelligently and simply

MAGNETIC

STEREO CARTRIDGE

llIodel

SX-l

portrayed. The music tends towards the n ervous, the piano part cluttered and complicated
-when played with less than Browning's
understanding.
The Phllharmonia behaves well under Lein sdort, but again better In the PrOkofiev than
in the Ravel work.

Bach: Oeuv res pou r ·Orgue (Organ
Works). Wal ter Kraft, Silberman r. orga n
a t Ebersm unster.
Vox ST PL 511.440 stereo

SON OV O X Co..LT D .
101, Tokiwomotsu .. chQ Shiooyo . k u,

CIRCLE 90B

Tokyo, Japan.

This is an amusing disc, I must say-not
the music but the " Oeuvres"- whlch are all
Bach all righ t, bu t a completely different program aB between the record itself and the
cardboard jacket. Nope--it's the right r ecord;
both the label and the jacket call it number
511.440.
Moreover, I was amused by the u sual French
effort to promote the Gallic virtues by laying
claim (like the Russians) to all the nearby
areas. Here's a composer named Bach, an
organ built in 1730 by one Andreas Silbermann, in a town called Ebersmunst er, played
by a man named Kraft-an d for all one can
tell, reading the French a lbum notes (no English) , the whole thing redounds to the glory
of La France!
Well, no offense intended, for it does, at
that. The organ is in Alsace, accounting for
the Ger •. . name. Silbermann was a stndent
of a genuine French organ builder, Fran~ols
Thierry, even if he did build a few Germantype organs back in the Eighteenth century.
And Walter Kraft • . . well, I dunno about
him. Anyhow, it's a r eally glorious Baroque

90

organ and Kraft's playing of the Bach program- the one on the disc labelr-is businesslike and expressive too, with nicely varied
registrations. The program includes the big
favorites- Toccata in D Minor, Fantasy in G
mino?·.

Manuel Ga yol-Guit·a r Recital.
Kapp 9052· S stereo
The "guitar masterpieces" uncovered by
Manuel Gayol and played here are n ot exactly
great music from the non-guitarist viewpoint,
but they do rank as pleasant period works,
comfortably expressive on the instrument and
redolent of the better-grade salon music of
their times, ranging from the late Seventeenth
century through the Nineteenth. Senor Gayol
is from Puerto Rico, lives In New York, plays
musically and with sensitivity if not, at least
on this record, any great brio.

Pia no Portraits. Leo nard Penna rio.
Capitol SP 854 1 stereo
Pennario can turn out some very good
piano, as has been observed here before, when
he rolls up his musical shirtsleeves and gets
down to real sweat. Too often, though. he
seems to prefer the smoothly Hollywoorlish
ap proach, as here.
Somehow, Debussy (Arabesques, Goldfl8h) ,
Mendelssohn (Scherzo), Scarlatti, Llszt, all
get the slightly velvet treatment, thou gh
everyone of them is basically well pl ayed.
Perhaps it is the piano itself, whicn is very
suave one i n its tone. And/or it might be
Capitol's best mood-music mike styling. A
perfectly swell background disc, anyhow, of
music that was mostly intended for strictly
fo reground listening.
JE
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SAVE TAPE,
TIME
AND MONEY

AUDIO ETC
(f?'orn page 56)

EDITAlL*
TAPE EDITING BLOCKS
• Patented curved groove holds tap e
without olips for fastest, safest splicing.
• Spliced tape c a n be used
thousands of times and splices
never separate.
• For single·track, 2·track and 4·track.
• Only in the EDITALL can shattered
bits of tape be put togethe r
good as new.
• Splices require NO TRIMMING ,
NO GOUGING; do not stick or "wow."
EDITALL remains accurate for o ve r
1,000 ,000 splices.

•

• NEW S·2 and KS·2

EDITAU have
a dhesive·mounting, no hole drilling!

• 'I.-inch to l·inch sizes, $6.50 up.

In Canada,Alex L.Clark Ltd.,37S1 Bloor St . West , lsi ington, Ont.

(Dealer inquiries invited)

,. TRADEMARK

CIRCLE 918

You spent

$450,000,000
on bowling last year
13V2 times as much as you
gave to fight cancer
Shocking? Yes. And h ere's another
shocking fact: in 1961, can cer will
strike in approximately two out of
three homes.
Go bowling. It's fun. Enj oy yourself.
But when you spend fifty cents
to knock down pins-give as
much to the American Cancer

Society-to knock out cancer.
If you do that, you w ill be
giving $45 0,000 ,000 to fight
cancer this year. Thirteen and a
half times as much as last year!
F ight cancer with a checkupand a check to the American
Cancer Society.
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which the lines are unequally spaced, according to the actual pitch distance between the notes, so that they make a
literal pitch-graph, accurate in terms of
pitch-squared versus vertical rise. Thus the
space from the E line to the G line, one
and a half steps, is smaller than that between the G line and the B line, which is
two whole-steps.
Simple and ingenious, especially when
you realize that on this music paper, you
can indicate all the out-of-tune pitches in
between by placing your marks a bit high
or low on the spaces or lines.
That's precisely what the constellations
did for themselves. They made pitch patterns on the music paper.
Next (if I get it straight), Mr. Cage
somehow derived from each constellation a
sort of circle or loop of star tones. I don't
know just how this transformation was
done, but I am certain that it was ve?'Y
logical. I saw the actual scores for the
music.
The entire piece is divided into timesegments, each precisely two minutes long,
by stopwatch. Each two-minute segment
of music is represented by a 'looped line
on the music paper, about an inch or so
in diameter; on the loop are the notes,
maybe ten or twelve, each representing a
pitch, but not a time, nor any length.
Now I may be mixed up, but I think
it works this way. Mr. Cage stands before
his orchestra-big or small as the case
may b e- and raises his left hand, looks
at his stopwatch, punches it, snaps his
upraised left fingers. The time-sequence is
under way. His arm moves slowly downwards, like a sagging statue of liberty;
at the 3D-second point, horizontal, he snaps
his fingers again; at one minute the hand
reaches his side and the right arm begins
to climb upwards on the other side. At
1: 30 he snaps again, horizontal, and at
two minutes the left arm starts all over
again.
It made my arms ache to watch him, but
his dignity was unchallengable, complete
with conductor's formal tails and white tie.
During the two-minute span, each player
must produce all of the tones on his loop.
When he does so is entirely up to him. He
plays when the spirit moves him, at the inscrutably right instant, when he feels it.
The numbers, above the loop, such as 8-2,
indicate that he must play, aay, eight short
notes and one long one; but again he may
take his choice. He may play the loop
either way around, as he is moved to do.
Fantastic! Our 17 instruments were
ranged outwards across the stage and onto
cat-walks (this had been a burley-que house
'way back) reaching out to the sides. I
don't remember the instrumental roster
exactly (it can be different every time),
but there were strings of all sorts, trombones, trumpet, harp, double bass, flute-a
bit of everything. And piano, of course.
Each player sat solemnly in extreme contemplation, staring at the score before
him, glancing at the human Cage stopwatch; then deliberately, as though
prompted by inner nature, rising up to
play his single note. A long one. Or a short
one. Never more than one. Never a tune.
Never a theme. Never an idea. Just individual, deliberate notes-in-time, each a
pearl of a different color, each produced
on a sort of psychic impulse, unpredictably
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(With th e exce pti on, of course, of the r e-

ma rkabl e Morantz 70 wall model 9 am p lifiers)

Here is today's top-ra nking
stereo combination. The Marantz
model

88 amplifier and model 7
a quality of

preamp lifie r offer

performance which can only be
approached-not equalle d .
Use these well-proven Marantz
components

if

you want the

comforting assurance of the fine st
results obtain able. Marantz
warrantees its products for
fwo full years .

Points of superiority include:
Modell Stereo Console It s magnificent performance and precis io n hove wo n worl d-wide respect
• 1M dislorlion @ 10V eq . pk . RMS, wilhi n 0.15%,
0.10/0 typica l· Hum and nois e, 80 db below 10 mv
pho no input· Se nsi tivity, 400 microvolt s (O .4 mil.
livolts) for 1 volt output · Equali ze r and tone

curves match ed to bette r than 0.5 db • Volume
tra ck ing w ith in 2 db, 1 db typical · Beautifu l precision construction • Price $264 {Cabinet extra I

Model 8B Stereo Amplifier I n the Iypical Maronlz
traditi on. Very fine, cleon performance and work-

mans hip • 35 watts per channel 170 wotls peak}
• Harmo nic dist o rti o n, less thon 0. 1% in most of
range, less thon 0.5% ot 20 cps ond 20 kc • Hum
ond noise, belter tho n 90 db below 35 w atts·
Excep tio na lly stobie under 01 1 conditions · Built·in
metere d test s and adiu st men ts • Price $249. (Prices
hi gher in West)
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but rigidly shaped in the all-over. Quite
a show! It went on for twenty minutes and
this was only one page of the master score,
which had four pages.
This time, at least, Cage was kind to us.
Imagine an hour and twenty minutes.
1£

JAZZ
(from page 79)

I

GIBSON GIRL®TAPE
SPLICERS ~h~ TnSe4~S~~e~~ard

fo l'

lnstance. See how
easily it h andles ... how Qu ickly it sp lices.
D id you notice t he s h ape of t he splice·1
So dramaticall y differe n t , yet so p r actical
it prevents ad hesive from formi n g on crit ical
po ints of t he recording m echanis m .
T he resu lt: elimination of the most freq u en t
wow or cause of wow or fi u tterincreases you r listen ing p leasu re.
O nce you've tried the T S4A spli cer-you ' ll
know w h y mOl·e tape recordists rely on GI BSON
GI RL TAPE SPLI CERS t han any oth er type.
Model TS4A Standard-58.50 List. Oth er
Gibso n Girl T ape Splicers from $1.75 to S55.00.
Build your profits with Robins accessories.
Write fo r free catalog. D ept. A-IO

ROBINS INDUSTRIES CORP.

Flushing 56, N. Y.
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Hum free transcription,
no connection to t e lephone,
rugged cast cas e.

MODEL HP-70

NET

$6.95

TAPE RECORDING HEAD
DEMAGNETIZER
Removes permanent

magnetism, protects tape
from erasure, minimizes
noise and distortion,
exte nded pole piece
- easy access.

MODEL HD-40M

business in an easy and relaxed mood on
Trust In Me, and My Babe.
The title tune is named after a cryptic term
used by musicians before continental styling
replaced zoot suits, and it might be roughly
translated as currently meaning "boss" in
teenage slang. The nine men are recorded to
soun d better than larger gr oups did in a
studio back then, and band enthusiasts should
not overl ook this release. Ray Bryant takes
care of piano honors on Pete Johnson's RolZ
'l!hn, and Jerome Richardson's alto sax enlivens Since I Fell Fa" You.

Arthur Lyman: Percussion Spectacular

Hifirecord L1004
This Hawaiian group was dealing in sound
spectaculars before stereo and all that percussion came into the picture. The members of the
quartet are all past masters at the game,
having learned to fill out the ster eo spectrum
the hard way, before channel-switching and
other devices made it easy to double on a
variety of instruments. Each was forced to
help out by d ipping into the vast pool of percussive effects himself, and they see no justice
now in turning the sport over to an engineer
at the control panel. They still insist on recording naturally, just as they perform at the
Hawaiian Villi age Hotel in Honolulu, and the
only extra a ids are the encouraging cries of
native birds. ASide from handling percussion
assignments, Arthur Lyman plays vibes and
marimba, John Kramer plays flute and clarinet, Harold Chang plays xylophone, and pianist Alan Soares doubles on celeste. The many
pur chasers of Lyman's previous efforts will
immediately recognize the fine acoustics of
Henry J. Keiser's Aluminum Dome.
As part of the lable's new "Life" series, the
recording is given t he full treatment this
time and is packed in a dou ble-fold album.
Audiophiles will find two center pages devoted
to a description of the equipmen t used, with
photographs of a Neumann cutting lathe,
Teldec amplifier racl" AKG microphone, Ampex mixing panel , and other expensive equipment. It would seem that no expense is being
spared to ens ure top stereo reproduction, bu t
Lyman, who sticks to the same home remedy
tested so successfully before, turns in the best
performance yet issued in the series. The prescription contains a mixture of exotic sounds,
with a modern jazz touch, and proves highly
effective on Autmnn Leaves, Septembe,' SonlJ,
and Granada. In addition to several South
Pacific themes, Lyman ventu res forth on
Na,vah Nagilah, and Joh .. Henry.
1E

MAGNETIC TAPE ERASER
Sui k e rasure of re corded
restor e s tape like
new1 reduces noise,
reel size to 10'12 11 x
1/2" W, epoxy case,
sealed for life .

MODEL HD-11M
NET

$18.95

STEREO 3RD CHANNEL OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
Add speaker to fill "holein-middle". Matches im pedance l polarity and
power level. Roling 30
watt s, Response 40 to

20,000 C.P.S.
MODEL HM-90
NET $6.33

MICROTRAN company, inc.
145 E. M ineola Av e., Valle y Stream, N . Y.
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PATENT LOSS
(tl·om page 50)

this offer to the Chicago Stock Yards
Company had brought this inventor
within the prohibition of this feature of
the patent law irrespective of whether
his act was a sale or an offer to sell.
"Under this language," said the court
in t hat decision, "a completed sale, either
with or without delivery, is not demanded. An offer to sell, made to a prospective purchaser after the experimental
stage has been passed, the invention redured to practice and the appar atus
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Men who make their living by making sound
systems know Sonotone means good sound.
The Velocitone Assembly shown above, for
instance, gives you all the " hum·free" benefits of a ceramic instrument, combined with
response to please the most exacting audiophile. (Flat ± 1 db to 17,000 cps.) Comes
complete with equalizers, ready to install in
any magnetic system . Price: less than half
that of comparable cartridges . For full speci fications, write :
® c ElECTRONIC APPLICATIO NS DIVISIO N.

C26· 101 . ElMSFORD, N. Y.
Sonotone ~ · DEPT.
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manufactured in its perfected form, is
a placing on sale within the statute."6
Emphasis placed by ·the courts on a
denial of a patent subsequent to the use
of an invention for what is termed by
the statute a "public use" for more than
a year has been derived in part at least,
from an early Supreme Court decision
where the infringement of a patent of
a wooden pavement was defended on the
ground that this pavement had been in
public use beyond the permitted statutory period.
That it had been in use for more than
the time allowed under the statute was
conceded but by the inventor it was insisted that such use was entirely an experimental one. In sustaining the inventor in his contention the Supreme Court
of the United States said of this definition,
"When the subject of invention is a
machine, it may be tested and tried in a
building, either with or without closed
doOl·s. In either case such use is not a
public use within the meaning of the
statute so long as the inventor is engaged in good faith in testing its operation.
"He may see cause to alter it and improve it, or not. His experiments will
reveal the fact whether any and what
alterations may be necessary. If durability is one of the qualities to be attained a long period, perhaps years, may
be necessary to enable the inventor to
discover whether his purpose is accomplished.
"And though during all that period
he may not find that any changes are
necessary, yet he may be justly said to
be using his machine only by way of experiment, and no one would say that
such a use pursued with a bona fide intent of testing the qualities of the machine, would be a public use within the
meaning of the statute.
"So long as he does not voluntarily
allow others to make it and use it and
so long as it is not for sale for general
use, he keeps the invention under his
own control and does not lost his title
to the patent."
This statement of the law amplified
with the further comment that, "It would
not be necessary in such a case that the
machine should be put up and used only
in the inventor's own shop or premises.
He may have it put up and used in the
premises of another and the use may
inure to the benefit of the owner of the
establishment.
"Still if used under the surveilance of
the inventor and for the purpose of enabling him to test the machine and ascertain whether it will answer the purpose
intended and make such alterations and
improvements as experience demon6 Wende v. Horine, 225 Fed. 501, January 5.
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strates to be necessary, it will still be an
experimental use and not a public use
within the meaning of the statute.
"Whilst the supposed machine is in
such experimental use the public may be
incidentally deriving a benefit from it.
If it be a grist mill or a carding machine,
customers from the surrounding country
may enjoy the use of it by having their
grain made into flour or wool into rolls
and still it will not be in public use
within the meaning of the law.
"But if the inventor allows his machine to be used by other persons generally, either with or without compensation, or if it is with his consent put on
sale for such use, then it will be in public
use and on public sale within the meaning of the law.1I7
Only a year before another decision
of that same court involving this provision of the patent law was handed
down that has since been often· used as
a yardstick in distinguishing those inventions that have and those that have
not been within this condemned field of
public use.
A fruit jar manufacturer had been
assigned a patent issued May 10, 1870
to John L. Mason for an "improvement
in fruit jars." Later when the assignee
of this patent sued for infringement the
defense was set up, "that there had been
'purchase, sale and prior use" of the
invention more than two years prior to
the application for a patent.
When the court sustained this defense
both on the ground that the invention
had been in public use within the proscribed two, now one, years and also
that it had been abandoned to the public
the Supreme Court said, "Inventors are
a meritorious class. They are public benefactors . They add to the wealth and comfort of the community and promote the
progress of civilization. A patent for an
invention is as much property as a
patent for land. The right rests on the
same foundation and is surrounded and
protected by the same sanctions. There
is a like larger domain held in ownership
by the public.
"Neither an individual nor the public
can trench upon or appropriate what
belongs to the other. The inventor must
comply with the conditions prescribed
by law. If he fails to do this he acquires
no title and his invention or discovery,
no matter what it may be, is lost to hinl
and is henceforward no more his than if
he had never been in anywise connected
with it. It is made, thereupon, as it were
by accretion, irrevocably, a part of the
domain which belong to the public at
large. The invention here in question is
within that category."8
lE

TA-12
$49.95 net

$29.95 net

7 Elizabeth v. Pavement Co., 96 U.S. 126,
October, 1877 . .
8 Consolidated Fruit Jar Co. v. Wright,
94 U.S. 592, October, 1876.
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No. 120
THE 4th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY
$2.95 Postpaid

This is the biggest Audio Anthology ever I
Contains a wealth of essential high fidelity
know-how in 144 pages of complete articles by world-famous authors.

"the best of
No. 124
A new compendium of AUDIO knowledge.
Here is a collection of'the best of AUDIO-The AUDIOclinic
by Joseph Giovanelli. .. noted audio engineer and the original
high fidelity answer-man-EQUIPMENT PROFILES edited by
C. G. McProud ... Editor of AUDIO. Here is a wealth of hi-fi
and audio information. Answers to the most important issues
in high fidelity and a valuable reference on the performance of
leading makes of high fidelity components. Volume I $2.00

NEW! Greatest Reference Work on Audio & Hi Fi

No. 123

nThe AUDIO Cyclopedia" by Howard M. Tremaine
Up tfJ the minute, including sterefJ! •

1280 pages
• 3400 topics
• 1600 illustrations

Here is one single volume with the most comprehensive coverage of every phase of audio. Concise, accurate explanations
of all audio and hi fi subjects. More than 7 years in prepara·
tion-the most authoritative encyclopedic work with a unique
quick reference system for instant answers to anY question. A
vital complete reference book for every audio engineer, technician, and serious audiophile. $19\95

No. 115

No.112

McPROUD HIGH FIDELITY OMNIBOOK
Prepared and edited by C. G. McProud,
publisher of Audio and noted authority
and pioneer in the field of high fidelity.
Contains a wealth of ideas, how to's,
what to's .and when to's, written so
plainly that both engineer and layman
can appreciate its valuable context.
Covers planning, problems with decoration, cabinets and building hi-fi furniture. A perfect guide. $2.50 Postpaid.

TAPE RECORDERS AND TAPE RECORDING

by Edgar M. Villchur
Right up to date, a complete rourse on
sound reproduction. Covers everything
from the ba.ic elemen ts to individual
chapters of each of the important com·
ponents of a high fidelity system. $3.75
POltpaid.

SPECIAL!

You pay only $2.75 for this

lby Harold u.

. . • He'

IA complete book on home rcoording by the author of
High Fidelity Simplified. Easy to read and learn the
i techniques required for professional results with home
o recorders. Covers room acoustics, microphone techniques,
sound effects, editing and splicing, etc. Invaluable to reo
cording enthusiasts. Paper COller $2.95 Postpaid.
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SPECIAL!
SAVE
$5.40

Save over 50% with this collection of AUDIO books.
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This offer expires December 31, 1961
Cood only on direct order to Publisher
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TRANSISTORS
(from page 40)

into the transistor. If we call it Rout,
the current divider equation becomes
i zoad = __
1_
l3i b 1 +-RL
Ro
where Ro is usually very nearly equal
to R 2 •
Moving back to the input circuit, another current divider is seen. If a signal
current, iin, is applied to the circuit, the
useful proportion that actually gets to
the transistor is
1
1

+ rin

Rl
where rin is the transistor (not stage)

input impedance and in this instance is
equal to rb + yr.. If the last two equations are combined, the ratio of useful
output current to input current becomes

. (1)( 1)

tload _ <l
-

- - iJ

i jn

--

rin
1 + Rl

-R
L

1+ Ro

The maximum gain is 13. It cannot be
achieved because biasing resistors must
be used. The only way to minimize the
loss is to make the biasing resistors as
large as possible. Since there is one basic
universal law which says "you can't get
something for nothing," the maximum
sizes of the bias resistors turn out to be
discouragingly low. We'll return to this
after a brief pause for impedance
matching.
The maximum power transfer theorem
states that, if the maximum power ·is to
be transferred from a generator to a
load, the resistance of the load must
equal that of the generator. This
theorem is, like all mathematical theorems, quite true. Unfortunately, it is
also irrelevant. One seldom matches the
input impr.dance of a vacuum tube. One
never matehes the output impedance of
an amplifier to a loudspeaker. A 60-cps
power generator is never matched to its
load. Thus there is no good precedent
or reason for impedance matching in
transistors. The transistor is a currentoperated device. You put a current in
and you get a current out. Thus, the
thing usually desired is not maximum
power transfer but maximum current
transfer. This point cannot be stressed
too strongly. Do not match impedances.
There is no mystic benefit to be gained
from so doing, and in most cases gain
will actually be reduced. In the circuit
of Fig. 7, people have been known to
add a resistor in series with C1 to match
to the 01ltput impedance of the preceding stage. On other occasions, R2 has
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been lowered to· match the input impedance of the following stage. Don't do it /1
Leakage Currents

Transistors will be destroyed if excessive voltages are applied to them. In
most cases, a collector supply of 30 volts
or less is required. To get enough bias
current, this alone implies relatively
small bias resistors.
The input impedance of a groundedemitter transistor is almost equal to the
current gain times the emitter resistance
and since the internal emitter resistance
is roughly equal to 26/1., a high bias
current reduces the input impedance
considerably. But this again implies
small bias resistors.
Most important, however, is the leakage current, leo. This current flows at all
times when the transistor is operating,
but is defined as the current which flows
in the collector-base circuit when the
proper operating bias is applied but the
emitter lead is open. leo is relatively
independent of the voltage across the
collector-base terminals, but it increases
with time, temperature, hard usage, and
various other factors. And, if the resistance in the base circuit of (A) in Fig.
2 is high, leo causes an additional component of collector current to flow. This
component is equal to I3Ieo and, if leo
increases very much, can produce a
voltage drop in R2 large enough to saturate the transistor. leo will often start
out at 5 microamperes or more. In a
high 13 transistor, this can be fatal.
Even in a circuit like (C) of Fig. 2,
troubles can develop. The equivalent
base resistance is Rl in parallel with Rs
as far as leo is concerned. leo through
this resistance produces a voltage. This
voltage is applied across R", and an additional component of emitter current
flows. If Rl in parallel with Rs is say,
10,000 ohms, and leo goes from 5 to 50
microamperes, the base is raised by
nearly half a volt. If R4 is 225 ohms, I.
increases by 2 ma. This can shift the collector voltage by a considerable amount.
It is apparent, therefore, that although
the cll.'cuit of (C) in Fig. 2 greatly reduces the effects of 13 variations, it does
not necessarily solve all biasing problems. To reduce leo troubles, the current
1 Note that impedance matching is of
considerable importance in certain applications such as terminating transmission
lines. In addition, if transformer coupling
is available between a source and load and
neither the load nor the source has zero or
infinite impedance, it can be shown that the
optimum turns ratio for maximum power
transfer also gives maximum voltage and
current transfer.

Saul J . White
Chief Engineer I Audax. Inc.

N o.6: IN M EMORIAM
When Skipper was a pup I used to test my
tweeters on him. His beautiful upright ears would
become alert and his head would cock to one side
or another, attempting to relate the sounds to some
primeval experience in his German-shepherd ancestry. The twisting of his head was probably his
method of utilizing the maximum binaural position
to locate the source and separate it from reflections
off the walls.
Through the years we had much sport together
with a Galton whistle, bird-call squeeker, and an
ultrasonic generator preserved since World War II.
Even the upper registers of my accordion would
titillate him.
Skipper could distinguish the idling or starting of
my car from others. Though he might be asleep in
the rear of the house, the sound of a car stopping
at our curb would rouse him, barking furiously if
it was other than mine, but silent and awaiting at
the door if it was mine . His sharp and analytical
hearing permitted him to differen tiate the sound
pattern of different motors . When I purchased a
Dew car there was confusion for several days, and
I was at first greeted like a burglar until the new
adjustments took hold.
He could distinguish between the front and rear
door bells, sending him dashing to the appropriate
end of the house. Bu t he never took to the ringing
of the phone. Some inst.inct informed him that this
constituted no threat to the household. However,
I did contemplate training h im to answer the phone
and take messages in our absence.
Jazz and symphony left him cold. I found no
method of arousing his emotions with music or
rhythm of any kind. His tolerance for loudness was
the same as for us humans. Should I operate my
audio system with great volume, he would slowly
rise from the living room floor and quietly slink
away as if not to hurt my feelings. His hearing was
his paramount sense, eveD though it lacked appreciation of aesthetic virtues.
He knew the members of my family by name. He
understood not only my commands, my blandishments, and baby-talk, he could also respo,!d to
inflections of my voice. We tried verbal experImentation that took on the flavor of poetry. We developed a private language between us more articulate than the communications of Gertrude Stein to
Alice B. Toklas .
As Skipper grew older he lost this sharpness for
sounds. I-Ie no longer was at the door to greet me.
In fact it was now I who awoke him to receive his
greetings. H is growing deafness led to .deception. ;He
would suddenly rush to a door or wmdow barkmg
furious ly as if a murderer was forcing his way in.
Then he would subside with embarrassment at his
en·or. He stayed close to my side when we walked
or visi ted in the country.
I attached a hearing aid to Skipper but without
benefit. He was furious at this, scratching and
pawing at the ear to which it was strapped. He
snapped, shook, and rolled on his back in a wild
effort to rid himself of the insulting contrivance. He
showed violent anger at this substitute for what was
formerly his proud dominant sense.
For a time I maintained the hearing aid on him
by force of straps and bandage, hoping that he
would eventually become accustomed to it, but
for this short time, it did not register and his
responses were as poor as before. This, I felt was
because the a nimal cannot recognize any validi.ty
in monaural sound . He wou ld not accept lts
synthetic quality and felt it an injury to his dIgnity.
So I removed it at my wife's urgings. "After all"
she wisely observed, "Skipper doesn't know he is
deaf." After some reflection I considered this to
hold some logic.
Ours is a family where affection and loyalty are
freely demonstrated and exchanged, and for fourteen years Skipper was part of that rappor t. My
two daughters grew up sharing their play and their
love with him. But as he grew older he feared
separation more and more . .My ~aug~ters wen t
off to distant colleges and SkIpper In hIS deafness
became inseparable from my wife and self.
We recently boarded him out to a veterinary',
kennel while we made a trip to the West. On our
return he was dead. He had not touched food or
water for nearly two weeks. Ours. is the. loss of. a
close friend, a four- legged relatIve ~D1 ted . WIth
us by affection, loyalty and understandmg. SkIPP!"
has given our family enrichment. We deeply mIss
him.

Q)
l
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AUDAX, INC.
Manufactu re rs of fi ne loudspe a kers
Division of Rek-O-Kut Compa ny, Inc.
38-19 108th Street, Corona 68, New York
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in RI and R s must be considerably
larger than the largest a nticipated l eo'
For most purposes, 50 microamperes is
a good estimate for l eo maximum in germanium transistors. Thus the RIRs current should be a t least 0.5 mao It is a
good rule of thumb to make the RIR s
current at least this large and preferably
as large as the current in R" if that current is greater.
It should be noted that silicon transistors have much lower leo's and bias
resistors can be ten times larger than
those for germanium without causing
trouble.

Conclusions

THE SMALL~ST LOUDSPEAKER HAV·
ING VALID CLAIM TO FULL RANGE
. . . WITH FI DELITY

If Ohm's L aw is applied with confidence, transistor circuits are no harder
to understand than circuits containing
vacuum tubes . This does not mean that
complete understanding can come from
arguments such as those u sed in this
paper. High-frequency effects, directcoupled circuits, feedback, transient response and many other items of great
practical importance have been deliberately omitted in the interest of establishing a feeling for transistor operation
based on a minimum of physical and
mathematical reasoning. A little experience will show both the value and the
limitations of this approach.
IE

The 16 cub ic feet of bass horn in the
KliPSCHORN is the least size capable of full
ran ge with minimum distortion . Eight times
that size would be required if room corners
were not utilized. Any smaller speaker, of any
desig.n whatever, must necessarily sacrifice
quality.
Paul W. Klipsch's stubborn refusal to compro·
mise with size in his design of the KliPSCHORN
is one of the many reasons why it remains the
refere nce sta ndard for genuinely ind ependent
testing laboratories. As a group of acoustic
scie ntists at Bell Tele phone Laboratori es reo
ported recently, "It is the best sound and best
stereo we have ever heard."
Write for literature on Klipsch speaker systems
and a list of published technical papers by Paul
W. Klipsch.
KLIPSCH AND ASSOCIATES. INC
Post Office Box 96 • Hope. Arkansas
CIRCLE 96A

AUDIOCLINIC
(Continued fl'om page 6 )

featuring NEW MULTIPLEX STEREO
~nd ALL-TRANSISTOR STEREO HI-FI

World's largest hi-fi selection, including p rodu cts a n d va lu es

available only from ALLIED. Save
on complete Stereo systems. all

~

~

NO MONEY
DOWN

easiest terms

famous-name components, hi-fi
cabinetry. tape recording. Save
most wit h exclusive KNIGHT @

components and quality buildyour-own

KNIGHT - K I TS @.

Get

our m oney-saving quotations for
component systems of your own
selection. Send co u pon today for

our Free 444-page 1962 Catalog!

AUDIO TECHNIQUES
(from page 52)

I AlliED

I

phonic tapes or stereo tapes of this track
width, the tape will probably be left in the
"heads up" position, but, of course, the
wind will still be smooth.)
One r ecord company goes to considerable
trouble in storing its master t apes. A layer
of paper is wound between each layer of
tape to prevent contact between adjacent
t ape layers. The object of this stringent
precaution is to eliminate or at least mini·
mize print·through.
A tape owner of my acquaint ance has
constructed a mumetal safe to store his
tapes in. It is .characteristic of mumetal
that magnetic fields cannot easily penetrate
the meta l. H ence, a box constructed of this
material will minimize the effects on the
stored tapes of stray magnetic fields , which,
if strong enough, would increase printthrough and tend to erase signal.
IE

RADIO, De pl. 146-KI
100 N. Weslern Ave., Chicago 80, III .

catalog
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Furthermore, they al'e interesting as to
sou-roe. The b~tlk of the material was
hlYUsewife-two gl'OUpS not heard from
supplied by a high sohool student and a
often enough by this department and by
AUDIO CLINIC. Now that summer is over, I
hope you had a fin e time before assuming
the routine prooed~tres of the fa ll and
winter seasons. L et's hope, too that you
have unoovered more inteTesting 7natm'ial
to shaTe with other readers via this oolumn .

CLASSIFIED
Rates: 10' per wont per Insertion lor aon,ommerclll
advertisements; 25' per word lor ,ommerclal ad",·
tls.ments. Rates are net, and .0 dl"OInls wilt be
allowed. COpy must be a..ompanl.d by remIHI." In
IIt1, and must reaeh the New York om.. by the
nrst 01 the month preted Ina the date 01 Iss ...

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
AMP RITE SPEAKER SERVICE
168 W. 23rd St., New York 11, N. Y.
CH 3 4812
ENJOY PLEASANT SURPRISES ? Then
write us before you purchase any hl·fi. You 'll
be glad you did. Unusual savi¥.s. Key Electronics, 120 Liberty St., New ork 6, N. Y.
CLoverdale 8-4288.
Ampex, Concertone, Crown, Magnecord,
Norcelco, Presto, Bogen, Tandber1':J Sherwood, Rek-O-Kut, Scott, Shure,
ynakit,
others. Trades. Boynton StudioNDept. AM, 10
Pennsylvania Ave., Tuck ahoe, . Y.
LOW, LOW quotes: stereo tapes, compon·
ents, recorders, HIFI, Roslyn 4, Pa.
PROMPT DELIVERY, we will not be
undersold. Amplifiers, tape recorders, tuners,
etc. No catalogues. Air Mail quotes. Compare. L. M. Brown Sales Corp., Dept . A
239 E. 24th St., N. Y. 10, N. Y.
SPEAKER SALE-component quotations
-tapes. Bayla Co., Box 131·0, Wantagh, N.
Y.
SELF-HYPNOSIS tape or LP record. Learn
quickly, easily. Free literature. McKinley·
Smith Co., Dept. ATR, Box 3038, San Bern·
al'dina, Calif.
WANT TO BUY: Altec Lansing 355A, 20
watt amWfier. Tom Mclntir~ 5th & Wright
Streets,
ilmington, North arollna.
WRITE for stereo component prices, no
ca talogues. We ship anywhere in U. S.
Masterpiece, 1801 Kings Highway, Brooklyn.
In business 16 years. Custom made cabinets
for TV, ster eo, bars and hi fl.
lVIURED custom built CATH-O·PHASE
power amplifiers. Clean, solid bass; clear,
crisp highs ; faithful mid-range; instrument
definition so precise aud balanced at all
levels with recommended speakers its "unexpected performance" basis for United
States Patent # 2,955,261. Monophonic,
$150.00; stereophon ic, $200. 00. For deta ils
write Mured Incorporated, P. O. Box 286,
Danbury, Conn.
ALTEC LANSING stereo preamplifier,
model 445A, mahogany cabinet. Brand new.
$90.00. Michael King, 1654 Elmwood Avenue,
Lakewood 7, Ohio.
NEW. Operate your Ampex 600, 601, 601·2
at 7.5 and 15 ips with our E-Z·ON kit. $25.00
Dlono8honic, $27.50 stereophonic. Components orp., Denville, N. J .
AMPEX 400A professional tape recorder,
$385.00. V. R. Hein, 418 Gregory, Rockford,
Illinois.
AUDIO, AUDIO ENGINEERING, S~tembel', 1947 to date, last offer. Charles eigb,
10 South Lanning Avenue, Hopewell, New
Jersey.

EMPLOYMENT
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER havi ng particular interest in electro-acoustic re lays
and severa l decades of experience seeks
position in N . Y. Metropolitan area. For
resume , etc ., write CK-I , Audio, P. O.
Box 629, Mineola, N. Y.

RECORDINC ENCINEER
Experience. Studio mixing, tape editing, disc cutting, mastering. Knowledge
of film d esirable . Large New York C i ty
studio catering to advertising industry.
Send complete resume, Box CK-2,
AUDIO, P . O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y.

AUDIO
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J~hoi&J, •••
THE FINEST OF ITS KIND •• •

Get more FM stations with t he w orld's most
powerful FM Yog i Antenna systems.
To be f ull y info rmed,
se nd 30¢ f or b ook
" The me And Varia·
tion s" by L. F. B.
Carini and containing
FM Station Dire ctory.

APPARATUS DEVELOPMENT CO.
WETHERSFiElD 9,

CONN

CIRCLE 97B

ELECTROSTATIC TWEETER
THRILLINC
HI FREQUENCY
RESPONSE
ONLY $19.95
ORDER BY
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CIRCLE 97C

CANADA

H igh Fidel ity Equipment
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HI- Fi Records - Components
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~
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• Ka.rm.a.n-Xardon N a mes Gene.r al M anager. Donald Spa nier has been appointed
General Manager of Harman-Xa.rdon, I nc .,
S l dne y H arman, President of Jerrold Electronics Corporation, annou nced today. Har·
man-Kardon is one of the constituent companies within the Jerrold complex. As
General Manager, Mr. Spanier will be the
company's chief administrative Officer,
overseei ng a ll activities. Prior to joining
Harman-Kardon, Mr. Spanier was General
Manager of Polaroid of Japan, Inc., where
he introduced the J a panese and other
Southeast Asians to locally made "PictureIn-a-Mi n u te" products. Mr. Spanier a lso
served as management consultant to the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in connection with its industrialization program,
and founded and served as President of
the Puerto Rico branch of the Society for
the A d vancement of Management.
• Jensen Promotes Four In M anagell1e·n t.
Fou r promotions have been annou nced by
Jensen Manufacturing Company, Division
of the Muter Company, Chicago l ou d speaker manu facturer, according to Ral p h
P . G love r , vice p r esident. Karl K r amer has
been made Manager, Commercial Sou nd
Prod ucts. Eugene G. Van Deveer becomes
Manager, Export Division. Frank D. L intern has been advanced to Sal es Manager,
and T heodore A. Firaneck to Assistant
Sales Manager, both in t h e Distributor
Division.
• Sony Expands. In its continued expansion program, the Sony Corporation of
America announced that it h as opene d
a new central regional office in Chi cago.
The sales and merchandising s u bsidiary of
the Sony Corporation, Tokyo, now h a s
three ' offices in the United States: New
Yorl" Chicago, and Los Angel es. T he Chicago office, 4950 West Belmont Aven u e, has
warehousing facilities which will help expedite deliveries i n mid-wes t markets.
• Amperex Announces 3 Executive Promotions. T he promotion of Mr. Charles Ro d dy
from Product Manager, Transmitting a n d
Power Tubes to the position of Techn ical
Assistant to the President, has been announced by Mr. Frank Rand all, presid ent
of Amperex. Mr. Randall a l so annou nced
two other promotions: Mr. Ed Kin g has
been promoted from Sales Engineer to Assistant Product Manager, Professional
Tubes and Semi-conductors; an d Mr. Al
Katz has been promoted from Section
Head, Applications Engineer ing to Assistant Product Manager, Tran smitting and
Power T ubes.

ORDER NOW - send
check or money order

Salisfactlon guaranteed

MAGAZINE FILE CO.
520 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 36, N' l Y.
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/ Blank/ Precorded Tape Catalog # A·2

SAXITONE TAPE SALES
(Div. of Commi ssione d Electronics Co., Inc.)
Washington, D.C.
1776 Columbia Road

CIRCLE 97F
IF YOU ARE MOVINC
Please notify our Circulation Department
at least 5 weeks in advance. The Post Office
does not forward magaxines sent to wrong
destinations unless you pay additional postage, and we can NOT duplicate copies sent
to you once. To save yourself, us, and the
Post Office a headache, won 't you please
cooperate? When notifying us, please give
your old address and your new address.
Circulation Department
RADIO MACAZINES, INC.
P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y.
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YOU HEARD IT?
For the past y ear, IONOV AC High
Fidelity a nd Stereo Speaker Systems h a ve been the editorial conversa tion piece of th~' nation's top ma ga zines a nd p eriodicals. Words a re
a nti-clima ctic until you've h eard a
" live"demonstra tion of this revolutionary break through in sound reproduction. R evolutionary beca use
a n " ionic cloud" repla ces the dia. phra gm used in ordinary speakersnothing moves but the sound waves.
'The qua lity of reproduction far exceeds anything y ou h a ve ever heard
... 3,500 to 20,000 cps a nd above.
Ava ila ble in a wide ra nge of styles
from add-on units to complete Columnar Speaker Systems. Choose
from a broad selection of handsome
finishes-or unfinished, if you desire. Consumer or dealer inquiries
invited . Write for full details.

UNLIMITED 190·A Lexington Ave.
New York 16, N. Y.

Save

... the most publicized
new product in the
history of hi-fi-stereo
fields, .. BUT HAVE

• Each file holds a
full year's copies.
• Jesse Jones Vol ·
ume Files for every
publication.
• Covered in durable
leather like Kivar,
tille embossed in 16
Kt gold.

Attractive and
practical for your
home or office
3 for $7.00
6 for $13.00

I

DUKANE CORPORATION
DEPT. A·lOI

ST. CHARLES, ILL.
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ADVERTISING
INDEX

•
Acoustic Research, Inc. ..... . ... ...... 39
A. E. 5.• Inc....... ..... .... .... . 6 1,89
Airex Radio Corporation .. . .... . ...... 90
Allied Radio Corp. .... . . ....•. .. .... 96
A ltec Lansing Corporation .... . .. ... 6, 55
American Concertone, Inc. . . .• . . ... .. 87
Apparatus Development Co. ..... ... ... 97
Audio Bookshelf ...... .. ... . .. . . .. . . 94
Audio Dynamics Corporation .......... 7
Audio Engineering Society . . . . . ... . ... 78
Audio Fidelity Records . . . .. . . ... ... .. 69
Audio Unlimited .......... .. ...... .. 97

Made in U.S.A.

12450
Completely Tested
and Wired

Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp. . ..... 27
i8
Belden .. .. .. . ... .... . •... .
Bogen-Presto, Div[sion of
the Sieg ler Corp. . . ... .. .... . . ... ... 49
British Industries CorporatIon • . . . .... 4,5

Ready fo r Stereo and no Adapter Needed .. . opening a new era in stereo, the new
Lafayette Criter ion FM Stereo Multiplex Tuner is entirely self contained with its
own built·in multiplex facilities. Capable of achieving the highest Laboratory
Standards, its exceptional selectivity and sensitivity together with drift·free AFC
performance insures effecive reception of even the weakest multiplex or monaural
FM signals.

Cabinart Acoustical Engineering Corp. . . ~~
Capitol Tape .. . . ..•... . . . ..........
Classified ..... .. . ......• : ... ....... 96
Concord Electronics CorporatIon .. .. . .. 8

KT-2S0A SO-WATt INTEGRATED
STEREO AMPLIFIER
KT·25OA

LA·250A

74.50

99.50

Dukane Corp., I novac Division . . . . . .... 97
Dynaco, Inc. . ...................... ~~
Dyna- Empire, Inc. . .... • ..• . ... . .. . ..
EICO ...... .. ....................
13
Electronic Applications, Inc. . . . .. . .... ~~
Electro-Voice, Inc. . .... . . . . .....• . .. 97
El ectro-Voice Sound Systems .....•. . .

in Kit Form
Completely Wired
• 3rd Channel Output
• Separate ' Bass & Treble Controls
• 50·Watts Monophonicall,r • 25 Watts Each Stereo Channel
• Response: 15·40,000 cps ±
db (at normal listening level)
Pacesetting quality, performance and design. Features Include: unique "Blend"
control for continuously variable channel separation-from full monaural to full
stereo, 4-position Selector, Mode, Loudness and Phase switches. Also provides
. outputs for 4, 8, and 16 ohm speakers. Hum·free operation Is insured by use of
DC on all pre·amp and tone control tuhes. In dividual bia s and balance controls.
Harmonic distortion, less than 0.25%. 1M distortion, less than .5%. Hum and noise
77 db below full output. 14112"W x 12%"0 x 5V2" H. Shpg. wI., 28 Ibs.

Fisher Radio Corporation . . . .......... 11

:s

Made
in U.S.A.

Garrard Sales Corp. . .•.. . ...• . . ... . 4, 5
Glaser-Steers Company . .. ... ..... .. . . 77
Gotham Audio Corporation .. . • • . .. . .. 70
Grado Laboratories, Inc. ..•.•... .. .... 54

Isotone Associates •...... . . .. . .. .....

KT-600A Criterion
PROFESSIONAL STEREO
CONTROL CENTER
KT·600A

Key Electron ics Company . . . .•. . . .•.. . ~~
Kierulff Sound CorporatIon . . . ... . .•• • 79
KLH Research & Development Corp. . , .
Klipsch & Associates ....•••• • .... . . .. 96

LA·600A

Lafayette Radio . . . . . . .. . .... . . . ..... 98
Langevin, a Division of Sonotec, Inc. .. . 3
Lansing, James B., Sound, Inc.
65

Completely Wired

• Response 5·40,000 cps ± 1 db
• Precise "Null" Balancing System
• Bridge Control Provides Variable 3rd Channel output
• Variable Cross Channel SiJnal Feed Eliminates Hole·ln·The·Mlddle Effects
• Tape Head Playback Equalization for 4-Track Stereo
Sensitivity 2.2 mv for 1 volt out. Dual low impedance "plate follower" outputs 1500
ohms. Less than .03% 1M distortion; less than .1% harmonic distortion. Hum and
noise 20 db below 2 volts. 14xlO%x4V2". Shpg. wt., 16 Ibs

Marantz Co. . . ...... .. ... • .. .... . .. 91
M icrotran Co., Inc. .. ..... . ..... .. . .. 92

Made
In U.S.A.

Neat Onkyo Denk'i Co .• Ltd. ... . ... .. . 2
Newcomb Audio Products Co. . ... .. .. . 85
Norted Corporation ......••.•.......• 71
North American Philips Co., Inc. . ..... 58

KT-SSO

Omega Electronics Corp.•.......... 33, 34

Criterion

100-WATT
BASIC STEREO AMPLIFIER

Pickering & Company, Inc. ... . . ..... . 17
Pilot Radio CorporatIon ••......•..... 41
Pioneer Electronic Corporation ....... . 57

• Rated at 50· Watts per Channel • Response
from 2·100,000 cps; 0·1 db at l·Watt • Mas.
sive ' Crain Oriented Silicon' Steel . Transformers,
• Multiple Feedback Loop Design (over 50 db)
• Metered Calibration Control Panel • Abso.
lutely Stable Under Any Conditions of LOad
A new " Laboratory Standard" dual SO·watt amplifier
·guaranteed to outperform any basic stereo amplifier
on the market. Advanced engineering techniques plus
the finest components ensure flawless performance. Dis.
tortion levels so low they are unmeasurable. Hum and noise
better than 90 db below 50·watts. Complete with metal en.
closure. 9V4 " H x 12V2" D. Shpg. Wi., 60 Ibs.
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Ravenswood, a Division of Annapolis
Electroacoustic Corporation .. . . . .. . . 53
RCA Efectron Tube Division .. . .. .. . Cov. II
Reeves Soundcraft Corp. •.. .... .. .... 29
Rek-O- Kut Company, Inc•.... .. .. . . 9 , 95
Robins I ndustries Corp. •.. ... .. . . .. .. 92
Rockford Special Furniture Co. . . . .•.. . 76

RADIO,

P.O. Box 10

Syosset, L. I., N. Y.

Send FREE 1962 Catalog featuring the comple t e line of
Lafayette Stereo Components.

$ Enclosed ..................................., .................. 'for Stock No ........................ .
Nome_________________________________
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I
I
I
I

8

Jensen Manufacturing Company . . ,' .. .. 43

79.50 134.50
In Kit Form

25,45

Harmon-Kardon

Sarkes-Tarzian, Inc . . ..... . ..........
Saxitone Tape Sales •........... .. ...
Scott, H. H., Inc. . .... .. ...•. . .... 66.
Sherwood El ect ronic Laboratories, Inc....
Shure Brothers, Inc. .... ............. .
Sonotone Corp. .... . ...... . . .. . . ....
Sonovox ... .. .... ....•.....••.. . ...
6uperscope, Inc. . .. . ............• .. .
Superex . ...... . . ... .. ... . . .. • . .. . .

81
97
67
1
51
92
90
37
84

Tall Company, The ..... .... . . .......
Tandberg of America , Inc. . . . . .. . . . . ..
Tannoy . . ...... . ....... . .... . . . . ...
Transis-Tronics, Inc . . . . . ..... . ... Cov.

91
14
86
IV

University Loudspeake rs, Inc. . .• . ... . • 75
Viking of Minneapolis, Inc.•.. ... Cov. III

City

Weathers I ndu~tries . ....... .... ....• 72
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VIKING'S NEW 86 STEREO-COMPACT
DESIGNED WITH "M ULTI PLEX-ABILITY"
FM Stereo programs worth listening to are worth hearing again. Viking brings to the FM

Stereo era an integrated recorder with "Multiplex-ability." Built-in heterodyne trap assures
you whistle free, perfect FM stereo recordings. Dramatic new styling, brilliant new stereo
electronics are yours in this versatile new recorder. Check these Viking features: 25-18,000 cps
recording-playback ± 3 db. (conservative). Large ereo VU meters. Three separate heads
(permits monitoring from tape). Half-track ang rJuarter-track Models- )i-track model plays
Yz-track tapes. Professional type "mixing" rec( [ding controls. Erase-Protek Recording Interlock. Automatic 3%-7Yz record/ play eq
tion.
Integrated playback preamplifiers (I-volt
t).
Automatic tape shut-off switch. Digital counter
ophile net $297.50. See the Viking 86 ;:;t(~re()-\..;qn1.P~lC
now at your Viking dealer's. For free litera
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